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INTRODUCTION 
'!'<> think clcar4" ~ honest),y, to read though~, to com-
municai#e e.tfectiveJ,y, am to listen intelllgently have alwqs been basic 
to ti.~.e perpetuation of democratic vt~s of living. The continued devel-
opl!lent o:f thcfie skill& is vital to the f uture of our natiOn. l 
The adoloseent in our society f aces an ever-changing world. Sci-
ontii'ic advancement has mde a mockery of time and dietance, and rrade 
the most out:cy'ing geographical areas easily a ccessi ble to us. Our need 
t o communicate more effectively t;ith others will increase in importance 
as people share mare and more of their phUoeophiea • prodt.tcts, am 
s ervices. 
Gone is tl1e pa ttern of rural society with its c:ol't'forting mores . 
Urbanization now sets the pattern by Ylhieh the youth must abide. Mass 
communicati on amplifies the pr oblems found in our s ociety to a dogree 
that no one ean escape !'rom them. 
To meet the conflicting .forces of our modern world with ro-
source.fulnese end intelligence, tho you,th of today needs an education 
of great scope and powor. It must bo an important factor in aiding him 
to develop a wholesone personality , a sense o! sp iritual and moral 
values , increased intellectual curiositvr and capacity far growth, sen-
lnor a v. Smith, ~ !??Bl ish Language Art s, Vol. l ( Uew York1 
Appleton-Century-croi'ts , Inc. , 1952), P• .). 
--
aitiveness to beaut:r~, emotional s tability, habits of critical tJlinking, 
aM~ity to ll.f>e the lM•eua3e a s a mer~ rlffect.i·.re moana of communication 
and a s en.::;e· of bel onging to our democratic society. Finally, a demo-
c:rntic educ:;.tion nust advance t he social and economic concepts. neces-
~arJ fer nuc~ccs in our soci cty.l 
PURPOSE 
!the purposes of this project aret t o develop a curriculum guide 
in t he four areas of the LanguagQ Arts-( r eading, wr i ting1 speaking and 
listening) for tre eighth grade; and to euggest methods1 materials and 
act ivities which may lead to mor e original teaching. 
SCOPE AND LJMITA.TIONS 
This curriculum guide ~ intended to s erve the eighth grade 
language arts ins t r actors at t.r..a. Henry J. Wilson Junior High School 1n ·· 
Natick, ldas sachusetts. It attempt s not only to suggest units of work 
conta ining activit ies a~d experiences t o enabl e the students t o develop 
appropj."'iate skills , understandings, and attitudes but also to implement 
the a chievement of the ten major goals laid down by the Commission on 
the English Curriculum of the National Council of Teachers of English.2 
The guide contains eix outlines for th~ suggested units . Two 
uni ts aro completed. A chart showing the sequence o:f ski lls in the 
1Ib1d., PP• 55-69 . 
2Ibid., PP• 41-54. 
-
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.·. 
four arePc of t.he l angua.ce ro-ts and saznple job sheets used to tc£.ch these 
skillt. arn :i.ncludr:d . 
The oacic lirlitation of t his project is that it i~ the ~ ork of 
one i ndi'l7iG.ual llnd the r:mterial suggested herein is untried. This t;,;-pe 
of stuci.;r n::1:irc5 cooporatj.vo 1-' ~'.:rticipation by students, tonchere , and 
aclmi 11istrators in t:r.e planning and devel op::llent of materials. Vertical 
partieipatlon prov ides for articulation of t he entire fir c gram while 
horizontal participation provides for development of the pr ogram on one 
preparat ional level. 
JUSTIFICA'riON 
'Ibi s school is to be opened in September 1959 with an inexperienced 
staf.f. It is t he hope of the lYriter that this study uuzy provide a use.tul 
base from which an expanding langua~e arts curriculum, encompa ssing all 
grade l evels of the junior high school, may be developed through ·tiie 
cooperative efforts o.f the language arts sta.ff. 
DEFINITIONS 
Curriculum: a body of prescribed educative experiences under 
school supervision, designed to provide an individunl with the best 
possible training and exper ience to f it him for the soc iet,y of ~hich 
he is a part or to qualit): :-him for a trade or pr ofeEs i on.l 
lcarter V. Good ( ed.) 1 DictioJW7 2!_ Education ( New Yorkt McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1945), P • 113. 
EXperience, educative : any interaction of the individual wit h 
his envi...ron.100nt such that desirable changes .are brought about in him 
4 
and the direction of higher development, the desirabilit.y of such changes 
being determined by his need::: and by the social and edncat:J..onal s tandards 
of the culture t~ ~hich he bclongs.l 
In·~rest: a subjective-objecti .. re a ttitude, concern, or condition 
involvil1g a I~rcept or an iaen in attention and a combinati on of intel-
lectunl ru1d feeling consciousness; ~~ be temporar,r or permanent; based 
on native curiosity, conditioned by experience.2 
Needs , pupil: everything necessary to ensure the opt imum devel-
opment of too potentinl abilities of a pupil-intellectual~ physical, 
moral, emoti onal, and social--both in relati on to hie pr esent interests, 
abilitioo, and level of achievemen·t and in r elation to the pr obable 
future demands of the individual and soci ety • .3 
Language Arts : a group of school subjects , the chief purpose 
of which is t o teach control and proficiency in the use of the English 
language; commonly includes reading, language ( oral and -wr i t ten compo-
sition, grammar and rhetoric), speech, spelling and t.IS.Ildwriting. 4 
Unit El8!1: a sohem of instruction or organization such as t hat 
advocated by Uorrison, in which the work is divided into large Tihole e 
l Jbi d. , P• 160. 
-
2.!2!a•• P• 22.3. 
3~., P• 271. 4Ibid., P • 235. 
or unj_ts , with rcla:t.ivel y lonf-term assi gnments, a s contracted nith a 
pl.:'l.n t n w:!l.i ch daily l esson assi enments are used.l 
l ibid., P• 438. 
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CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPUENT OF A LANGUAGE ARTS CURRICULUM 
FOR AIJFRICA 1 S SE£0NDARY SCHOOLS 
Earl y Contributions 
During the years when America was primaril;r concerned with the 
development o£ the West, the expansion of its industrial might, and t he 
r eorganization of its political philosophy f r om one based on an agrarian 
society to one based on industry, the school was gradual:cy" changing from 
an instit ution designed only t o educate the college-bound to one de-
s igned to develop good citizens and to t.ra in vocati onally competent work-
ers a s nell. Early in the twentieth cent ury, significant steps 11ere 
taken t.o fmprove the secondary-school curricul.um. 
The Commission on the Reorganization of Secon~t Education . 
The Commission on the Reorgani~ation of Secondary Education came into 
being as a r esul.t of previous wor k by tbe ;~ational Education Associa-
tion . The Commission was divided into sixteen committees nh:ich dealt 
th specific areas of the secondary- school curricul.um.. The steering 
committee of t he Commission formulated a statement of f lmdalrental pr in-
ciples which were to act as guides for secondary- school curriculum re-
organization. 
This st.atement, ex+~mely radical f or its·time, s tated unequi-
a revolutionary concept of secondary education. 
Secondary education should be determined by the needs of the . 
society to be served, t he cha:c•acter of the individuals t o be ed-
ucated, and the kn<mledge of educational theory and practice 
ava1lable. 'l'hese f actors are by no means static. Society is a l -
ways in process of development; the character of the seconda.""'Y-
school population undergoes modif'icationJ and the sciences upon 
which educational t heory and practices depend constantly furnish 
net~ information. Secondary education, however, like an:y ot her 
established agency of society, is conservative and tends t o resist 
modification. Failure to make adjustments when t he need arises 
leads to t he necessity for extensive reorganization at irregular 
intervals . The evidence i s strong that such a comprehensi ve re-
or ganization is imperative at the present t ime.l 
The Cardinal Principles . The Commission devel oped t he fol lowing 
major objectives of' American education which became famous and lmown 
as t ho Seven Cardinal Principles: (1) heal th; (2) command of t he f unda-
mental processes; (3) wor t hy home membership; (4) vocation; (5) citi-
zenship; ( 6) worthy use of leisure,; ( 7) ethical character. 2 
The committee on Engl ish published its r e,Yort the pr evious year. 
The National Council of Teacher s of English cooperated with the Nation-
al Education Association to form this joint committee on English . T'ne 
statements of this committee, consider ed COI:llllonplace t oday, were not 
typical of t he thinking of t hat ern in secondar,y education. 
The subject matter of Engl ish consists pr imarily of ac tivities, 
not of information. It provides a means for the development of 
i deals, a ttitudes , skills , and habits, r at her than for t he acqui s i -
tion of a lmowl edga of f acts and pr inciplee ••• th1s knowledge (know-
l edge of grammar, spelline . rhetoric, literary for ms, histor y o£ 
l united States Department of the Interior , Bureau of .Education, 
Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education (Bulletin 1918, No. 35, 
Vlashmg"ton: Govern:nent Printing O.ffice, ~919 ), p . 1. 
2~. , p . 39 . 
1 
l iterary pr oduction) is subsidiary; that it can actually be gained 
on~ through and in contact with genuine construetive activit.ies1 
and that it should not, t herefore, be made the chief basis for the 
organization of the course or for standards of attainment to be set 
up from semester t o semester. The relating of items of lmowledge 
to the pupil' s da~ experience is more important than the relating 
of t hese items t o each other in his memory .1 
Birth of the ~erience Curriculum 
The National Council of Teachers of English demonstrated its 
l eadership in the field of curriculum r eorganization in the 1930 ' s . 
Under the chairmanship of w. Wilbur Hatfield the Curriculum Commissi on 
of the National Council of Teachers of English prepared a program of 
studies in English from kindergarden through t he graduate school. The 
commission sought to desi gn merely a framework on ·which thl;} indi vidual 
teacher might build his cmn illustrative materials. 'Ihis was a de• 
parture from the usual pr ocedure of curriculum commissions . The English 
Commission was not attempting to standardize t he subject matter but to 
establish a set of general principlesf~ith illustrations to demonstrate 
their applicability. Further, the commission saw the need fo~ each 
community to construct its own curriculum based on the individual l ocale 
and needs of the pupils . 
The r eport emphas ized the need for baaing t he teaching of English 
on experience. 
~~ational Joint Committee on English, James F'l eming Hosie, Cr..air-
man, Reorganization of English in Secondary Schools (Bul.letin No. 2 . 
Washington : Government Printirig OffiCe, 1917) 1 p;-33. 
a 
-
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Experience is the best o£ all schools ••• School and 
college curriculums should consist of eJCperiences (coaning rea1 
situations} . The school of experience is the ~ one which wlll 
develop the flexibility and power of self-direction r equisite far 
successful living in our age of snift induatrial, social, and 
economic change . To inculcate authoritarian beliefs, fixed rules 
of conduct, unreasoned and therefore stubborn a ttitudes , is to 
set our youth in futile and fatal con£lict with the forces of 
modern l ife. By meeting situations, modifying conditions and 
adapting themselves to the unchangeable, our bqys nnd girls will 
l earn to l ive in a dynamic and evolving \Vorld . Today, more 'than 
ever, the curriculum should consist of exporiences.l 
Str ands of Experience. The r eport of t his commission was cen-
tered around suggested strands of experience. These strands were to 
act as the nucl ei around which the curriculum materials might be 
built. Throughout tbe range of the educational system the strands of 
experience g.radu.ally increased i..t"l scope a."ld complexity. 
Fourteen experience strands were suggested for the area of oral 
communication, seven for t he elementary l ovol and seven for the second-
ary level. The strands for the elementory grades wer e ( l ) conversing, 
(2} tel ephoning, (3) discussing and planning, (4) t elling stor ies, 
(5) dramatizing, (6) reporting, (7) speaking t o large groups . The 
sequence of strands for grades seven through twelve were {1) social 
conversation, (2) telephone c onversation, (3) interviews and confer-
ences, (4 ) discussion, (5) questions and answers , (6) organizations, 
( 7) special-occ.asion speeches . 2 
l A Co~ission of the National Council of Teachers of English, 
l'f. W:Ubm- Hatfield, Chairman, An Ex:porienco Curriculum in .English 
(New Yorks Appleton-Century-Cro£ts , Inc., 1935), P• J .-
2Ibid., PP• 159- 184 • 
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These strands o:f experience were des igned t o parallel t he social 
sit uations in "hich oral. communicat i on was used. Thus the curric·.U.um 
took its character f rom the needs of t he society at a particular time. 
The philosophy which John Dewey expr essed at t he turn of t he century 
was being utilized to transform the authoritarian curriculum into one 
truly expressive of a democratic society. Dewe.y bad stated, in 19021 
his opinion that the child and t he curriculum wer e not opposed t o each 
other. 
Abandon the notion of subject-matter as something fixed and 
r eaey- made in itself, outsi de the child ' s OA~erience; cease t hink-
ing of t he child's exper ience as also somet hing hard and f astJ see 
i t as something f l uent, embryonic , vital; and ne realize that the 
child and t he curriculum are simply two limits which define a 
single pr ocess. Just as two points def ine a stra i eht line, so t he 
pr esent standpoint of t he child and the facts and truths of studies 
define ir.structi on. I t is t he continuous reconstr uction, movir~ 
f rom the child ' s present experience out into that r fPresented by 
t he organized bodi es of t ruth that ne call studies . 
Objectives of the E;Perience Curriculum.. The co~ttee die not 
stop with the mere list:U1g of t he stranc!s of experi ence. It sugges·~ed 
objectives which ser ved t o del imi t t he inter nal or ganizati on of each 
strand. 'l'en experi ence str ands were sugees t ed in the area of lit-
~rature. The foll owi•"lg is an illustration of the pr imary and enabl ing 
objectives f or the f irst of t hese st r anda, rtEnjoying Action, " as they 
apply t o t he secondar,y school. 
l John Dewey, The Child and t he Curriculum ( Chi cagos Uni versity 
pf Chicago Press, 1902}, P• lb.-
= 
1. (Grade 7) Primar,y Objective: To enjoy animal stories , both 
short and book- l ength. 
Enabling Objectivess To enter ~mpathetically into 
the world of animaJ.a . To keep clearly in mind the 
changing situation of the actors in the story. To 
discount somewhat the emotional sensitivity given 
the animals by most writers. 
2. (Grade 8) Primary Objecti ve• To engage vicariously in human 
adventure in easy settings llithin siruple plots . 
Enabling objectives J To sense clearly which persons 
and circumstances are favorable to the hero. To 
image viv~ the critical situations. To keep the 
chain ot incidents in mind, at l east until the read-
ing is finished. 
3. (Grade 9) Primary Objective: 'l.'o enjoy rapidly moving comedi es 
of situation. 
Enabling Objectivess To lay aside the serious mood 
and its expectations of adventure or theme. To 
imagine the situations vividl.y enough to realize 
their ludicrous11ess. 
4. (Grade 10) Primary Objective : To enjoy hero stories. 
ll 
Enabling Objectives: To synpathize with the hero; to 
realize the seriousness of his difficulties; to see 
how far his success is due to his own foresight, 
courage and resourcefulness. 
5. (Grade 11) Primary Objective: To witness the acts of nzyths and 
legends. 
Enabling Objectives • To exercise "poetic faith" 
(suspension of disbelief); to know the important gods. 
6 . ( Grade 12) Primary Objectives To enjoy adventures which are more 
interesting because their backgrounds are so different 
from our own environment. 
Enabling Objectivesa To visualize clothing, weapons, 
houses, or other details of the background. 'l'o nots 
peculiarities of speech and social customs if there 
are a:rry. To catch s ome of the attitudes and ways of 
= 
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thinking which are different from ours,.1 
In the introduction to Conduct::f.ne E:q>eriences .!!! English, a com-
mittee of the National Council of Teache:L·s of English of "'bich Ar,gela M. 
Broening ~as the chairman stated the basic causes for a reor~anization o£ 
the secondary-school English Curricu.lUD. 
Somethi."lg had to be done about the Engl ish curriculum; youth, 
society, and educational t:teo:cy- all were changing faster than school 
practicee With the enforcement of compulsory attendance laws, cJ.l 
kinds of children were attending school and were staying 011 to grad-
uate. Scienti.f'ic measurements were disclosir..g a wi de r ange of dif-
ferences among pupils previous~ considered alike. Educational 
theory was taking its color from the Dewey philosophy of education 
as experience. But even so, a one- sided battle was being waged be-
t\7ecn out-of-school life and in- school life. 2 
Developments after Worl d War II. The chaotic conditions of 
Worl d War II revealed m.a.ny probloms in comrrnmication. The National Coun-
cil of Teachers of English sought to re- examine the teaching of the 
language arts in the light of what American society bnd e.."'Cperienced dur-
ing the l'lar . A Col'llirlssion on the English Curriculum was appointed to 
launch a nation-nide study of the C"arr iculum ir. the language arts f'rom 
kindergarden through col lege. Dora v. Smith, chairman of this committee, 
wrote in 1946: 
The first business o£ the Commission will be to define the lan-
guaee arts, to a ttempt to sense the tremendous significance of com-
1w. Wilbur P.atfield, Chairman, .2£• cit., PP• 42-44. 
2A Committee of the National Council of Teachers of English, 
Angela M. Broening, Chairman, Con~~cting tr,eriences ~ English (New 
York: APpl eton-Century- Crofts, Inc., 1939 , P• v . 
l3 
munieation in t he United States today 1 to ask v1hat purposes it should 
serve in the schools.l 
She went on t o state that1 
One of the major pr oblems of curriculum makers in English is 
to study the best setting for learning skills as well as t o list 
skills them!Jelves in order t hat the pupll1s experience with lan-
guage ~ include the emotional, psychological~ and social factors 
invol ved in master.y of the c ommunication arts .~ 
The Commiss ion reiterated its philosophy concerning the objectives 
of t.lte language arts instruetion in these terms in l950 a 
I nstruction in the la.nguage arts (reading and l i terature , ?Jriting, 
speaking and listening) finds its chief justification in the con-
tribution which it makes to the all-round education of children, 
young people and adults. For this r eason the Commission defines the 
obj ectives of English instruction in terms of the major purposes of 
education; namely, (1) the cultivation of wholesome personal l i ving, 
(2) the development of social sensitivity and effective partiei-
pat i on in group life, and {J) preparation for vocational competence. 
The Commission believes t hat English instruction can make a unique 
contribution to these gemral aims and should be direct ed toward 
these ends .J 
The Commission published the fruits of its seven years of labor 
in 1952 in the English Language ~~ a volume which should r ank high on 
the list of major contributions to advancing American education. Two 
major principles guided the Commission in its work z 
The first is the principle that devel opment of language power is 
an integral part of the total patt ern of the child's gr011th. 
1nora V. Smith, "Current Probl ems in t he Curriculum Making in 
English, n ~ Bullet in .2!, the National Association £f Secondary School 
Princi pals, XXX (February, """!946) 1 P• ll4. 
2.Ibid. , p . 11$. 
3 noutline of Desirabl e Outcomes and Experiences in the Language 
~ts," Communication No. 71 Nat ional Council of Teachers of English, 1950. 
= 
The second pr inciple is t he need for developing language power 
in the social si tuation in which it is used.l 
Guided b.y these princi ples, the Commission took the view that a 
good curriculum in the language art s must hel p the students t o develop 
through the nor mal stages of their own growth into a mature mastery of 
the language. The end pr oduct of t his growt h was to be t he student's 
ability to use these pcwars intelli gentzy for the enrichment of his mm 
l ife and the improvement of the society in which he lives . 
The technique of curriculum-making pr oposed by the Commission 
differs from the ol d "topical course" in that i t is not a l isting of 
topics t o be mastered, but. r ather an attempt to define maturing powers 
to be attained in the areas of t he l anguage arts , and to r el ate them 
constant~ -to the problems of the students 1 experiences . 2 
In Per spective. The firs t half-century has seen four s ignificant 
changes in the language arts curriculunu (1 ) the rigid subject-centered 
curriculum ha s been replaced by an experience curriculum based upon the 
needs, interests, and abilities of the students; (2) the ground- to-be-
covered assignment-:recitation procedure arbitrarily farced on the student 
has been replaced by broad, c omPrehensive units of wor k planned coopera-
tively by instruct or and class ; (3) eval uation of the teaching- l earning 
situation no longer stresses only facts and specific skills, but also 
lThe Commission on the English Curriculum of the National Council 
of Teachers of English, Dora V. Smith, Director, The English Language 
Arts, Vol . I, {New Yor k: Appleton- Century-crofts, I nc . , 1952), 
pp.-i2-13. 
2!!?.!£., P• 14-15. 
= 
emphasized thinking1 cooperation1 social sensitivit,y1 creativeness1 and 
appreciation; (4) final.ly, the once college-dominated English pr ogram 
has been replaced by one designed to meet the needs of all American 
youth in their everyday experiences . 
:MODERN AIMS OF THE LANGUAGE ARTS PROORAM 
IN THE SIDONDARY SCHOOLS 
The Commission on the English Curriculum bel.i eves that the 
experience gained through the language arts pr ogram should assist the 
American student toward the achievement of ten major goals 1 
l.6 
1. 'Wholesome personal development. To be developed by the stu-
dents through frequent discussion, through writing both realistically 
and imaginatively about their immediate concerns, through reading 
literature about men and women or all walks of life in diverse times 
and settings who meet joy or sorrow and triumph or defeat. 
2. Dynamic a nd Worthwhile Allegiances through Hei ghtened Moral 
Perception and a Personal Sense of Values. To be developed through 
experience with literature lhioh will give opportunity to young 
readers to follow in the footsteps of men whose sense of values is 
high, whose lives have been ennobled by high purpose, and whose sat-
isfactions in life have been deeply rewarding; through frank dis-
cussion and writing about problems from which the young people may 
evolve that personal sense of values which alone can lead to the 
attainment of ~orthwhile goals. 
3. Growing Intellectual Curiosity and~acity far Critical. 
Thinking, To be devel oped through t he at~ ation of Ill&DY iliterests , 
through the deepening of significant ones, and through freedom to 
pursue both under the guidance of the teacher. 
4. Effective Use of Lan a e in the Da Affairs of Life. To 
be developed ough t e sett of the stage for normal expression 
in the classroom, for the give and take of ideas, am for the carry-
ing out of individual and group purposes which are furthered through 
effective use of language; through a mastery of the mechanical skills 
of speech and writing and of reading and listening. 
5. Habitual and L'rltelligent Uae of the Mass Modes of Communi-
cation. To be devel oped through an understanding of the nature , 
power, and control of the agencies of mass cow.munication; through an 
understanding of the techniques used by these media; through the use 
of t hese media both far' personal enj oyment and recreation as well as 
for keeping informed concerning personal and public problems. 
6. Growing Personal Interes ts and Increasing],y Mature Standards 
of Enjoyment. To be developed through literature and imaginative 
writing, by r eason of their emphas is upon the concrete and emoti onal 
...... 
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presentation of experience; through ooourrioular and special offer-
ings or activities in dramatics , journalism, and speech; through 
the development of a consci ous criter ia by which t o determine the 
worth of what the individual enjoys as art pr oducts, as social 
commentary, and as effective representation of the essential truths 
of h1~ experience. 
7. Effective Habits of Work. To be developed through material 
specifically taught in relationship to eaeh aetivit,y--how to locate 
and select material, how to use refer ence sources and li'rar;e~, how 
to secure data through observation and interview; thro~ learning 
the ski lls of note- taking, of adapting t~chniques of reading to the 
materia1ana purpose in hand, through spec ific training in how to 
Vlork in committees or in sr.all groups; through the development of 
standards for evaluating the group per formance. 
B. Competent Use of Language and Readint;for Vocational Purposec. 
To be devel oped through experiences in the guage arts which wfii 
provide the students with insi ghts into the kinds of skills, person-
alities, am characters which make f or success in business or the 
professions. 
9 . Social Sensitivi and Effective Partie ation in t he Gro 
Life. To be deve oped throug 1terature, il.ms 1 discussion, and 
writing; through group activiti es, informal discussion, and parlia-
mentary practice which will pr ovide the student wi th perspective 
regarding social conflicts am group participation. 
10. Faith in and Allegiance to the Basic Values o£ a Democratic 
Society. To be developed throbgh concrete presentation in literature, 
radio, film, and discussion of those condit ions of group living l thich 
are consistent with respect for the individual and of the extent to 
which such conditions exist in the United States arrl in the world 
t oday; through actual practice in the classrooDJ students should learn 
respect for the opinions of others and for their right to free ex-
pression; through an under standing of the conditions necessary to the 
free pl ay of intelligence. l 
IMPLEUENTATiml OJl THE MAJOR GOALS 
To implement these goals t he Commission on the English Curriculwn 
recommends t he use of broad units of instruction that grow out of the 
needs and interests of the pupils . 'fhese experience units provide a much 
!smith, Ibid., PP• 41- .54. 
I 
needed motive for effective use of language. By s timulating the students• 
desires to use reading, writing, speaking and listening a s a means of 
sol ving the:!.r own probl ems, the experience unit fosters their respect for 
effective use of language . The authoritarian imposition of rules prac-
ticed a f ew decades ago failed to achieve these results to any measurable 
degree. 
The Production Committee for Vol ume III, ~ English Lan~age ~ 
~ the Secondary Schools, established t he folloning ns one of t he basic 
points of the suggested curriculumt 
What an :individual takes t o and gets from instruction will depend 
upon his readiness for the learning, his identifj eti~il;ln both mentally 
and emoti onally with the experience, and the satisfaction he can 
de~ive from the knowleige , skills , or appreciations which are out-
comes of the learning. 
Thus the English i nstructor must use the curricul um as a jump-off 
point f rom which to face his responsibility of beginning where the student 
is ready to begin, of motivating t he student t o become involved in the 
experience, and of aiding him in developing skills and abilities which 
satisfy his needs . This can be accomplished through a dynamic appr oach 
to the l anguage arts . The Department of Education of the State of 
Minnesota states: 
A dynamic approach to the language arts impli es language in actionJ 
that is, too actual communication of ideas for valid purposes with 
the expectation of results brought about by '\'That is said or heard and 
r ead or written . Such communication takes place in a social situation 
1The Commission on the English Curriculum, Angela M. Broening, 
Chairman, The English Language Arts in the Secondary School ( New York: 
Appl eton-century-crofts, Inc . 1 1'9'5b);-p:-45. 
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invol ving t wo or more persons. Inherent in it are all the social, 
psyeh()logical., and linguistic pr oblems which such inter- action 
implies . Mere exercise-doing, theme-writing, or giving oral talks 
for no ot her purpose than getti ng a grade in the teacher's class 
book has no place i n the dynamic appr oach. Communication demandf a 
motive, a massage, and someone to be influenced bywhat is said. 
1Department of Education, State of Minnesota, A Guide for 
Instruction in the Language Art s , Secondar,y Sc hool Grades 7-~Curricu­
Ium BUllet l.D""""No. 18, (St. Pau:r,-Minnesota: Department of Education, 
Stat e of Minnesota, 1956), p . 9 . 
APPLICATION O:F LANGUAGE ARTS GOALS 
TO THE JUNIOR HI GH SCHOOL PROOlWl 
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.Although the goals of the language arts program are applicable 
to every level of instruction, the junior-high-school curricul.um in the 
language arts must be adapted to meet the fundamental goals of this 
particular institution am the students which it serves . Gruhn and 
Douglass list tho following as functions of the moder n junior high 
schools (1) :integration, (2) explor ation, (3) guidance, {4 ) differ-
entiation, (5) socialization, (6) articulation.1 
Integration. To accomplish the first, the modern junior high 
school is replacing the completely departmentalized program with one 
which permits a block of time within unit e of wor k cut acr oss subject-
matter lines . Arno J ewett enphasizes this idea. 
In an increas 1ng number o£ junior high schools, a combined 'Wo-
hour period o! English- social s tudies, sometimes called "coret1 or 
"common learnings," is being taught by one teacher. Theso bl ock-
time classes, according to a r ecent study' by Dr. Ell61Jorth TolllPkins , 
are to be found in a majority of junior high schools, especia~ 
in California, Illinois, Maryland, North Carolina, Utah, and 
Washington. There seems to be an effort toward a natural correla-
tion of Engl ish and social studies rather than a forced or arti-
ficial ..f'usion. 2 
Noar describes the functi on of the core c lass as the place for 
teaehing the langttage arts. She sees it as the l ocale for t he teaching 
of whatever grammar and uoage are necessary for the devel opment of under-
l.1'1illiam T. Gruhn aui Harl R. Douglass , The Modern J\Ulior High 
School O!ew York: 'l'be Ronald Press, 1947), pp.~ -
2 Arno Jewett, "National 'l'rends in Teach ing Hi gh School English, 11 
~English Journal, XLVI (September, 1957) , P• 328. 
standings and habits. The core class becomes tho center for tree read-
in{; suited to individual needs, for opportunities to talk about books 
in conversation c ircles, t o discuss the people in the stories, the 
human relations problems that are involved and the people who write 
books and poems . Here the students gain the abUit y to read for in-
formation and to organize what they get into forms t hat are suitable 
for presentation to their classmtes. Problem8 presented by the core 
units generate a need for learning how t o speak and write effectivel;y. 
Creative writing is used in connect ion with units or as a method for 
the students t o externalize their problems and to find how they can 
help them with human relations.1 
E!pl oration. The language arts lend themselves to the achieve-
ment of the second function of the junior high school, that of "expl o-
ration." The student should explore as many lines as possibl e in 
... _,_... ... .. . . -. .... . .. ' -- -- .... .. ....... __ . 
order that unsuspected talents and inter ests mq be revealed. Briggs 1 
Leonard and Justman regard exploration as something which shoul.d be wide 
and varied. They see it as a means of stimulating interest. 
So far the educational scientist has invented no safe substitute 
for actual experience. It is true that he can with considerable 
accuracy tell at an early age the degree of inherited intelligence, 
or capacity for learning, that an individual has, arxi in a few 
fields he can with less certainty speak of special aptitudes• but 
hiB skill is as yet too 11!111ted to do more t.han supplement the 
expl orations of all pupils in many kinds of activity-intellectual, 
aesthetic, and pqysical. Interest, which cannot be foretold, 
lcertrude Noar, The Junior Hi gh 
1 
School- Today and Tomorrow 
( New Yorka Prentice-Hair, 1953), PP• 75-177. -
compensates for a consi.derabl.e lack of aptitude and Cf1Pacity; when 
cocbinod with them, it ensures hard work and succeas. l 
Alwin presents a case study of a young man who was given the 
opportunity for exploration in the language arts. She traces his first 
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attempts at explorati.on into such an unlike~ topic as tttram:ps," ex-
plaining now this casual reading suggestion became a project. Ultimate:cy 
his exploratory effort s were to l ead him into all four areas of the 
l.anguage arts . She states that he was devel oping langu.age-arta akill.a 
as he never would have if' he bad been given an ass ignment first in 
reading, t hen in spelling, then in punctuation, then in paragraph.ing 
and t hrough the whole gamut o.f sldlls. 2 
Guidance. Language arts activities contain built-in devices to 
pr ovide guidance. Jewett sqs "there is a do!'inite trend t011ard stress-
1ng ethical, moral, and spiritual values through l iterature and 
writing . tt3 Edwards sees the junior novel as a medium by and through 
which the teen- ager may satis.fy his emotional psychological needs, 
develop a sense of propor tion 1n dealing with his l' roblema, and under-
stand hie r elationship to his communi.ty. 4 
~cmas B. Briggs , J . Paul Leonard, and Joseph Justman, Secondary 
Education ... evised editionJ (1lew York: Tho Kaellillan Coq>any, 19'50), 
PP• l ()l -182. 
2virg1n1a Alwin, "A Setting for the Interrelation of the Language 
Arts," Tho English Journal, XLVll (February 19$8), PP• 78-79 . 
3Jewett, .!2£• ill• 
4liargaret A. Edwards, "Let the Lower Li{!hts Be Burning," The 
Env~ieh Journal XLVI ( Hovember, 1957)1 PP • 464-468. -
!ii'buckl e ·r;rites that the English teacher a."'ld counselor can make 
effective use of much of his subject matter to help him build an under-
standing lli th the pupil. &J utilizing the day-to-day activities of the 
Engl ish classroom, the teacher- counsel or br ings about more than the 
retention of unrelated bits of skills and knowledge . Dr. /1rbuckle con-
eludes nith this definition of an effective English teacher . 
It would seem that those teachers who will achieve the most, 
whether they are counsel ing or teaching, are t hose whose philosopey 
and attitude ar e such that they help t he pupil to wor k toward the 
sol ution of his own pr obl ems, rather than their version of his 
probl ems ; they ·are not too concerned with the excellence of their 
"subject" product, but they are deeply concer ned l'lit h the learning 
that takes place in the pr ocess of pr oduct ion ••• These, some wUl 
sa:y, are real English teachers . They are also real cou.nsel ora.l 
Individual Differences. The language arts pr ogram, based on ex-
pl oratory units of work, can pr ovide one of the tools tr..rough whi ch the 
student can be guided. These broad units of s tudy should r eveal and at 
the same time make t he student aware of his peculiar interests . Through 
the evidence eained from this work, t he language arts teacher can pl an 
work r1hi ch can more adequate:cy- take care of individual differences . 
This type of diagnos is i s both pr ogressive and cumulative. The student 
is allowed to move ahead as he attains mastery in the skills, concepts, 
and attitudes of each language situation. Thus he rises on an eYer -
broadening plateau of language maturity. Tidyman vJrites t 
Goals and s tandards of performance vary for each individual; 
each child 1s judged 1n terms of his own capacities, and he is 
l nougald s. 11!'buclr..le, 11The English Teacher as a Counselor, n 
~ Bu:p etin .2f ~ Natio.~, As sociation of Secondary School Principal s , 
KXXIX \ September, 19 55) , p . 11$ •. 
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encouraged to strive constantly for improvement. Individual goal s 
are set up in terms of attitudes, abili ties, and skUls; and each · 
child, as well as the teacher, is conscious of t hese specific goals. 
For this purpose, each child requires sets of specific goals for 
checking needs and recording progress . Individualization is thus 
achieved within a common activity. ! 
The language arts curriculum guide for the Oakland, Cal ifornia 
secondary school s makes the following statement regarding individual 
differences in the English classr ooms 
Whatever the reasons for slow or fast learning, they are usually 
r easons beyond the student ' s control; ther efore, blame placing or 
undeserved praise will increase the learner ' s problems and block his 
growth in language power. 
The slow learner and the f ast learner are more likely to make 
progcess in an atmosphere of friendliness , understanding, stimula-
tion, and appreciation • 
.A cl early defined, devel opmental program in speaking, listening, 
reading, and writing will enable each slow l earner to make his maxi-
mum growth in language skills •. 
A rich, flexibl e, challenging pr ogram in speaking, listenir.g~ 
reading, and writing, with increasing opportunities for self-
direction as he demonstrates increasing maturi ty, will enable each 
fast learner to make his maximum growth in language skills . 1-
In a recent article Mersand discusses techniques to individualize 
languaee arts instruction and thus provide for individual differences . 
Although he discusses t his problem from the point of view of a senior 
l wulard F. 'I'idyman and Marguerite Butterfield, •reaching the 
Langua&e ~ (Ne\l York: McGraw- Hill Book Comparzy, Inc. , l95l) ,p. 10. 
20akland Public Schools, !!:! Language ~ Guide- Fourth Pros_.r:ess 
Report (Oakland, California: Oakland Public Schools, 195i), p . 183. 
.. 
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high school instructor , modification of his suggestions could certainlY 
be employed in the juni or high school. He suggests individual con-
fer ences wi th the students a s a means of l earning more about their y;rit-
ten work, their homewor k, their outs ide reading, their interest in mss 
media, t heir intellectual and aesthetic devel opment general~. These 
conferences , Mersand bel ieves, can have great consequences f or the indi-
vidual student. The i nstructor comes awa,y from these conferences more 
aware of new techniques which he must employ to pr ovide for the differ -
ences in hi s class . l 
Those responsible for the language arts curriculum must provide 
for individual differences . I nformation ga ined from diagnost ic mate-
r ials and personal observations should be the bases for adjusting in-
struction and materials to meet t he individual differences. 
Social ization. Soc ialization, one of the functions of the modern 
junior hi gh school , has several facets: it must aid the pupil in be-
coming adjusted within himself and t o hi s peer group; it must hel p him 
devel op the skills, abilities and concepts necessar,y for effect ive 
participation in democratic group life. The modern curriculum in the 
l anguage arts has this a s one of its pr imar,y goals . Discussing the 
importance of language a s a social instrument, Smith states: 
Because it is the chief means by which different personalities 
make contact wi th one another , l earn t o understand each other , and 
lJoseph Mersand, "Discovering t he Individual in Larr.;e Classes," 
The English Journal, XLVI (October , 1957), PP• 406-409 . 
plan to cooperate to their mutual advantage, growth in l anguage de-
pends in large measure upon the number of such experiences the class-
room offers to young people. Consequently, every effort must be made 
throughout the school to furnish the kind of setting in which social 
purposes motivate instruction, and r elationships between individuals 
concerned with common probl ems condition the nature of language to 
be used. l 
Billett discusses the achievement of socialization b.Y means of 
unit teaching. He feels that learning takes place more efficient~ under 
t he stimulation of the group. This type of l earning situation provides 
for the cooperative solution of common probl ems while the group benefits 
from the activities and achievements of the indi vidual student. Through 
the proper preparation of the unit, the teacher will provide the ground-
work for individual and group planning, participation, and eval uation 
of t he teaching- learning cycle. 2 Bil lett summarizes his thoughts as 
follows : 
Wi th respect to socializati on it may be said that the unit method 
permits aey desired amount of s oc ializat i on of the learning process . 
Throughout the laboratory phase the pupils like manbers of a small 
community may ptn"sue not only individually but also in small groups· 
any of a great variety of different but def initely r elated activi-
ties . Mor eover, in the pool ing-of-exper iences phase each pupil has 
a chance to benefi t from the activiti es of the other pupils . All 
pupils participate in planning the pool ing- of-experiences phase o£ 
the teaching-learning cycl e . 3 
The idea that language is the most useful tool that human beings 
have available for socialization is advanced by many. Tidyman \'Jrites t 
1smith, .2E· ill·, P• 33. 
2noy o. Billett, Fundamentals .£! Secondary School Teach:i:!!g. (Bostonr 
Houghton Uif'flin Company, 1940) , pp. 60.3-60.5. 
3Ibicl., P • 60.5. 
In the first place, it is to be observed that communication and 
thinking, as i s true of most other per sonal activities, necessarily 
concern other people. Language is a social act, a means of adjust-
ment to and control over other people. The entire process of social-
ization is largelY a process of language devel opment. In the second 
place, command of language is an important factor in the development 
of t he total personali~J of the child. Command of the language gives 
a feel ing of confidence, satisfaction, and security in meeting many ·.· 
life situations; such master.Y is a whol esome influence that affects 
t he uhole life of the child.l 
Teachers ~ .foster this process of socialization through student 
participat ion in the planning of the l anguage arts experiences. Working 
in face- to- face situations and 1n groups promotes socialization and 
:fos ters communicat ion at t he same time. 
Smiley suggest several instances in which socialization and 
communication are developed through the skillful planning of the language 
arts instructor. Student appraisal of student \'lrit1ng1 done in small 
groups, promotes a social situation l7here the students are encouraged to 
lis ten t o the papers for what they say. Proble~entered discussions 
generating from the students' r eading make possible the devel opment of 
democratic a ttitudes among t he participants. 2 The curriculum guides 
from Denver and Loa Angeles contain junior-high...school units which pro-
vide for social adjustment and worthy group membership. ) 
lTidyman, 2.1?.• ill•, P• 380. 
2Marjorie B. Smiley, "Do Your Classroom Procedures Really Teach 
Communication?," ,!h2 English J ournal XLVII (February, 1958), pp . 81-85. 
3! Guide !2£ Teaching ~ Language ~-Kindergarten Through Grade 
Twelve (Denver, Colorado' Denver Public Schools, 1953)1 PJ? • 107-128. 
Los Angeles £!5[ School s , Instructional Gui~~;:u;~~~~ School 
F.na1; q h ~q Anae>l As:. !_ ]);'nie.'ln"' n.f' .+'l ,._,.,.,1 ~1:l • . ~:::i:"t;"~::l::&lf:l ===== 
,_ 
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Articulation. In order to provide a sequential language arts 
progTam, problems of articulation must be kept constantly under study. 
A junior- hi gh- school staff must be aware of the preparation of t he in-
coming students . They must also know vJhat Engli sh pr eparati on is ex-
pected and ~hat is to be tAught in t he senior hi gh school. 
Broening r eports that conferences between subject teachers in the 
two levels of secondary education have r esulted in improved articulation 
between the groups . 1 Noar believes that progrmr.atic devices are of far 
l ess value in implementing the :principle of articulation, than arc the 
devel opment o.f ple.ns which enable the teachers of the several school 
levels to meet for tho ~change of information. She states that these con~ 
ferences have aided the development 0f a common philosopr~ ~hich reaches 
its ultimate peak L~ t he designing of a continuous curriculum in a sub-
jeet area extending from kindergardon through grade tl'1el ve. 2 
It is fundamental to a 'Vlell articulated p1·ogr am in the language 
arts that the English teacher attempt to find whez·e each s t udent is at 
the begir.Llling of a unit of work. Here cUlltulative recor ds can pla¥ an 
i mportant role . Broening states that 11 to the extent t hat the teacher 
adds to the records s i gnificant data concer ning t he rate and pattern of 
the st-udent ' s l earning, the next teacb.er iJill be able to maintain an 
unbroken sequence of the stude:t:t 1 s development. n3 Brig&s !! !!• speak 
lBroening, .21?.• cit. , P • !>2 . 
2Noa.r1 .2£• _ill., P • 21. 
3Broening, Ibid., p . 55. 
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hig~ of the aids which the cumulati ve recOI·d give to improved articu-
lation. They list the following uses: 
1 . Aid to ·lieachers in becoming be·l!ter acquainted with pupils. 
2 . Foundation for various indivici.ual adjustr..ents anO. useful in 
securing best possible individual devel opment. An a id in c ounsel ing 
pupil as to choice of courses and elective subjects and 1o talking 
over with him his vocational plans. 
3, Basis for ability or homogeneous groupir1g. 
4~ Guide to expectancy in quality of work and a means of checking 
accomplishment a gainst abilit,y . l 
Articulation is the foundation for continuity in the language arts 
program. Despite the many mechanical aids designed to improve articu-
l ation from one grade level to the next, thoughtful consideration of the 
problem reveals that at the end of a specified period of training the 
students reflect varying degrees o£ a ssimila tion. Smith feels that 
articulation of the language arts from one grade level to the next can 
only be done on a pupil- by- pupil basis . She discusses the foundations of 
articulation in these terms : 
Wherever growth occurs, it is a conti..."luation of previous growth. 
No school or teacher can successfully stimulate growth where there is 
no previous devel opment on which to grow. Growth of an individual in 
the Language arts follows certain sequential patterns and continu-
ities which are the only available ba ses for any successful articu-
l ation betr1een the efforts of different teachers, classes, and schools . 
Attempts to substitute any other bases of articulation for this conti-
nuity of individual development will be both inef fective and unde-
si.rable . 2 
l Briees et al., pp . 201-202 • 
. - -
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A REVIEW OF SELFJJTED, MODERN CURRICULUM GUIDES 
The purpose of this section is ~1ofold; (1) to r eview a gr oup of 
language arts curriculum guides, to ga in i nsight into their basic phi-
l osopey; and (2) to present sel ected materials from various phases of the 
language arts programs a s they are devel oped in t.hese guides . These 
materials have been chosen because of their potential value to a group 
whose r esponsibilit.y it is to devel op a modern guide in the Language Arts 
for a particular secondar.y school. 
E1 Paso, · ·Texas-Guiding Principles. The philosophy o£ this cur-
r iculum guide is couched in these terms~: 
We must hel p the student to set up both immediate and l ong- range 
goals. Usual.zy', immediate goals incl ude going to college, earning 
a living, owning a home, and rearing a f~ • For l ong- r ange goals, 
we must hel p t he student t o consider what he wants t o be ten, twent,r, 
or thirty years hence. For adequate preparation in the matter of 
l ong- range goals 1 we need to show him how to generalize and to 
specialize his study s o that he can change with the times. In other 
words~ we need t o justi.:f'y the need in his life for mastering the 
basic skills of speaking; reading, listening, and vJriting. l 
With the aid o£ Dr. Arno Jewett, t he planning and pr oduction 
connnittee of this curriculum guide stated the guiding principles and 
goals of the language arts program in El Paso f 
We recognize the fact that there are ~ desirable ends toward 
l'lhieh teachers aim in order to hel p students become well-rounded 
individuals. In addition to t hese ideals, educators must take into 
account specifi c desires and needs expr essed b.y t he youth of today. 
lBas ic Guide .!2!: the Language Arts, Grades 7- 12. {El Paso, Texas: 
The School Board, September, 1957}, P • 2 . 
r 
,... 
/ 
Furthermore, they must have an al'fareness of certain current trends 
as to the true nature and function of the English language. 
3.i.. 
It is the responsibility of the teacher to interrelate these /!_;-~..._ 
aspects of the Language Arts pr ogram in the teaching of the six major X 
areas of reading, lvriting1 speaking, and listening, observing, and 
critical thinking in order to provide a stimulating environment 
through which the pupil can learn the broa~er application of the 
Language Arts as well as t he basic skills. 
Seattle, Washington- A Balanced Program.. The desirability of hav-
ing a well-balanced language arts pr ogram is stressed in the curriculum 
guide for the Seattle school system. 
If young persons are to acquire ability t o think in an organized 
way 1 they must l earn to carry through a piece of Vlor k from a be-
ginning t o a t entative end or solution. This cycl e of communication 
bas three stages: the RIDEPTIVE: Observing, Listening, Reading; 
the REFLECTIVE: Thinking: Through, Organizing, Listening, Reading; 
the EXPRESSI VE: Speaking, . Writing. Every problem, every unit, . 
every piece of work has these interrelated and intex:relating aspects. 
To assure balance, thor oughness, and emphasis in every year ' s work• 
one t ype of language a ct ivity i s stressed in each unit; the entire 
cycle of communication, however, exists in every individual or group 
undertaki ng. Thus a unified pattern of thinkine and of wor king is 
established, and a balanced program i s a natural consequence. 2 
The Language Arts pr ogram in the Seattle Public School s has a 
br oad firm foundation of social content , l anguage act i vities , and 
supporting skills . I t ha s balance, flexibility, enrichment, inte-
gra~ion; and sequence. It is adaptable and provides f or differences 
in both individuals and in groups. I t places the responsibility for 
grc:r.;t h jointly on teacher and on student. The program a ttenpt s to 
assist young persons to a tta in maturity, emoti onal balance, co-
operat iveness , and mental alertness through the experiences of Lis-
lThid., P • 5. 
2uni t P~ 1.2!:.. ~Language ~(Seattle, Washington: 
Seattl e Public Schools, 1954), P • 2. 
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tening, Reading, Speaking, and Writing. It illustrates a belief in 
human values and suggests that curi osit,y is the key that unlocks 
doors . l 
Palo Alto, California- Language Arts in the Eighth Grade. The 
Teacher ' s Guide for the English Language Arts prepared for the eighth 
grade of this system has as its general theme for the year~ American 
Heritage. The production committee statess 
By its very nature as part of the English program, this course of 
study is based on certain clear~ definabl e needs of adolescents. 
Part of these needs are obvious~ in the skill areas of communication. 
The rest result from the thematic basis of the year ' s work as it is 
related to the total objectives of our secondary school program.~ 
The guide conta.ills five uni ts, all of which deal with the Amer i can 
heritage. To accompany each unit, the production committee prepared a 
listing of suggested activities suitable for the general theme. The 
committee says of these: 
The activities listed are an attempt to capitalize on the inter-
ests, needs, and characteristics of children with this primar.Y pur-
pose always in view- to teach children to use their l anguage ef-
fectively. No teacher should feel compelled to use all of these 
\ 
' .. 
activities, or to follow the or der in which they ~pear. Selection ~ 
from tmm and addition to them should be the rule.J " 
Denver, Colorado-Sequence of Instruction. The Language Arts guide 
for t he Denver Public Schools provides for the teaching of processes al¥1 
1Ibid.1 P • 6. 
-
2Teacher' s Guide !.2£ English Language Arts, Grade Vlli (Palo Alto, 
Californias Palo Alto Unified School Districi;:r957), p . vi. 
3Ibid • .t P• 10. 
3.3, 
skills within the framework of subject-matter centered around life situ-
ations . This philosophy allows the individual member of a class to have 
a meaningful experience '71th the language arts because he is dealing with 
a pr obl em or wor king toward a goal in which he has an interest. 
Instruction in the basic uses of communication starts in the 
elementar.y school and is continued with var,ying emphases into the senior 
high school. Teaching techniques , specific activities and materials, and 
standards of achievement keep pace with the physical and mental develop-
ment of the pupils . l 
State of Pennsylvania-scope and Sequence. The curriculum guide \....-/ 
prepared for the language arts classes of the public school s of 
Penng,yl vania pr esents a complete overview of the problem of teaching the 
language arts. The goals of each area are careful]Jr discussed, and 
illustrative units provide approaches to these goals . The units were 
obtained .from various secondary schools in the state. This type of 
supplementary material has the advantage of having been utilized rather 
than being pure]Jr experimental. 
The guide discusses the scope and sequence of t he curriculum in 
the foll ooing general principlesa 
1 . Knowledge i s taught best in all secondary school subjects 
nhen it is focused on the devel opment of the pU}::~il as an 
individual. 
l! Guide f2! Teaching ~ Language ~-Kindergarten through 
Grade '1\vel ve (Denver, Col orado: Denver Public Schools, 1953), p . 1 . 
\ 
2. Knowledge and cul ture are taught best through use and 
practice in personal and social action. 
3. The facts of usage, punctuation, capitalization, composi tion 
and communication are taught best as adolescents need the facts . 
4. Suggestions developed in this bull etin for teaching the 
language skills are in terms of desirabl e personal and social 
behaviors--thinking, feel ing, and acting--and how these behaviors 
may be taught and r ealized through practice in meaningful use . 
5. Minimum essentials in spelling, grammar, punctuation, and 
composition depend upon the nature and needs of each· pupil. 
6. A good l earning s ituation has several level s . 
7. Topics are suggested in this guide for use at a time which is 
best suited to group concerns and needs• 
8. Cooperative pupil- teacher planning is in the American tra-
dition. l 
Tulsa, Oklahoma- Organization of Units . The curriculum guide for 
this secondary- school unit places heav.y str ess on the broad unit which 
is defined b,y that system as "a systemati c organi zation of language arts 
activities around a social~ sign.ificant center of interest of major 
importance to youth. n2 The guide l ists -the following as examples of the 
many types of units found in Tulsa secondary-school language arts pro-
gram. 
Some ~ be distinctly problem- solving types . Examples are the 
orientation units. others may be closely correl ated with the social 
l A Course of Stuqy in English for the Secondary School s, Bull etin 
280 (Harrisburgt Commonweiith of Pennsyivaiiia, Department of Public 
Instruction, 1952), pp. 141-143. 
2The Language !!.::!:.!! ~ Secondary School s (Tulsa, Oldahoma: Tulsa 
Public Schools, 1952), PP• 49-59. 
--
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studies or with both social studies and science. Illustrations of 
these types may be found in the seventh gl-ade unit, ttRevol utionary 
D~s in Song and Story• and in the ninth grade unit on health. The 
fokelore unit in the eighth grade is an example of how music ,. danc-
ing , and art may be integrated with the language arts activities . 
In any case, the broad unit serves to illumine and interpret expe-
riences of importance to young people.l 
Los Angeles, California-Experience Units . A description of the v 
English Language Arts program of the Los Angeles city schools presented 
in their guide for the junior-high-school level reads as follows: 
The plan in this instructional guide is to integrate the learning 
of the communication skills into experience-units which are themselves 
of value to the pupils . This arrangement makes possible the practice 
of skills in meaningful contexts drawn from the areas of social 
s t udies and literature, as well a s the fields of guidance, character 
building, and moral and spiritual education. The units have been 
chosen for each grade on the basis of the growing maturity of junior 
high school pupils and ot the natural interests that emerge at each 
level.2 
The guide is designed to offer three units for each semester in 
grades seven, eight, and nine. These units were carefully chosen to 
capitalize on interests and needs at each level. The following themes 
were chosen for Grade Eight. 
B8 UNDERSTANDOO AND ASSUMIID LEADERSHIP 
l. Growing Up and Taking Responsibility 
2. Our Ear~ American Leaders 
llbid., P • .51. 
2Inst.ructional Guide, Junior High School English, No. SC-543 (Los 
Angeles, California& Division of Instructional Services, 19.56), p . 5. 
3. American Literature: A Key to Understanding Our American 
Heritage 
4. Americans Sing at Their Work 
A8 .MEETI NG THE MORE COMPLEX SITUATIONS OF GROWING 
UP- USE OF THE ):u\SS MEDIA. OF COMMUNICATION 
1 . Good Communica t i ons. The Foundation for Understanding Among 
People 
2 . The Effecti ve Use of Newspaper s , Magazines, Radi o and 
Tel evision 
3. Individual Achievement-America's Gr eatness 
4. Courage in Thought and Action 
5. "From Sea to Shining Sea"-the Beauty of America! 
The teacher may choose all or any part of each unit depending upon 
the class needs, materials available 1 and subject r elat ionships. 
Oakland, California- Experi ences in the Language Arts. / v 
Oakland, California, has been r evising its secondary- school 
l anguage arts curriculum since 1949 . In the inter vening years, four 
progress reports have been publ ished with the aim of pr oviding the lan-
guage arts teachers with the most modern suggestions for improving their 
teaching. The gui de pr esents the aims and purposes of the total lan-
gua.ge arts pr ogram, suggest s 'vays of carrying them out, and includes 
sel ected cl assroom practices . In discussing the planning of appr opriate 
experiences for students on the junior high school level, the gui de 
states : 
This is a time when students l ike to make t hings, expl or e new 
hobbi es, satisfy their curiosities, r ead widely, and dramatize ex- ' \ 
periences. It is not a time for an analytical appr oach to ~~e stliQy 
1 Ibid . 1 P• 8. 
• 
... ; 
of literature, nor a time for prolonged quiet application to tasks 
at seats. Variet,y of experiences with alternating periods of active 
and quiet tasks are necessary. 
At the junior high school c,ycle the follo~ing experiences nill be 
close~ re~ated to the life of the young adol escent: 
Student council acti vities which allow for participation in 
student government, in planning school dances and social activities, 
in planning assembly pro&Tams involving dramatics . 
Orientation units which provide oppor tunities for students t o 
explore their new school, for parents to know the school program, 
and for upper - class students to assist in orienting the new cl a ss . 
Reading r elated to interests of students of this age, such as 
animals, pets, sports , adventure, teen- age pr oblems . Extensive use 
of the library can be planned together by the libr arian, teacher, 
and student. 
Dramatic activities which pr ovide for considerable group planning. 
Plays, pantomime, music, and dancing:-often the r esult of original 
planning and composing by students and teachers- are effective and 
sometimes better suited to the age level of junior high school 
students than are published plays. 
Hobb,y units , ~hich permit students to share and talk about their 
own hobbi es and interesting hobbies of their famil ies, often lead to 
j oint planning of programs and shows.l 
State of Maryland--Devel opment of Abilities and Skills . 
The Maryland State Department of Education developed a resource 
guide to be used in the schools of that state by the teachers of the 
l anguage arts . The production committee of t hi s guide designed the 
program so that it could serve as a springboard for f uture curricul.um 
improvement . 
Lrhe Language ~ Guide- Fourt h Progress Report (Oakland, 
California: Oakland Public School s , 1957), pp. 24-25 • 
I 
/ 
Outl ined in soo:e detail are the abUities and skills appropriate 
to each level of the educational cycle . Accompanying these are suggested 
activities which can be utilized to devel op the student in the four areas 
of tro l anguage arts . An example of tho suggosted listening act ivities 
for the junior hi gh school l evel follows : 
1 . Listening to a speech to identify the ways the speaker shows 
consideration for the l istener. 
2 . Reading aloud an editorial from the school or local newspaper. 
3. Listening for new words on the radio or television. Using 
the new words in clas s discussion. 
4. Listening to a class member read material proving the 
accuracy of a statement. 
5. Listening to directio!lB for carrying out an experiment. 
6. Conducting an interview. 
1. Listening to a dramatic artist. 
a. Listening to the librarian talk to the clas s about the organ-
i zation and use of the library. 
9. Making a list of t he information gained in one day f rom in-
formal, impersonal conversations . Was the information f act or 
opinion? 
10. Listening to a r adio speech. Detecting tho key words the 
speaker uses and the wtq he uses transitional expressions in 
organizing his speech. Making a list of key words and tran-
sitional expressions . 
11. Discussing a current motion picture or television shaw. 
Noting hem music, tones of voice, and selection o! words in-
fluenced the viewer. 
12 . Listening to armouncemants . 
• 
13 . Listening to descript ion of places, persons , objects or 
events . 
14. Listening to poetry.l 
The purpose of such activities as these is to pr ovide a l earning 
experience, in the pr ocess of which the pupil will develop certain skills, 
a ttitudes, am concepts . I t should be noted t,hat these listening activ-
ities have a practical, every- day place in the life of the student. Such 
l earning activities are l ikely to stimulate growth. 
Nev1 York City--The Teaching of Skills. The importance of the 
pr oper sequence in the devel opment of l anguage skills is emphasized in 
great detail in t he curriculum bull etin for the junior high school 
language arts curriculum in the Ci ty of Nev1 Yor k . The sequential. ap-
pr e ach is s een a s a means of providing a gradual acquisition of language 
skills on increasingly mature levels so that essential sldlls are not 
omitted. 
Instruction i s planned through r elated steps arranged in orderly 
sequence . A ninth year pupil who i s at only the fifth year level in 
fluency and comprehension in reading is not ready for ninth grade 
r eading material.. He may be a part i c i pant in a ninth year unit with 
his arm classmates , but his reading must be appr opriate to hie abil-
ity. Such a pupil will pr ofit from instruction which in·troduces him, 
through a planned program to materials written on a fifth year 
reading level.2 
lLanguage ~ (Baltimore , Maryland: Maryl and State Department 
of Education for the Superintenden t s Committ ee on Curriculum and Super-
vision, 1956) , pp. 7-8. 
2~lish Language ~; Grades 7-8-9, Curriculum Bulletin No . 111 ~955-56 ~ies ( New Yor k s Board of Education of the City of New York, 
~957), p. 10 • 
The use of sequences is based on the pr inciple of readiness. 
Activities invol ving the beginning steps of a sequence of skills are 
part of a r eadiness program f or act i vities which involve the later 
steps. These sequences should not be r egarded as criteria for 
setting grade st andards for all children.l 
In regard to the procedure for teaching t hese language skills, 
the guide states : 
1 . Provision must be made for a determination of the present 
status of the pupil in the scope and sequence for a particular area 
or skill. 
2. Provision must be w~de f or experiences nhich will be effect ive 
in taking the J?Upil f r om his pr esent l evel to the next higher l evel. 
3. Provis ion must be made f or the continuing evaluat i on of the 
progress of t he pupil by both the teacher and tbe pupil. 
4. Teachers must also be aware of the need for emphasizing 
complex language ski l l s . One successful experi ence in outlining 
cannot guarantee other successful experiences. Some for m of r epe-
tition i s necessar.y to make possible the future functioning of skills 
after a period of disuse. l'ie lmow that mechanical dril l is in-
effective, but the r epeat ed applicati on of a skill in new s ituations 
involving new content and new experiences keeps inter est high and 
helps the pupils see the need for continued competence in the skills .2 
Nashville 1 Tennessee- Devel opment Reading. A unique curriculum 
guide for developmental r eading in the j unior high schools of this city 
was des i gned f or experimental use in 1948. Seven di stinct units were 
designed to be used. These were incorporated into the r egular English 
program so that the skill s , attitudes and abiliti es would be given 1m-
2!!?.!2: J p . 11. 
mediate application in the da~ language life of the students. The 
foll owing objectives of one e i ghth grade unit illustrate the varied 
activities which are involved. 
Unit 5: Reading ~ ~ ~ Understanding 
Major Purpose a To get full under standing from reading. 
Enabl ing Objecti ves :. To r ead material several times: firs t , 
rapidly for the general meaning; next, mor e slowlY for more 
exact meaning; then, ana:cy-tically for full meaning. 
To understand word meanings from context and from knowl edge of 
word r oots, s,ynonyms, and ant onyms. 
To understand vari ous uses of the same word. 
To recognize differences in reaning t hat r~sult from changes in 
word arrangement and sentence structure. 
To interpret punctuation marks as aids to w1derstanding. 
To read imaginatively, associating former experiences with words 
and ideas . 
To see ideas in their proper r elationship wi·th each other .. 
To detect the author 's purpose. 
To draw upon knm¥ledge of the author' s personali~ and background 
to interpret what is r ead. 
To use refer ence materials for biographical information. l 
The language arts curriculum gui des which have been reviewed were 
based on several important principles. The various pr oduction committees 
1.! Cumulative Course 2f ,study _!!! Engl ish ( N• shville1 Tennessee& 
Nashville Publ ic Schools, September , 1948), Unit 5, p. 1. 
L 
formulated these general concepts prior to the actual construction of the 
curriculum guide. Any group facing the task of designing an improved 
language arts curriculum will do well to consider them carefully. 
First, experience is the basis of learning. Second, the growth 
of an individual in a society is dependent upon the continuing inter-
acti on betueen the individual and the society. Third, individual differ-
ences ~~ist in intelligences, inter ests, att itudes , abilities~ and skills. 
Fourth, to be effective curri culum devel opment must be compr ehensive and 
continuous. Fifth, curr iculum development , being a democratic process, 
should provide for direct participation of all persons who are to be 
affected by it. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The modern concept of the Engli sh Language Arts has led to t he 
development of curriculum guides r efl ecting this enlightened philosophy. 
Primarily, the aim of the language arts is to meet the needs of youth 
in the areas of communication. By meeting these needs, the school 
enables the students to grow mental~, socially, and spiritual~ and to 
cope with the pr obl ems f acing him. 
The language arts curriculum gui de is just one of the t ools de-
signed to aid the teacher in fulfilling his responsibility. But it is an 
important tool and one which he should constant:cy wor k to impr ove . 
Those responsibl e for c~·icttlum gui des owe it to the school 
system and the communi ty to devel op a broad, general plan of study. I£ 
the committees work wi th a sound foundati on of guidL~ principles~ or -
ganize goal s 1 grasp the importance of the balanced program with its scope 
and sequence, present suggestive illustrations of what is t o be taught and 
han, and suggest possible approaches to eval uation, the r esulting cur-
riculum guide should reflect credi t upon its designer s . 
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A YEAR' S OUTLINE OF UNI'l'S FOR GRADE EIGHT 
"PAST AND PRESEJ-4Ttt 
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The eighth grade student is maturing into adolescence. His body 
and his interests are devel oping in a more sophisticated way. As he 
turns to the adult world for ideas, he commences to r ebel agains t it 
more and mor e . At the same time his desire to emulate new adult her oes 
is established and fostered . 
This is the time when he has a vital need to think clearly and 
independently. The student should be given the opportunity to accept 
as much responsibility a s he can assume. In conjunction with this is 
his need for developing personal integri ty. By having him get acquainted 
with various sets of values, he can be aided in developing a tol erant 
attitude toward values different from his own. Through the medium of 
broad units of high il'lterest to him, the student can achieve success in 
challenging experiences which will temper and broaden his attitudes. 
The student can achieve a working knowl edge of language skills simulta-
neous~ nith his broadening tastes and attitudes. 
To achieve these purposes 1 this curriculum guide is designed to 
integrate the l earning of the communication skills into units which are 
themselves a value to the students. This organization makes it possible 
to draw from the areas of social studies, science, and literature, as 
well as f r om the fields of guide.nce and character building. 
UNIT I 
OUR NEW ENGLAND - ITS COLORFUL STORY 
I . Introduction 
'"· What has our r egion contr ibuted to the str eam of American life? 
What is the historical significance of our a r ea in r elati on to the r est 
of' our countr y? Whil e we are studying this unit, you will have the 
oppor tunity to l earn of the contributions which New England has made to 
the Amer ican Vlay of life. The path which we shall take in this unit 
will lead us to appreciate the col or and diversity of our own New England . 
By becoming acquainted with the literature and by examining the local 
culture, we may devel op a feeling of familiarity which Ylill expand l oyal-
ties and instill appr eciation for New England. 
II. Pupil Objec t i ves 
A. Understandings 
Some or all of the foll owing under standings should be gained 
as a r esult of this ~~it: 
1. That many e l ements combined t o produce t he New England 
heritage 
2. That New England has contributed to the American way 
of l ife in mcy i.n;>ortant ways 
3. That Nev1 England has been the setting for many literary 
works 
B. Attitudes and Appreciatior~ 
Some or all of t he foll owing attitudes and appreciations 
shoul d be gained a s a result of this unitJ 
1. That reading about New England affords us the chance 
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to appr eciate our r egi on, its background and contributions. 
Such r eading also provides us wi~ enrichment and plea s ure 
2.. That we can gain an appreciation of the human e lement and 
the role that it has played in our regior& development 
3. That ue can gain appr ec iation of our heritage as i t is 
preserved around us in many for ms 
4. That we can develop the attitude that we can contribute 
to our regional herit age 
5. That we can grasp the concept of the great personal 
impor tance of our r egional heritage 
c. Skills and Abilities 
Reading 
1. To establish a specific purpose for reading a 
sel ection 
2 . To l earn to l ocate informat ion 
a . getting acquainted with your school and local 
library 
b . developing ability to understand non- verbal 
material such as maps, charts, pictures, and 
illustrati ons 
3. To strive to increase comprehension 
4. To increase abilit y to a t tack unfami l iar words 
through 
a . phonetic analys 15 
b . syllabificat ion 
c . knowledge of prefixes, sui'fi.xes and r oot s 
d . context clues 
---~==~=========================================9F===~ 
liriting 
1. To find topics to \ttite about 
2 . 'ro learn the basic elements or organizati on, ea1--eei.all;y 
paragraphing 
3. To develop 111'1 ting skills throueh a lmOVJledBc of the 
f ollowing grammatical material. 
a. writing complete eentencea 
b . role of subject SJxi predicate 
c. importance of initial capitalizat i on 
d . end punctuation 
e. run-on sentenoee 
r . clarity 
Speaking 
1. To learn to find now material s worth talking about 
2. To learn to organize materials 
3. To develop proper speaking habits 
4. To share in'ttu'ests and experiences with peers 
Listening 
l . To establish a cl.~ar purpose for l.Ultening 
2. To listen a ttentively and courteous]¥ 
3. To show evidence of active pm'ticipation 1n the 
listening situation ph,yskally, or~, and in writing 
4. To become sensitive to the devices 'Rhicb the epoaker 
usos to mke you react. 
l 
muT II 
PIONEmB ALL 
I . · · Introduction 
Although the last of the wester n frontiers r.as been settled for 
a hal.f century, the migratory nature and adventuresome aph'it of t he 
American peopl e are still making t hemselves fel t . Ylhat are the causes 
for this? In this unit ue shall learn a bout the countless men and wom-
an who s ought theh' destiny in the land beyond the mountains . We shal.l. 
travel with them through dark for ests and across lone:cy plains, ford 
swift-mov·ing rivers, fight man and nature, witness birth and death, joy 
and sorrow. Our trip will take us from the wooded sl opes of the 
Appalachian :Uountains to the gol d fiel ds of California. As we do this, 
watch for the qual ities, characteristics, and the a ttitudes which typify 
the spirit of these peopl e . 
II. Pupil Objectives 
A. Understandings 
Some or all of the following understandings should be gained 
as a result of t his unit t 
1. That the .frontier l ife developed personal initiative 
and democrat i c acti on 
2. That because l iterature represents life, we are able to 
experience vicarious~ the adventures of the fronti er 
" 
3. That there were a variety of physical, mental, and 
cultural characteristics disp~ed on the frontier. 
4. 'l'hat the frontier peoples developed a singular brand 
of humor peculiar to America 
B. Attitudes and Appreciations 
Some or all of the f ollowing attitudes and appr eciations 
should be gained a s a result of this units 
1. That the frontier has afforded a rich soil for American 
literature 
~. That mal':\Y influences hel ped to shape the American 
frontier 
3. That the frontier acted a s a levelling pr ocess to assim-
ilate various ethnic groups and neld t hem into A."Tlerican:s 
4. That an individual's actions are determ:in'3d by the 
values which he holds 
5. That the individual l!lUst have the spirit to rise above 
physical and spiritual defeats to achieve success and 
happiness 
c. Skills and Abilities 
Reading 
1. To devel op t he ability to select and evaluate 
irt...form.at ion 
a. distinguish betiveen fact and fancy 
b . distinguish betwe€n important and unimportant 
information 
2:.. To develop t he ability to adjust the met hod of r eading 
to one 1 s purpose and t o the nature of the material 
3. To detect c l ues to character 
4. To s ee humor· in literature 
Vlriting 
1. To strive for clarity t,hroughs 
a. improved notes and outlines with nain and sub-
topics developed from notes 
b . par agraphs to be developed from topic sentence 
c . careful preparation of shor t reports and simple 
narrati ves nith a minimum of mechanical errors 
2. To provide vari ety in written material through: 
a . vai'ied sentence structure 
b . use of colorful vocabulary 
3. To write original stories, book revier~s and r eports 
which 1Till utilize t he follordng grammatical skills~ 
a. quotations 
b. capitalization 
( 1) proper nouns 
(2) in quotations 
c . colorful verbs 
d. colorful adjectives and adverbs 
e . use of coll!lD!l 
( 1) in ser i es 
(2) wi th dates and places 
f . use of apostrophe to shor; possession 
4. To present a cra.ftslllllll- l ike f inished product 
Spoa.ld.ng 
...... 
1. To improve del ivery b,y practice with audio-visual 
aids 
2 . To report on reading 
3. To use who, what , where, etc . a s guide words 
4. To u.s& the right \'Wrd to convey precise meaning 
. 
.),) 
Listening 
1 . To increase span o£ attention and pcme:r to concen-
trate on content 
2 . To select and note data needed 
3. To appr eciate more tul.zy the speaker ' s contribution 
to the over...all class lvor k 
4. To r etain ideas gainGd from audio-visual mterial. 
= 
UNIT Ill 
TO EUROPE BY Ar..JXHAlR 
I . Introduction 
This unit is deoigned to acquaint you with the naceseity 
for mastering the aki.l.ls, abilitios, and understandingo necessary 
f or effective communication 1n oar moder n l iving. ~e are going 
to undertake a business trip to Europe for the purpose of put tlng 
t hese important communication skills to wor k. This ~'ip is to be 
an elaborate aff air which will c om::10nce with a unon VO.Yflf.O" party 
and end 11i t h your appearance as a guest speaker at tho .uatick 
Rotary Cl ub. To assure a smooth trip, it will oe neceasa.r;) f or ilB 
to co::rmmicate lfi t h our tra-~el agents, t he steamship or a ir lines, 
several hotels in Europe, and a guide in t he Swieo city of :evey. 
Our b'ier.ds at b"~ will be l ooking forward to hearing about our 
experiences. If this is t he case, wo will need to mast :u• the 
basic okllls of l etter wri ting. To appr eciate the customs and 
hiotory of a country 1 the t raveler should knorr somet hing about the 
peopl e . VIe shall attempt to do t his through our reading pr ogrmn. 
On our retll!"n to this town ne shall need to organize arui pr eoent an 
interesting 't.a.lk on our t r a'\""els. In t he course of our unit, we 
shall gather o'l•.r ideao ad devel op our ski.lla. Pack ;yo~ bags; 
load your ca'"lorat::; we are on our way. 
S7 
... 
II. Pupil Objectives 
A. Understandings 
So:no or ill o£ the following understandings should be gained 
ae a result of this unitt 
1. 'l'h~t an ur.derstanding of the characteristics of effective 
l)l"al and written communication is eeoential for eV'e17one. 
2 . That one is ccl.led upon to apply these principl es of 
effective communication 1n varying oireumstancea. 
3. That tho individual should oarry on courteout:::cy and 
effective~ those contacts which are a part o! everyd~ 
communication. 
4. That literature can tell us about the eua"&o~ Uld people 
of various countries. 
5. That the visitor to Europe should have a richer experi ence 
if he is f amUiar with the history an.ci custoUJ of the 
people of thes e nations. 
6. That modern commerce knows no national boundaries . Trade 
develops where there 18 a need to be sati~fled. 
7. That Europe has been tho source of a rich trere:t o£ 
contributions to our own nation, the cost impor tant of 
t hese contributi ons being her emigrants . 
B. Attitudes and Appreciations 
So.mo or all or the f ollowing attitudes and appreciations 
should be gained as a r esult of thi& units 
1. That good communication is the foundation for understanding 
among peoples . 
2 . That growing up means an increase in ability to comrnmicate 
accurately through s peaking and writing. 
3. That effective col:lliiUil.ication is a necessicy 1:i: social life 
and the business world. 
4. '!hat literatare can foster a bond of unity ~ng the 
pe()}.les of the world. 
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C" Skills and Abilities 
In the course of the unit pupils should l earn or revi<:m 
the following s 
Reading 
l. To increase ability to comprehend what is r ead 
2. To differentiate between main and supporting ideas 
3. To develop ability to read quicklJ" and select pertinent 
parts 
49 To enjoy vicarious experience 
5. To develop ability to visualize scenes 
6. To delle l op skill L11 handling commercial-type reading 
\Vriting 
1. To develop the ability to write friend~ l etters 
r eflecting t he foll owing qualities 
a. reflects tho personality of t he writer 
b . shows the m-iter's interest in the reader 
c . offers content that io of interest to both the 
rea.cler and to the writer 
d . written in a friendly styl e 
e. contains no errors in grammar or nechani cs 
2 . To develop the ability to write business l etters 
r eflecting the following qual ities 
a . courtesy 
b . clarity 
c . com.pletenecs 
S9 
d . exactness 
e. conventional form 
f . variety in sentence s tructure 
3a To develop the ability to complete forms and question."lairea 
4. To develop ability to use figurat.i ve l anguage 1io 
expr~ss beaut y, emotion, and appreciation 
5. To deYelop the ability to select and arrange materials 
for written reports 
Speaking 
1. To develop common courtesi es of speaking in soc~~ life 
2 .. To learn to introduce people cor rectly 
3. To develop ability to think while speaking 
4. To devel op correct pronunciat ion of all words uoed in 
prepa.rGd speech 
Listening 
1. To remember names heard in introductions 
2. To devel op courtesy in social conversati ons 
3. To listen on the t elephone for accurate information 
and for directions 
4.. To l isten in an intervi ew f or dat a and reactions 
5. To learn about customs and hist ory of Europe from 
oral :-eports 
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I. Introduction 
UNIT IV 
CEN'fURlES OF COURAGE 
Courage is defined as a quality of mind which enables one to 
meet danger and difficulties with firmness. There are many kinds of 
courage which have been exm:plitiad in the deeds of mmld.nP. through the 
centuries. Jason showed one brand of courage when he sought the Golden 
Fleece. Galileo displ..ayed a di.f'ferent kind when his statements about 
the design of the universe were scorned. When LouiB Pasteur injected 
young Joseph Keister with the firs t dose of antirabies serum, he 
ccrtai.n:cy" had courage. You have heard of the famous railroad engineer, 
Casey J ones . HO'If is he called upon to diapl.ay courage? What liiUlller 
of courage did Philip Nolan exhibit 1n the course of his fitty years: 
as 0 the nan without a c ountry?• This unit is an attempt to give you 
t he opportunity to see the personal courage ot individuals as it was 
displayed 1n varying sittl.Qtions. You will pr obab]J see some parallel 
situations to your awn probl ems 1n the literature which we shall read. 
Try to understand "ffbat inner qualities these people posessed which 
provided them with the courage to meet a dangeroue and diffioul t situ-
ation. Your understanding of these problems could help you to develop 
a personality which will not shrink from r esponsibility and good 
judgment. 
II. Pupil Objectives 
A. UDderstand:i.ngs 
Some or all of the following understandings should be gained 
as a result of this Wlitt 
1. That s ignificant contributions have been made to manldnd 
through the courage of individuals 
2. That the student should reach an understanding of the 
criteria by which courage is evaluated 
3. That nany great exhibits of courage are overlooked while 
many which are called great are undeserving of the nam 
4. That courage deals not only with tho peyaical but also 
with the moral am spiritual 
B. Attitudes and Appreciations 
Some or all o.f tl8 follorring attitudes and appreciations 
should be gained as a result of th.1e unita 
1. That individuals who have performed feats of a 
courageous nature represent every class and nationality 
2. That a study of the lives of courageous men can contribute 
to an understanding of our lives 
3. That every person should develop his mm criteria for 
judging an act of c ourage 
4. That literature bas served as an instrument for ac-
quainting us with the courage of men through the 
centuries 
c. Skills and Abilities 
Reading 
1. To increase the student's ability to do creative 
r eading 
a. to draw conclusiollS trom the reading 
b . to see new relationships 
c. to Il!.&ke inferences 
' 
r 
2. To identifY onesel.f v:ith characters and understand 
their motivation 
3. To develop critical. an.a.qs1a of the situation in 
which the character appoars 
4. To develop good techniquee of r~ing poet:l7 
e.. to understand t he use of reyt.bm in poetry 
Writing 
1. 
2. 
3. 
b. to 'lltrlorstand the poet's use of YJords to create 
mood 
c. to develop ability to grasp total meaning of 
tho sel.ection 
To devolop a bUity to write about your own EB r sonal 
experiences 
To develop abiliey to retrain from r:.audlin selt-p1t4,y 
or magnifica tion ot personal probl.e:ns 
To develop tho ability t o make an incident or an 
individual COW) aliw through dracatimation 
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4. To s t imulate interest :1n an individual through writing 
short biographical sketches 
5. To develop the following graDili'&tical sld.lle 
a. essentials or linguistics (four parts or speech) 
b. conparison ot adjectives and advarba 
c. principal parts of verba 
d., sin:ple tenses 
Speaking 
1. To develop a bU ity to achieve varietq in exprc:~asion 
through practice 1n class discussions, oral reporte, 
dramatic productions, and choral rcadiDgs 
2·. To take an 1ntel.Ugent part in diecussion 
). To develop ability to ask revelent questions to 
keep t he discussion going 
4.. To develop ability to use examples to clari.fy a 
point 
5. To avoid ·interruptions especia~ when disagreement 
is necessary 
Listening 
1. To learn the other person' s point o£ view before 
continuing the argument 
2. To develop ability to eva1uate the wor th o£ the 
discussion 
3:., To evaluate the conclusions of the group 
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4. To develop ability to sense meaning of poetry through 
the sounds and connotations of words and l inea 
5. To develop ability to grasp the over-all t one of the 
poem 
6. To listen to music for creative reaction in oral and 
written expression 
UUIT V 
lfAST.EmiD THE liiSTmY OF UASS J&EDIA 
I. Introduction 
Can you list the types of information 'ftith which your dail\v 
newspaper supplies you? Often tilooa it is of importance to be able to 
locate s18nitioant sections of a large metropolitan newspaper. Are 
you able to dist:i.nguj.Bh between factual reporting and the opinionated 
writing of a columnist? These ore just a sampling of the necessary 
sk1.118 which we need to get the most from our papers. Are you aware 
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that your local radio stations broadeaat something other than the rock-
and-roll musio? I t might prove very interesting to becone a.oquainted 
with their offerings. Besides enjoyment t hey offer you the opportunity 
to develop 1..13tening sldlls. Although the "Cactus Kid" and his pals 
roam the screen of your television about six't\V'- four hours a week, the 
networks do provide you with some other live~ entertainment. Until 
you have becoroo a discriminating television viewer, you probab]¥ will 
be missing soma very stimulating viewing. In thie unit we shall attempt 
to develop the skllls, abil.ities, and attitudes which will make of us 
critical users or mass media. 
II. Pupil Objectives 
A. Understandings 
Some or all of the following understandings should be gained 
as a result of this units 
= 
1. That newspapers and periodicals are the source of 
different kinds of information 
2 . That radio, television, and motion pictures can pr ovide 
us wi th many broad experiences which can aid in our 
grovring up 
.3. What preparation goes into the presentation of materials 
thr ough the medium of the nasa media 
4. What r esponsibilities each person has to become sensitive 
U:rnard the use and abuse of the mass media 
5. That we must discr iminate between fact reporting md 
editorializing 
B·.- . Attitudes and Appreciations 
Some or all of the following attitudes and appr eciations 
should be gained as a result of this unit: 
1. That nass media can aid us in becoming well informed 
citizens and consumers 
2. That effective use of mass media is a par t of modern 
living 
3. That discriminating tastes can be developed through 
the critical use of mass media 
4. That mass media has the potent ial for developing the 
culture of a nation and raising that culture to high 
l evels 
5. That mass media has the power to influence the indi-
vidual lives of millions of people 
c.. Skills and Abilities 
Reading 
1. To devel op an acquaintance with various sections of 
the dai.ly newspaper 
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2. To find certain sections in the newspaper by skimming 
.3 . To determine when opinion is being expressed or when 
news i s just being r eported 
4. To devel op ability in handling specialized 
vocabulary for newspapel's and periodicals 
5. To devel op habit of reading controversial articles 
with awareness of prej udice on t he part of the 
writ er 
6. To devel op critical attitude to·Rard presentation of 
material s in newspapers and periodical s 
1. To utilize criticism of radio, tel evision and 
screen presentations in order to develop personal 
tastes 
B. To l earn to recognize propaganda, the difference 
between truth and opinion, bias and slant, and 
emotional sppeal 
Writing 
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1. To devel op ability to report on information secured 
through use of refer ence material, personal interviews, 
speeches, and mass media 
2. To devel op habit of a ccuracy , completeness, and 
exactness of information 
J. To devel op ability to cite sources from both sides 
in reporting on a controversial topic 
4. To increase the number and difficulty of words used 
in writing 
5. To develop abili"GJ' t o write clearer and more forceful 
sentences in style of ner7spapers and periodicals 
6. To devel op ability to proofread all written material 
1. To develop the following grammatical skills 
a . correct use of personal pronouns 
b. distinguish between compl ete sentences and 
sentence fragments 
c. corr ect placement of modifiers 
d. recognition of individual usage probl ems and 
appropriate remedial work 
Speaking 
1. To develop ability to discuss news items or 
propositions objectively 
2. To develop ability to work with others in preparing 
debate material 
3. To develop ability to support chosen side of topic 
with forceful, well-supported statements of fact 
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4.. To increase skill in selecting per tinent and 
interes ting details to support opinion about a book, 
radio or television pr ogram, and motion pict ure 
5. To become &'Ware of use of mood, atmosphere, photo-
graphy, and music in presentation of mass redia 
Listening, · 
1 . To develop habit of listening to public speeches 
as a source of information and insight 
2. To improve one's own speaking ability through 
listening to others 
3. To devel op ability to listen in terms of appr opriate 
and predetermined purpose 
4. To develop critical a-ttitude toward bias and emotion 
in Apeeches 
5. To develop critical attitude toward tbe use of 
s l anted thinking in a person 1 s speech 
miT VI 
I . Introduction 
/ 
J 
As we proceed through life, do wo taka time to notice the mag-
6 
n1fioenoe of nature? We should, because it has a lOOI!lango f r om which all 
:Of us can benefit. At the same time nature can deal some sharp blovrs. 
Row has man taken these? Some exciting battles have been plqed out on 
the stage o£ li!e between nan and nature. The twentieth century has 
seen man harneos nature and her wllee in m.any different faehioDD. Some 
pf these v i ctories ,,hich man has claimed have reaped great benefits to 
~1m and his kind. You can study the work of T!alter Reed to see this. 
)ther claims which man has placed against nature havo resulted in tragedy 
ooth to man and nature. A story like "New !!exi.coa 1945" can reveal that 
~ you. The purpose of this unit 18 to give you soma insights into the 
hysi cal world around you. We shall deal vlith several facote of nature-
ts beauty, its gifts, and ita torroro. Perhaps through an understanding 
)f the cooplexity of the norld• we can work dlligently to make it a 
iner place in which to live. 
I . ?upil Objectives 
A. Understandings 
Some or oil of the following understandings should be 
acquired as a result of this unita 
1. That man has only been able to tame a small part ot 
nature 
2 . ~hat nature has supplied man with many gifts 
3. That an understanding of the physical world can give 
us fascinati.."lg ins i ghts into our onn behavior 
4. That the study of our physical world has developed great 
per sonalities 
5. That the contributions of grea t men of science are built 
upon the work of centuries 
B • • Attitudes and .Appr eciations 
Some or all of the following attitudes and appreciat ions 
should be acquired as a result of t hi s unit: 
1 . That mankind must 11ork inces s ant:cy t o har ness the powers 
of nature for constructive purposes / 
2. Tha t interesting and rewarding work is available to 
young peopl e in the f i e l ds of science 
3. That 11e should not t ake for granted the bless ings 
afforded us b.1 nature 
4. That resourcefulness is r equired by individuals engaged 
in master ir..g t he s ecrets of our physical. world 
5. That t ho lives of great scientis ts can provide us wi th 
a pattern and an inspiration for our own succes s 
c. Skills and Abili ties 
Reading 
1. To increase abili ty to adjust reading to t he needs 
and demando of different content fields 
2'. To develop ability to organize ideas and r elate 
them to per sonal knowledge of subject 
3. To develop skill in using trans itional words 
4. To devel op abili.ty to read !nd w:ld.ers tand the 
purpose of good biography 
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5. To increase sieht vocabulm-y 
6. To become acquainted with spec ialized vocabulary of 
science 
Writing 
1. To develop use of outline in wri ting 
2.. To develop habi t of r elating ideas in paragraphs 
3. To devel op use of trans i tional sentences in wr iting 
4. To develop habit of using examples and illustrations 
in paragraph nr i ting 
5. To accept responsibility for defining technical or 
special terms so illa t the reader will understand 
them 
6. '?o dev·elop the f ollowing grammatical skills 
a . building and utilizing complex sentences 
b. building and utilizing s ubordinating el ements 
such a s the partici ple and tl'l..e infiniti v·e 
c . use of comma with subordinate expressions 
d . revie-R of grammar and usage 
(The ' t eacher need not deal with the above listed 
grammati cal skills if her class needs more intens ive 
t raining in the fundamental skills .) 
Speaking 
l. To devel op vari ety in expr essi on through seeing, 
hearing, and using new 'WOrds 
2. To develop a bility to use audio-visual aids to make 
informative talk clear 
3. To develop abil ity to speak wi thout Using ac tual 
outline of mater i al 
4. To r ealize that speaker must give audience accurate 
information based on factual research 
7l 
5. To become aware tbEit digressions and elements of 
~ightness make a talk int eresting 
6. To boco:ne aware that adequate examples and 
illustrations should be used 
Listening 
1. To i ncrease power to r ecall specific points wi thin 
a longer report 
2. To develop ability t o listen in order to take notes 
or make outlines of t he r ecitation 
3. To increase skill in r elating what w said t o own 
interests in or der to make opportunit ies for 
co:!'rtributions 
1~. To discover causes for inadequate r esponse to your 
speaking 
5. To discover through the mistakes of others how you 
can i mprove your lis t ening habi ts 
·~ . 
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I.. Introduction 
dlthough the last of the western frontiers has been settled f or 
a half eentUI'J', the migratory nature and adventuresome spirit of the 
American people are. still making themselves f elt. What are the causes 
for this? In this unit we ~hall learn about t)'o.e countless men and women 
who sought their destiny in the land beyond the mountains . We shall 
travel ~ith them through dark forests and across l onelY plaine, ford 
swift-moving rivers , fight man and nature, witness birth and death• joy 
and sorrow . Cur t.rip 1tUl take us from the l!ooded slopes o! t he 
Appalachian Mountains to the gold fiel ds of California. As we do this, 
watch for the qualities, chnracteristics, and the attitudes \¥hich typify 
the spirit of these people. 
I I. Pupil Objectives 
A. Undqratandings 
SOJOO or all of the following underetandings should be gained 
as a result of this unit; 
1. The .frontier life developed personal initiative cmd 
democratic action. 
2. Because literature represents lifo, vre are able to 
experience vicariouely the adventures of the frontier • 
.). There -.ere a variety of physical, mental, and cultural 
characteristics displayed on the frontier. 
4. The frontier peoples developed a singular br and of humor 
peculiar to Amer ica • 
• B • . Attitudes and Appreciat ion5 
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Some or all of t he following attitudes and appr eciations should 
be gained as a result of this unitr 
1. 'l'he front ier has affor ded a rich soi l f or Jonerican 
literature. 
2 . Many influences helped to s hape the American frontier. 
3. The frontier acted as a levelling process to assimilate 
various e t hnic gr oups and weld them into Americans . 
· 4. An individual ' s actions are det ermined by the values which 
he holds . 
5. The individual must hav e the spirit to r ise above physical 
and spiritual defeats to achieve success and happiness . 
c. Skills and Abilities 
In t he course of the unit pupils should learn or r eview the 
following : 
Reading 
1. To develop the ability to select and evaluate infOl' -
mation (C.6; 0 . 22) 
a. distinguish between fact and fancy (c.8, 9 1 10; 0 .1.5; 
b . distinguish between important &'ld unii!portant 
information (C.l; 0.1, 4, 6• 22) 
2. To develop the ability to adjust t he method of reading 
to one ' s purpose and to the nature of the material. 
(c.6, 8, 9, l 9t o.6) 
3. To detect c l ues t o character (C.6; 012, 14, 15) 
4. To aee humor in l i terature (CB, 9, 10 ) 
,-
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'Nriting 
1. To strive for clarity throught 
a. improved notes and outlines with m in and sub-
topics developed f r om notes (C.21, 22; 0. 4 201 21) 
b . paragraphs t o be developed from topic sentences (C.4, 5, 16) 
c . careful preparation of shor t reports and simple 
narratives with a minim~~ of mechanical orrors 
(C.ll b1 12 , 20;· 0.31 4, 20, 21) 
2. To provid-; variety i.'l written material through~ 
a . vari ed sentence structure (C. 4, 0.6, 7, 9 ) 
b . use of colorful vocabulary ( C. l, !~s 7; 0.6, 7, 91 24 ) 
3. To write original stor ies, book reviews and reports 
which will utilize the following grammati cal skills: 
a . quot ations (C. 21;: 0,.6, 7, 16 ) 
b . capitalization (c.4, 5; 0.3. 4, 6, 1, 16) 
(1) proper nouns (C.4, 5; 0.3, 4, 6, 11 16) 
(2) in quotations (C . 21; 0.3, 4, 16) 
c . 
d . 
e. 
colorful verbs (C.), 7, 21, 0 . ) 1 4, 6, 1, 16) 
colorful adjectives and adverbs(C. ), 7, 21; 0.3, 
4, 6, 7, 16) 
use of comma 
(l) in series (c.a, 5, 21) 
(2 ) with dates and places (C. 5, 21) 
F AID!ER KELL: 
JOHth 
JOHN: 
JAl~~ : 
F b.Ib\!BR KBLL 1 
J3.1:IN: 
JA.NE: 
M1ut t s more , you can eat t he bunches of gr apes 
too . 
You don ' t have to tell J ane about eating the 
gr a,es . I think she ' s sampled every tyge of 
gr a pe you have gr owing in the vi neyar d . 1 
I have not , J ohn ! Som~t.L'Ues , you ' re impossi ble ! 
Poor , Far mer Kell, will t:hink I tm gobollng up 
his entire crop ! 
Does your brother always tease you abou t your 
ec1t1ng habits? 
Al~ays , but I get even with hi m; jus t tlait and 
see ! 
Ah huh But t c.1day , \·e ' ve caugh t you red-
handed . Take a l ook a t yourself in a mirroz· . 
Your mouth ~no. even your hands ar e c.ll s t ained 
with ~urple. 
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Well r • •. . John, must you a lways play detective? 
(LAUGH) It looks a s if you ' r e trapped, J ane . 
Dut say, if you t wo folks really want to play 
detectives, ~hy no~ f ollow me i nto the vineyards 
and l earn about the secrets of G.aJ,.PE GRvhi NG? 
Good idea ! Let ' s .all go down i nt o the valley 
where those picke r s a r e working . How a.bout i t, 
J ane? 
Count me in J I want to sample some of t hose 
t .. ai sins tha t ~re dr yln_g out i n the sun v:ay down 
there in the Yalley . 
= 
'[ 8 
r. use or apostrophe t o show possession (C . l1b, 12, 
21) 
h. To present a craftsman- like £inished pr oduct 
Speaking 
1. To improve delivery b,y pr actice wit h audio-visual 
aids (C 13, 14; 017) 
2. To report on reading (C lla, 24, 25) 
). To use who, what, where, etc. as guide words (C 22; 
011, 19 ) 
4. To use the right word to convey precise meaning 
(C20, 21, 22 , 25; 011, 12} 
Listening 
1. To increase span o.f attention and power to concen-
trate on content (C 12, 14, 17, 18, 23; 011, 12 ) 
2 . To select and note data needed ( C 12, 17, 23 ) 
3. To appr eciate more f~ the speaker ' s contribution 
to the over- all class work (C 15, 171 181 25; 02E1 
26, 28) 
4. To retain ideas gained from audio-visual material 
{C 12, 23 ; 017) 
1!JSIC: 
F;;.Rf.1.l!.R KELL: 
JOHN: 
F .£UlifiJR KELL : 
JUHN: 
J ANE: 
FARM~R KELL: 
FARMER KELL: 
JOH..N : 
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:td,¥1NG AW:JD 
Here we are, right in the mlwll e of' Gru.pe Va lley! 
(1rn.pe Valley? 
Oh , t hat ' s the name I give t o my viney[lrds , J o i1n . 
But let ' s reverse the picture a bit ! Suppose 
ycu \';er e the o'•mer of thi :3 f a r m? ·Ho-v• would :rou 
go about planting your viney~rds? 
Fi r at thing , Itc t est the soil. Then, I ' d 
pl ough up al l the weeds and wild gr a ss gro~ing 
in t h e valley. 
Don ' t forget t o remove al l the bi.g s tones and 
tree s t UilJps that might be cluttei•ing up t he 
ground. The ea.rl y settl~rs ha.d to do all t hat 
sort of h a r d work . 
You bet , J ane ! Reme!!:ber the climute too l This 
is Califor nta J We hav e to judge the l ensth of' 
our growing se~son . 
And d'm 1 t for get about the r ain duri ng the 
r ainy sea~ons ! Sometimes, they get freaK fro sts 
in c~lifornia too ! 
You t wo rletactives l:ilrea...i.y know someti1ing o.bout 
farming, I see . You learn f ast ! 
You •ve got us s tumped on one ver y i mportant 
point in t his grape growing case, Fa r mer Koll? 
I have? wlliat's your problem? 
T:1.at vineyfl. r d U!f behind the barn ••••• The vines 
4. The ·t.oacher might start a discussion in which a comparison 
of the differ ent t ypes of people who migrated westward could be made. 
The class mi ght discuss, the trappers, the t rader s , the gold-seekers , 
t he dirt farmerR , the cattle and s heep men, the railroaders , and the 
soldiers . 
5. I ntroduce the s t udentB to their <mn horoo town t~itb the 
question, " How does our t.crm: ref l ec t t he character, th(~ customs, and 
t he timas oi' 0 11:r ancef!tors?" The instructor might then .U5e such a book 
as Right~ 2:!! Pittsbur·- tv CJ....'lrence E. ~lac::trtney,_ Gibs on Pre:s2, 1937 
to show the stude:'lta how the grHa.t city of Pitts burg reflects t he herit-
aee of the thr~e natio"'ls unde..r w .ose ! l .:.cs it ::stood. The concept th&.t 
our present environment can t.J:lll us much a'bou-c. -what went on before should 
be s tressed in t his unit . 
B. Core Activities 
This study and activi t,r guide oho1ild be carefully r ead ~3 y ou. 
This guide nill form t he basi s for our work in Engl i sh for the next 
five weeks . Circle t he nu~~3rs of those items ~hich espec i ally inter es t 
you. Give careful consider ation to activi ties •·1hich l:ave not been 
listed here. Thi s gui de is only suggestive; we may want to add to it 
as we go along . I f you ha ve any worthwhile suggestions , .feel !'ree t.o 
l et t he teacher know about t hem during confer ence t ime. 
1. Have the clas s r ead 11The Boy Who Wouldn't, t,tuit11 by Honore. 
Willsie Morrow. This stor-.r appears in Journeys ~America on pages 
259-269. This story 'jJ.l pr ovide an opportunity for the students to see 
how an author obtains information from a variety of s ources. It will 
furt her open up the unit with a factual account of the great wes tward 
movement. The story can be utilized to answer the question, ~ did 
so many of the people choose to brave the perils of the frontier?• As 
each new phase of the work or activity is undertaken, this ques tion 
should be reviewed. 
2. Have the students read Hamlin Garland's "The Mountains are 
a Lonely Folk." In what part of America do you think these mountains 
are located? ~ow do these mountains differ from those in other parts 
of the country? To what extent did they affect the wes tward movement 
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in the nineteenth century? This poem compares the mountains to soldiers. 
This is a literary way of comparing unlike things. What examplee or 
this device can you give? Be original. 
3. Have the students read Elizabeth Coatsworth1s "Desert Noon.• 
Whi.ch American states have deserts? To what extent did the deserts ot 
the West affect the westward movement of the pioneers? How does the 
use of colorful verbs and adjectives sharpen the picture in your mind 
that first you almost blister in the pulsating heat of the desert--and 
then you drink in the refreshing coolness of the mountain snow? 
4. Arter reading th~ poem, have the students utilize the 
National Geographic Magazines in the library to find a colorful scene 
which they would like t o describe. Use severa1 illustrations to show 
the class how colorful verbs and modifiers improve a paragraph ot de-
scription. 
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5. Every community has a favorite picnic spot, swimming place~ 
recreati on park, or scenic drive. In a paragraph describe your favorite 
outdoor place at a certain t ime of day or season ot t he year. You will 
be asked to develop your paragraph from a topi c ' sentence and t o use 
colorful verbs and modifiers within the paragraph. Besi des the two 
poems listed in activities two and three, there are several other excel -
l ent poeros 1n Unit 4 of J ourneys l!!!2 America. 
6. Have the class read "Caught in a Blizzard" by Laura Ingalls 
Wilder on page 14 of Worlds 2!_ Adventure. It is an exciting story of 
a young girl and her dreadful experience with a blizzard on the plains 
ot the Dakota Territory. By utilizing thia selection, we can gain skill 
in recognizing the main points in a story and separating them from the 
unimportant information. This story can also be utilized by the clase 
as a sample of colorful ways of saying things. 
7. Have the s t udent s develop clearer word pi ctures by substi-
tuting colorful verbs and adjectives for tired expressions to improve 
a paragraph. 
8. Have the s tudents r ead Sandburg ' s "They Have Yarns . n This 
poem will be a good introduction for activities which deal with characters 
both hi storical and fictional . e should gain some insight into the 
difference between fact and fancy . We shall see that telling tall tales 
is something everyone can do to make others laugh. 
a. How would you define a tall tale? 
b . What makes a tall tale tunny? 
c. \'lhat do the lines beginning with "Do telU" suggest 
about Americans' reactions to tall tales? 
9. Have the class read the story of Paul Bunyan which appears 
il'l Journeys ~ Ar.lerica on page )52, Th18 selection can be used to 
have the students see how humor has an important place in literat ure . 
How is exaggeration used in such tall tales to make the stories more 
amusing? A tall tale must have some truth behind it if' it is to be 
entertaining. Can you di scover ~here the facts e~d and fancy takes over 
in this story? 
10. Frontiersmen liked to boast ~bout the things that they could 
do. Irwin Shapiro has written a hilarious story about the upbringing 
ot Davy Crockett in "Strong but Quirky" • Journeys ~ America, paee 
356. Note how the use of informal English heightened the humor in this 
selection. 
11, Have the students choose aqy one of the f ollowing selections 
to read : 
a. From Journeys~ America 
"Johnny Appleseed," page 365 
"Casey Jones," page 372 
"Pecos Bill," pa ge 374 
b. From Worlds of Adventure 
"Co.yote between Two Sheep," p . 151 
c . From Worlds of Peopl e 
"The Cyclone," page 160 
"Who Made Paul Bunyan?", page 166. 
d . From Adventures ,!2!: Readers Book II 
"The Whistl ing River," page 241 
After the students have fini shed reading the story or poem of 
t heir choice , have them choose one of the following act i vities. 
a. (Speaking) Retell to the class some amusing inci-
dents which you read in ·the sel ection whi ch you chose. 
b . (Wr iting) Choose a historical character, and write 
a story About hL~ that makes him legendar,r a s well a s historical. 
et 
c . ( Writing) I nvent your own tall ... tale character. Write 
a short anecdote about one of hie experiences. 
12. Show the class the McGrmi-H:tll Company ' a American Folkl ore 
Series filmstrip J ohnny Appleseed• This folk tale is dramatized by 
means of puppets whi ch ac t out the story. This i s an opportunity f or 
the s tudent to pr actice his listening s kills in several area s . 
13. Have the class participate in a choral r eading exerciGc 
using the selection "The Oregon Tr a il," Journeys ~America, page 325. 
The students can i mprove their individual and collect i ve deliveries by 
utilizing the tape r ecorder. This aid can be used to advantage when 
indivi dual reports and readings are made. 
14. The English instr uctor and the music and arts teachers can 
correlate t heir work in this unit. Have the music teacher present a 
lesson on the music of t he West. He might also teach t he students 
several songs nati ve to t his area. The arts instructor s could utilize 
their knowl edge of the arts and cr afts of the Indians and the pioneers 
to present instruction in thie area t o the class or classes . 
15, The class vtill read Vial t ?1hi tman ' s 11 I Rear America Singing," 
Worlds .2£ People, page 121. The poen will be di scussed by tho class 
from the point that the average man !tlade t he frontier a l and of pr omise . 
16. Write a paragraph, begin.11ing with a topic sentence, in 
which you di scuss a:ny one phase of life on the frontier. Some examples 
might oo as foll0\18: type of early settl er, ter r ain, transportat ion, 
housiug, Indian pr obl ems, democracy on the frontier, or life on the 
Uiss i ssippi, Use any rese~ch sources ~hich you desire. Be sure t o 
take careful notes and make an outline with main and subtopics in it. 
17. rhese paragraphs are to be pr esented to t he class ora~. 
Thi s i s an opportunity for you to report on your own r eading and research• 
You shoul d attempt to be precise in everything t hat you say . Practice 
with the t ape r ecorder to improve your pronunciation and enunt::1ation. 
18. Lis tening committees will be appointed to repor t back on 
the various speakers. They will be asked to hand in written r epor ts on 
their evaluation of the speaker' s material and deliver.y. 
19. Each student is to choose a book, either fiction or bi og-
r aphy from the r eading l ist. An :L"ldividual report 1s to be prepared 
about t he book of your choice . This r eport can be in ~ritten for m, or 
it can be pr esented orally. You mie;ht a l so f orm small committees to 
discuss t he merits of just one of the books . (See the sample annotation 
at t he and of t he Study Guide . ) 
20. Prepare a book jacket f or the free read ing text which you 
choose . Make i t color ful. 'iirite a short, colorful blurb f or the 
,jacket . You have the j ob of sell:i.rl..g this book. Check the di spl ays in 
the school librar.y and in the public libr~r· 1~ t o be origiP~l both 
in design "and comoent. 
21. Fl"ave the clnss v1rite a short, imaginative conversation 
between touo pioneers . Utilize the grrumtllitics.l skills outlined for t;his 
uni t .. 
22. Each s tudent in t he class will act as a newspap6r reporter 
TJriting a short. news story on some int erestine event which mi ght have 
happened on the frontiel' . Remember to use t he who1 wha t, -nher e, when 
formuJ.a to achieve journalistic success. Student s may volmrteer to give 
these oral~ before the cl ass . 
23. Eave the class f orm several committees to view selected 
wester n tel evision shows. Each committee t11ll be f or becomi.l"1g ac-
quainted with the criteria by nhi ch l'Je. s hall judge the show. The· com-
mittees wi l l present panel discussions deal ing uith the a cceptable and 
the unacceptable f acets of the program. 
24. Life on the fl'ontier brought out the leadership qualit i es 
in many individual s . Have the class di s cuss the charact.eristics which 
these l eaders possessed.. Try to give specific examples based on your 
.. ~ - . -
class and outside readings. Have each person write or tell about a. 
person of tod~ whom he considers to be n leader. 
25. HavA a com.>nittee report on t he folloni.ng topics. 'Ihese are 
to be presented before the cl ass for discuss ion and e~Tal.uation. 
a . 'l'he i.r.Jpor·tance of the Ohio-llississi ppi rivers system. 
b . The importance of our territorial acquisitions in 
the Wes t ., , ,. 
e. 'lhe importance of canals , turnpikes , and tol l bridges 
in the westl'Jard movement. 
26 .. Volunteers are needed for a committee which will have as 
its ~~ction the coor dination oS indivi dual uork f or the purpose of 
having all the c lass l earn as much as possi ble in the G~~-up period. 
c. Optional Related Activities 
You DBY work alone, with a partner, or with a committee on a s 
many of thes e activities as you feel you can adequate~ handle. Speak 
to your inst r uctor regarding your choice of optional activities . 
Remember that you will be called upon to present your results during 
the pooling and sharing time at the end of the unit. 
1. Collect magazi ne and nerrspnper references to t.l-le openi."lg of 
the western frontier. Mount and underl ine r eferences. Arrangement 
is purel y i ndividual. 
2 . ll.lustrate or make models of the s ever al types of river 
craft used b.Y the pioneer s as th~ moved ~est. 
3. Fretond that you are going dorm the <llio or the I.U.sGissipp1 
Rivoru with your !am~ to fiDd soae nGw tara lal:d. Write a letter 
to your cousin in sat::£ Eastern city, telling or your expcricnce::s . !hia 
will be an opportuni·;,y !cr you to practice narra tive lO'ritini• 
4. Frotend t.hat you are a rurwup:1par roporter. ~rite a news 
at.ory about your exciting steamboat voyage aboard 11Fulton•e Folly." 
The necessary background material oan be found ill J.iarguari~ Henry ' s 
ftobert 1-'ul.tou, ~ Craftsman~ Bobbs-J.Ierril.l~ 1945. 
5. Paint a f"rie:w BhV111ng the different kinds of locoootives 
and coachea that wero used during the ear)¥ dArTs of railroaeing. 
l,acymt £.! America Series will be of srcat help 1n thu arn. 
The 
-
6. Develop a rE:port on the fate of the ~ians &::J tta tthite 
men pushed the fro:1tier beck . Get Son!.& Bleeker ' • Apache Indians , 
Raiders £!. ~ Southwest. Korrow• l9Sl. '1'llUI stoey can pr ovido &OliliC 
interestina back&:roUDd mater ial. 
7. Write a repor t on t he Indian Reecrvatiorus. Uelc the ency-
clopedia, the Reader ' s Guide, and the index to the National Ooosraphic 
.._gamine. 
8. A ccmnittee might be forcaod to road Arthur C.uiterman•s 
"I Si.ng 'the Pioneers :Ianiel Boone" in Advont".lrcs !2!. l~eadoro. Eook Two. 
DiGc\15& wqa 1n which the class could do thia e!'tectivel¥ in choral 
r eading et,yle. Decide which liDes should be sol os, -.hich should be r ead 
in un.iaon, which by aaaller {;I"Oups ot boju or r;irls . '-lben i'l'&C."t.ice u.''ltll 
-
you can read i t together smoothly .,ith tho effecta you want. :Peroope 
you can .nake a tape r ecordi ng of it. 
9 . }ro:n your readin.g~ pr epare a matching test of wester n ex-
pressions vJhich the students are l ikely to h!lve co:ne acros:J while working 
on this U!li t . Place the words in the l eft ... f> • .and col unn a11d ~'le ex-
pressions in the right- hand col umn. You might like to admini ster this 
liost t{) your classmates at t~ end of the unit . 
10. Toda,y most of our tall tales are told in comic strips, in 
raovie cartoons, and on radio and televis i on programs . Whi ch comic- s trip 
characters al'O really to.ll- tale heroes ? Do you m<r.t of a;1y radio a~d 
tel evision prowams that are r eally tall taleG, featuring supermn like 
those you might read about in this unit? Compi le a list of such characters 
List tl~ characteristics which place them in this category. 1"-ry witing 
a short tnll to.le invol ving one o£ these ind~vidu~ls . 
11. A storytell er is not born; the art c~ be learned. Uti-
lizing the t1ho? 1 Tlhen an4 T'there? 1 and the what? outline, prepare a 
short talk on one of the reading sel ections you have chosen. Try to 
begin without confusing your audience and to stop a s soon as you have 
made your point. 
12. Hold a tall- talc contc:..t . .;:;acn .oembor c.f the class can 
imagine he is one of the persona in tha z•ealm of tho tall-tale liter-
a.t•w·e, He should think up a "hopping big adventure that he has r..ad . 
Porm co:nmit tces .her e each s :.udent can toll his story. The best in each 
= 
(rOup ct.n be pitted egninEt one another for tho honor of becoming cham-
piC'Ir "whoprer- teller." St!Ch cr.Jlracters ae Jobl:ey Apploseed, Davy 
Crockett, "Big~ Mike Finks and Pecos Bill are a few ot the possibilities. 
1.3 . One of the nays to rnal':e a a tory :tnterestin(. is to be sure 
tho charact~rfl seem lll~e renl people. To do G01 you must learn to 
vharpen y01.1r powers of observation . List twclvo to fifteen adjectivee 
lwh1ch d~eoribo a persons char ncter. Write a paragraph showing a 
charact,{)rin action. Put him in a frontier eit.uation. Let hi!: act i ons 
indicatR- the characteristic you have in mind ao that your r eader will 
lmow wl'lat it is . You can read yollr parar;raph to the clacs sr.d a~k your 
listencrF to identity the adjective. 
14. People often r..ave contra~ictory traits . You heve seen scme 
rotroplr'e ot +.hnt in :rcur reading. For example, they may be shy., yet 
at t mee apper.r rather bold. Examine your own character traits . Write 
about yourael! in a paragraph that makee clear the contradictory charac-
t.criatics-one an admirable trait, the other not eo complimentary. 
15. You might enjoy readinG the thrilling stor~r by Donald Peattie 
entitled "Death Valle,y Christmas, 1849," Rend!9G--Literature, Book Two, 
As one ot the children who made the terrible trip through Death Valley 1 
..-rite yonr mnories, ye2.rs 2.fter.) ot that journey. 
16. Conversntion can show character traits just as well as 
r.etion. It also helps to tell the story in 4ll interesting wcy. Write 
an imaginar.Y conversation be~een ~o poopl e such as r 
a . Kit Carson and Daniel Boone. 
b. Casey Jones and his fireman. 
c .. Two ccmboys discussing tho trail <1r:tve ., 
d., A p ioneer Ttoman in Kunsas and a young girl from the East. 
17. Write a radio 1:rogr ar.1 dramatizing the diacovery of gold .. 
lntervioo Mar·ohall, 3uttcr a nd t he peopl e Tiho hea:;.:d about the discovery 
in ltonterey.. Tape :rom.· intcrvier:s on t.he r ecor der f or the class to 
he.'"l!' . Thio device will test t he ir ability with the list,cning skil ls. 
18~ Write a ner:spnf.er account of t he first l'un of the Best Fr·iend. 
You can find sor,1P. interes t ing info!T.lation regarding this i mportant event 
::.n Tr>..runan w. Va-:1 Y.etre ' s Trai..'1s1 Traclcs~ ~Travel, Simmous- Boardman 
Corpora.ti0!1 rhich is a.wd.lable in the Public Library. 
19 . Find out. all you can about t he different tyres of fences 
usert by .'l.mericnnn a~ they moved t<estnaz·d. Thert1 ?!ere stones r a!t.l, 
earthc!:!;. hedge, sr.:ooth- -;vire, a."ld barbco--.drc fences . !!ake a s l<'..etch of 
each type ant_ arran.;e i n n .frieze ., ¥Jri te a caption fox· each sket ch, 
telling how-> r.:here., when, :md why each type • as used . 
20.. frcpare a r eport on the topic 11 fining :for gold, t hen and 
ncm." Find out 'r.here a-"ld hew gold is rui ned in t he r:cst today at<d corr..pare 
with the pl aces and methods of gol d mining in t he 1860s and 1670s. 
21. 11The Good a.'1d 3ad of ·t...~c Vi gllantes tt could f..ave been the 
title of an editm'-inl :L'1 a nrl.uing-town r.:e,v:spapcr during the reric-d of 
tho ild · est. •0\o; ,~;ould you r..D.ve y;orded the editor 1aJ.7 
22. Af~r reading one of the sel ections which deals ·,\ith com-
muni cation :in the Ol d Wec-tll you might l ike to report t o the clas s on 
these . Your t opic sentence might be 11 In the E?ighteen months of its 
.. 
life the Pony Express won lasting fame because it hel ped America 
grow." 
23. Four or five members of the class might consider holding 
9-
a round table discussion on the topic, "To be entertaining, an adventure-
story must •••• •" Discussion points might be illustrated by ex-
amples from the books that you read while this unit is being conducted. 
24. Collect some poems which have a western theme. Find some 
appr opriate illustrations to accompaey them. Diaousa one ot your poems 
before the class as regards the use o! figurative language. The col-
lection can be mounted and bound for presentation. 
25. What role did the pioneer women play in opening the western 
frontier? Several of the girls m18ht like to compile a notebook or 
research material on this topic. They might also write a short skit 
depicting every-day life on the prairies. 
26. It might be possible for one of the pioneers of old to come 
to the class to speak about his experiences. You might be that indi-
vidual. Prepare a short talk on some interesting experience on the 
plains , in the gold fields, or in the Indian country. Use the pr ecise 
words which can beet depict your experiences . Try to inject humor into 
your talk by using authentic frontier expressions. 
27. Prepare a report on some ot the ear~ cities in the Middle 
lfest such as Chicago and St. Loui.a. illustrate in your report the 
importance or geograp~ in the location of these cities. 
.... 
28. Take a ride dovm the Natchez Trace or along the Chisolm 
Trail. Present your experiences in either oral or l1I'itten form. 
Remember to use vivid verbs and adjectives. 
29. I£ you have any original ideas which you think would broaden 
your experiences with the language arts, make your suggestions to the 
teacher. Often the s t udents can present interesting and creat i ve ideas 
to supplement this suggestive study guide. 
D. Culminating Activities 
Culminating activities for this unit can be as simple or as 
complete as the instructor wishes to make them. Activities developed 
through the unit may lend themselves to an entertaining assembly program 
or to a simple pr ogram to be presented. to another class. A simple 
pr ogram built around recordings that have been made, choral speaking• 
original compositions and research work, displ~s and demonstrations• 
would provide both review and entertainment for the class. Any activ-
ities which seem to hold particular interest for the class can be devel-
oped into a culminating activit.y. 
One possibilit.y might be a Frontier Part.y Day. Conmittees could 
be or ganized to prepare simple square dances, music demonstrations, 
and tall-tale contests. These activities could be presented t o visiting 
classes for a day. Appropriate displays could be prepared by other 
students to enhance the surroundings and set the mood. 
1 
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IV. Ma. ter ials 
B • Pupil' a Bibliograp lzy' 
Adams, Helen, Wonder£ul ~~ Messner, 1946,. (5-8) 
The "wonderful year" is a year of growing up f or 12 year ol d Ellen 
who does not consider the pr ospects of moving from her Kansas farm home 
to a f'ruit f arm in Color ado with much enjoyment. It is a s t ory of the 
ear~ years of t he twentieth century in the l uxuriant valleys of Color ado 
and a young girl' s growing up . 
Adams, Samuel H., The f2El E3Press1 Random, 1950, (6-8) 
When gold was discovered in California in 18491 thousando of peopl e 
p oured into the stat e . This story tells of the heroi c expl oits of t he 
men who for ged the f irst link in the chain o£ CO!Ih1luni ca t i on between East 
and West. The reader can ride the trails of hi gh adventure with the 
young men of the Pony Expr es s. 
1 , The Santa Fe Trail, Random, 1951, (5- 8) 
--=Thi s is thestory of Gap Beclmell and the f irst overland trip f rom 
Frankl in, Ui s s ouriJ to Santa Fe, New Mexico. Accompany the se pioneer 
trader s on t heir r~rd and gruel ing trek t hrough uncharted r egions filled 
wi th harrowing dangers . 
, , The Erie Canal, RandomJ 19531 ( 7-9) 
--D='e V'iitt Cl int on might hive been called a crank, but t o him any 
cause that he took up wa s one hundred percent right. His pr oj ect. was 
t he construction of a cana l from Al bany to Buffalo . The book rclat~s 
his fight for co~~truction of t he canal, t he t r emendous engineer ing 
pr oblem which it presented, and life on the ctmal in the early days of 
t he westward movement. 
Bronn, John M., Dani e l Boone-The Qpening of the Wilderness, Hale, 1952, 
(7-9 ) - --
Daniel Boone 's eA~eriences on the frontier of North America span a 
per iod of sixt,y- five years from ol d Fort Duquesne to tl~ Mi ssissi pp i 
Valley. The author presents a s eri es of incidents 1n Boone ' s l ife which 
are exciting and inforw~tive to r ead . 
Cle l and, Robert, California Pat eant: ~ Storl .2f ~ Centurie~, 
The history of Caiflor nia s ne&r~ as var ed as i ts topography 
and c limate. Men of mrzy- races and callings have played a part in the 
building of the s tate. Yester dq a wilderness, t oday an empir e . This 
i s California' s s tory. 
Daugher ty, James, TrapPers,!:!!! Traders of _2 Far West , Random, 1952·, 
(5-8) 
John Jacob Astor dreamed of the riches in furs to be obtained in 
the Oregon country. He organized two expeditions to develop a fur 
trading post in this region. The story of these expeditions is vividly 
told in this book. 
Daugherty, James , Marcus and Narci ssa Whitman Pioneers of Oregon, Viking 
Press, 1954, <1-9) - -
Narcissa Whitman was the first white woman ever to cross the 
perilous Oregon Trail. This is the story of her and her young doctor 
husband who brave the perils of a cross country wagon trip to teach the .,. 
Indians the ways of white civilization. 
Dobie, J. Frank,!!£~ Trail!!:£! Texas, Hale, 1955~ (7- 9) 
This book presents a colorful history of the development of the 
cattle industry in Texas. Delving back into the history of the ancient 
van::}.ueroes, the author tells the excit ing story of how the Texas cattle 
empire- grew . The reader has the chance to ride down the old Chisholm 
Trail a gain with the loWing herds of longhorns. 
Downey, Fairfax, General Crook: Indian Fig1lter, Westminster, 1957, (7-9) 
This is the fictionalized biography about the man who was known as v-
the greatest Indian- fighter of all times . We ride along vlith General 
Crook on his raids during the Civil War and in later years on the plains 
against Geronimo. 
Franklin, George c., ~ ,2! Beyond, Aladdin, 1952, (6-8) 
Steve Bassett left the dry brown pradrie of Kansas to find with 
his father a new life in the mountain fastness of Color ado. Steve 1 s 
efforts to win the friendship of the Uta peoples provides the reader 
with a valuable insight into human relations. 
Garland, Hamlin, ty Life on the Pra.irie, Harper, 1899, 
Thi s book dep cts boy ill eon the plains of Iowa shortly after the 
Civil War. Mr. Garland lived a life much like the one described here .. 
All the labors and joys of this life are colorfully presented here, the 
herding cattle , the hunting and fishing, the l onging for friends, and 
the desolation of the storms . 
Gars t, Shannon, Big Foot Wall.ace of the Texas Rangers , Messner, 1952, 
(7- 9 ) - --
Big Foot Wallace, Texas Ranger, belonged to the wild, untamed 
frontier . The story of Big Foot• s life is the story of Texas-sprawling, 
brawling, vibrant with new growth that is vitally American and vitally 
alive. One of Texas greatest folk heroes is presented in this book. 
Gipson, Frederick B., Old Yeller, Harper, 1956, (7-9) 
Fourteen year old F&VLIJ tells the story of Old Yeller 1 a thieving 
yellow dog that turns up the BUimlel' 'l'rtlvis' If dad iB away on a cattle 
drive in Kansa s:. The boy come to feel that he can•t get along without 
the dog to help him out. The pain of learning the difference becomes 
part of his groning up. 
F.avighrtrst, Walter, Buffalo Bill ' s Great Wild West Shm11 Random, 19571 (7-'7) ---
~bis book c,outains the whole .colorful, tJXciting story of the most 
famous live l'testern :Jh0\1 the Aloorica ever procj.uced. Filling the pages 
of the book are the intimate stor ies of Buff'a.lo Bill, Sitting Bull, 
Annie Oakley, and Johnnie Baker. The reader can gain an understanding 
of how the gt•cat nuth of the West was firmly planted in the minds of 
oillions of people . 
1 . . The Lone Shff: Passing, ll.a.cliillan, 1943, (8-10) Life on tlhe "Iiiiand oceans, Great~l:es, is presentod in its 
historical developtnont by a nan 'fho has great p9rsonal famil jarity with 
them. 'Ibis book t r aces the important role that these lakes have had 
in the development of our country. 
Henry, W'ill, The TE:a<ac RaneerE!J Rendom, 1951 , ( 7-9) 
':'he most 1'eired and fal".OUS organization of frontier fighters for 
law and order in American M.story was the Texas Hangers . 'I'be story 
of t heir growth and struggle f or survival against tremendous forces 
is faithfully d~scribed here. ~be true picture of such men as JolL~ 
Wesl ey Hardin and Sa.!!! Bas s ia presented in a h!.glily documented nay . 
Hill, Ralph N., Robert I<'~~on and ~ St eamboat, Hale, 19>4, ( 1- 9) 
Did you know thet Hotier't Vult'on invented a practical submarine 
with which he attempted an attack on the British Navy? This occured 
before he perfected his first steamboat. Fu1ton•s life VIas one of 
continued frustrations, but he persevered until his !;r owning ambition 
was aehieved. IIis steamboat great~ a i ded the expansion of our nation 
in the Mississipp:t Valley. 
Holbrookr~ Stewart H. , Da~ Cr ockett, Hale, 1955, ( 7-9 ) 
The author has relate some of the exciting experiences of one o£ 
America • fl createst frontiersmen. Hi s fighting spirit was f'amous on 
the frdnt ier and in the hallowed halls of Congress . His bravery and 
soU- sacrifice :l.n aiding the Texans to gain their independence brought 
about hi!! tragic death at the Alamo. 
--~-:-·' , Wild Bill Hickok Tames the West, Hale, 1952, (7-9) 
Wild Bill Hickok was the man, morethaii any ot.her, -r1ho tamed and 
quited the border settlements from the time they were founded untU the 
day when official law arrived. He represented the worat eneqr of the 
lawless elooento, Lim and Creer. Reviait the towns of Abilene and 
Dodge City 1n the r oaring, bustlin&1 dayu a.r+...er the Civil War. 
Jackson, Charlotte, The stoEJ of San Fx·ancisio• Hale, 1?55, ( 7-9 ) 
'rhie story of the city o Tan~anc!Sco s told .f'roc t he ti.rn.G that 
Cabr Ulo first saw th.e beautiful bq until the f ateful year ot l 9o6 
hen the cit.f WaD destroyed by e:arthqllake aud tiro. L'lt.9rwown 1n this 
book ie the combination of gol~, vigilantes, r&ilroads , tmd the pr omise 
of a gl or ious future. 
J <mOs, Will, ~__ky_, Scribner' s 1929, (7- 9 ) 
This 18 tiii""'hU!D8ll story of Clint, the bronc twister of t.~e f.ocking 
out1'1t, and Smolcy, the r ange colt. Ti.c story is told through t he 
eyes am cxpel'iencos of the horse. The boolt pr esents good de.ocriptions 
of horse ranglin g 1n the f1est. 
1 __, Lon(l C.o'Wb~, Scri bner' s 1932! (7- 9 ) 
- .... J-ar..es t..asPrieentedthe story or his ife and upbringing on the 
anges of i!ontana. This book 1D a down-to-earth pr c:sentation of" the 
life of tho real ccmboy. I t i.e a r e!roshin6 change from t ho glaraorized 
chart'.ctcrs we &ee on tel.Enrision. 
ohnson, William, Sam Houston, Tho Talles t 'l'exan, Hale, 1953, ( 1-9) 
~l!l 1Ioueton had a. "'BY of tliiiikiiig. t.8llc:tii'g a11.d acting that :.-ade 
.im Deem a giant ~~ :tis s t.or.t egins r.ith hili oxperieno o in the Creek 
rlcrs and end!i aa ho rov1ewo with sadnee,s his son going o!t to fight 
in the Confederate Arui.f., 'rhrough this SlJan of years his exploits •1ere 
euch as to make h1.m almost a legend. 
udson, Clara, Sod-house l'Jinter, 'Follett, 1956, (6-8 ) 
TI.is is the Story ol a swe<!ish family w~:o come to t.~e land of 
pvrtuni ty. I t is the tale of their found:i.ng a ne:l home in Minne3ota 
d in mald.ng a good life far the~alves. Throtlgb t his atory wo can 
oe haw America gre;; strong t..;rouE,;h the contributions of her iomigrants . 
ieran, A:~arearet and John., John Ja.mes Audubon, Hale, 1954, ( 7-9) 
'.be saba. of Jchn Js:_'!s AUdiibOn has g;rea.£ and ov~rla:;ting appeal .. 
sought olU- the frontier areas ot our country but for m entirel;y 
ifferent r eaccm t}'l..an tl~o ,.~jority of our rioneer s ,. !~o nP.:tt to ooolt 
ut the austerUis of wild l ife .. Thi3 3tory will s w;>pl;y tho rooder 
ith insight into Audubon' c great contribt.:.tions to our knO':lladgo or 
12 area. 
l jel gaard, J im, The Coming of the Mormons, Hale, 1953, (6-9) 
This is the story of r ei!g'IOUa persecution 1n America in the 
nineteenth century. It is also the story of heroic efforts to surviw 
in a barren land. The Mormons fight was successful and .from their 
labors r ose the beautiful city of Salt Lake. Such controver sial figures 
as Joseph Smith and .Brigham Young are vi~ recreated on these pages. 
Lavender, David, The Trail to Santa Fe, Houghton Mifflin, 1958, (8-10) 
Ride with Kit-cBrson L~dlthe four-Bent brothers on the dangerous 
trail t o adventure in the old Southwest. This is the true story of 
the ::ianta Fe Trail, of tho turbulent explor ers, traders, and .fie;hters 
surging wes ti1ard. 
Lawson, Robert, Gr eat i'lheel, Vi king, 19571 ( 7..1)) . 
It was Conn' s Aunt Honora 1~·ho prophesied from tea leaves in his ~ 
cup that the Irish larl would .find hiB .fortune in the West and ride the 
greatest wneel '1ri 1t he worl d . This is the fascinating tal e of a young 
man ' s ~criences on the constr uction and ope1•ation of the great Ferris 
wheel at the Col umbia Exposition of 1893 . 
McNeer, lfuy, ,!h! California Gol d Rush, Hale, 1950, (7-9) 
It VJas January 24, 1BL8. A man l'ound a fet~ pieces of glittering 
metal in a str ean bed and started the greatest mass migration in OUt' 
country ' s history- Tr.e California Gold Rush. The book r elates the: 
adventures of saints and sinner s as they sought out tf1-e fabulous wealth 
of tbe territory • 
IMea~, Pl or ence7 Knock at the Door , Roughton, 1956~ (7-9) 
.,....,. - ~ ~ Em:ey' Lou I.aneJo an itl.IlCranv oa-sket seller, is travclll..ng around 
the country ?lith her family in the l':akc of the migrant workers. The 
!::tory of success against the a eemingzy insurmountaule economic and 
social prcsst~es reflects her p ioneer deter~~tion in the twentieth 
century. 
Moody, 'Ralph, ~ronimo1 Wolf of ~ i'iarpath, Hale, 1958 ( 7-9) 
l"1hile Gerolililio canno"tbe honored as a nero, he will .always stand 
as a landmark in American history. Re was the last India.~ l eader who 
tried• through warfare., to t urn back the tioe of white c i viliza·!Jion. 
This story tells of his S1lccosses and eventual failure. 
, 11 Kit Carson and the Wil d Frontier, Hal e, 1955~ (7-9) 
- ...... Leadership is a qualit"Y tli't ISSorn rn a.· man. I t is usually 
recognized instinctively by others lone before the mau himself r ealiz_es 
he has it. Kit Carson was one of these men. Hi s fearl ess life on 
the frontier of the southwest rnakes fasci.-"lating r eading . 
1 , Riders or the !2!3l !!preee, Houghton JU.fflin1 19$8, (8-10) 
II .. --... Elebteen San Franclicoand St. Joeeph, ld.aeouri, eight relq etat.iou 
were built by the PoJQ" Elpresa Compan;y. Th1e •~ number ot brave, 
hard- riding yo'Ullg man purlled t heir mounts to t.be limit to get the 
mail through on time . ~ story is a thrilling and authentic account 
of these yo'llllg riders who rieked their lives as they wrote a glowing 
eh.pter of western history. 
Neuberger, It1chard L., The Lewia and Clark Es>ed1t1on. Hale, 19.$1, (7-9) 
On l£q 14, 1804 a small party 01' explOrera lett st. Louis on a 
challouging as~:ignm.ent. They were to bring back 1n!ormat1on to their 
govorn..&ent r ocnrding tm poss1b111tiea of t he Louieian& Territory. 
Twonty-eight months 1a ter Lewis and Clark returned with their story. 
The a uthor has painted a p icture of the hardships and joys or this 
importaut trek into t he wilderness. 
Pinkerton, Ro~rt, The First Ov•land »at;, Hale, 195.3, (7-9) 
John Butterfield 'as n£rcled the eon act for oarcying thtJ 
overland rr.all to Calitornia. But-the rout. waa 21 8000 lliles long and 
each trip must be JJ&de in twenty-five dqsl Further thia sarrlce ~ 
be opcr atine in one yearl Dcspito t hoso oCds, the l:lal'd-driving force 
of John Rutt:n-f14l d and t he stal:aart liauton&nta of his crew achieved 
thl.o ()Oal . Thf. xeader cannot help but thrill to the co~uest of 
ae~q insurmountable difficulties. 
Reynolds, uer.tin, Custer's Last Stand, Hale, 19$1; 1951, (7-9) 
Uhen Oeargo lil'matrOD€ cl.iSter was four yec~a old ht; bad a dream, 
and le£o than twenty )'ears lat er the dream o~ true. Yea, at the age 
o! t':cnty-four, Oe orge t .• C1:.stcr 1la.c breveted a Lrigadiet' K8neral in 
the United States Caval.r;y . ~ stoly ot how this golden-haired young 
offioer l'ode into the page.s of A.mer ican bisliory 18 tol d in this 
exciting book. 
Shipp!;n1 l\ath&rW.,1 I Know a ~ity, Viking, 19S4, (7-9 ) 
The author prcsciit~h'Is ary of t be city of Nev. York t hro·Jgh t he 
lives of the people who hava come here to live. The s tory shows haw 
all tho fac1l1t U.s of Q modern city have gro.,n out of the nco1c o1: t r..e 
eople. 
Stewart, George R. 1 To Calif'ornia ~ Coftred ••son Bale, 1954 ( 7-9) 
The excite::cnt oTa t:a~n tr!p a cros& the praf:ie3 ar.d -r.astelands 
ot the aouthaet is recounted in this book. It 1.5 tho story of the 
Stevens 1 ariJ and t-..o yollllb boys, looses S . ~cballenbcrger a.11d John 
'urphy. The d~-to-d&3' activities of a wagon tra in ore u !"turce in 
coltlrf'ul description for the YOtllli rea.c..er . 
10.. 
Warren, Robert P., Remember~ Al.a.t"'lol F.ale, 1958,. (1-9) 
They are all with3n t'b; wa:Us, waiting-Bowie, Travis, Bonham• 
Crockett and the other s . The story of the her oic r esistance which t hese 
men maintained is brilliantly told in this book. The h:ietor ical 
background o.f t he conflict is -vu:~ll treat9d in rel-a-tion to t~~ plight 
of the Ter~~s at the f~o. 
Young,' Stanley, 1'iJ?PE!can~e _!!2 'f'llWr,. Tool Handom, 1957, ( 7-9) 
'rhis · is the colorf'ul st ory of ' .illia:n Hen.~ E~!'ison-Indinn fighter, 
Senator 1 Congressman and ninth fresident of the Uni ted Stat es. Among 
hi~ great achievementn was hie br eaking t he power of the last great 
In~ian confederaey east of the Missi ssippi. At the heigh~ of his career, 
howev.sr, hEI wa·s untimeJ¥ s truck down after serving onl,y one mon t.h as 
ou,r ·!-resident. 
Wellman, Paul I., Gold in California, Houghton Hifflin, 1958, (8- 10 ) 
!he author make81::hera\1 and vital days of t.he Gold ;.«.u;h live again 
in this authent i c arrl ltvely book. Imagine one boy :i.l't h j,.s ear ly teens 
finding $2'(00 worth of gold dust. and m1geets in juat t wo days& But 
many of the miners found only hardships • suff ering, and death at t.he 
end ril the trail. 'I'his ;is the etory of all of these p eople who sought 
'that precious yellow metal in 1849. 
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v. Evaluation 
Evaluation and appraisal of the students' work should be planned 
and carried on throughout the unit as well as at its conclusion. 'l'here 
are activities within the unit by 'Which both the instructor and tha 
s-tudentS can evaluate progress. The following activities can be used 
for this purpose& Core Activities 2, 4, $1 71 8, 11, 12, lJ, 14, 16, 
171 19, 201 211 22; Optional Related Activitiea l, 4, 6, 1, 8, 9 1 111 
121 13, 14, 15, 161 17,. 20,. 21, 22, 23, 24,. 25, 2.7, 28 . These activ-
ities can lend themselves to .asurement by informal teacher-made tests, 
pupil-teacher appraisal, evaluation of oral or written work, and sub-
jective ooaaurement of student participation. This continued evaluation 
provides the instructor with evidences of pupil growth in understandings 
and skills, and allows him to reenforce skills areas where there is ~ 
weakness. 
A. Teacher Evaulation 
1. The instructor will observe pupils for indicationa ot 
spontaneous and sustained participation in the various acti vities of 
this unit. 
2. The instructor will observe the student's ability to par-
ticipate cooperatively in group and committee work. 
3. 'i'he student' s written composi tiona,. book reports, and 
research papers will be evaluated. See pagel05for sample check list. 
4. Oral compositions, book reports1 panel discussions, and taped 
programs will be evaluated. Seo l-'agol08for criteria aoo sample cheek 
lis t . 
$. An anecdotal r ecord can be kept b,y the instructor to aid in 
measuring too studont•s growth in speaking skills. The teacher might 
write a brief note to each pupU as he fin.iahes a speaking activity, 
commenting on the s trengt hs and weaknesses of the performance. 
6 . The ability of the student to ovorcomo individual weaknesses 
will be noted. An at~t to measure hie inate desire for success 
should be given some consideration. 
7. 'l'be read.i.ng recorda kept by the students will be helpful in 
giving a cumulative reviow of progress. 
8. Arr:r projects cocpleted by the students during the course of 
the unit will be used by the instructor in the .final appraisal. 
9. A tinal objective test wUl be administered by the instructor. 
See pagel09£or sauple f1nal test. 
B. Pupil-Teacher ~valuation 
1. Bot h the students and the teacher will. set up s~ards for 
each group activity of the unit. 
2. There should be individual, group, and class evaluation of 
the participation of class members in diacuseions and activities • . 
3.. The class and the ins t ructor will set up otandards for group 
evaluation of oral and written co~sition. These standards can be 
discussed by the whole class or in cODI':lit tees. See pagol08!or sa11pl e 
student check list f or or al compositions . 
4. The pupils might be asked to -write a short theme to answer 
questions s imilar to t he f ollowing l 
a . Have we been able to a chieve all of our unit goals? 
b. Row well was our work planned? 
c . What min ideas did we get from this unit? 
d . \That errors were made and how might they be el iminated 
in future unite? 
Teacher' s Check List for "Written Composit.ions 
To tl:e s tudent: 
The pages r ef erred t.o 1n the second column ere luted to help 
you overcome certain weaknesses in your writing. One check indicates 
that you should r eview this material . 'l'wo checks i ndi cates that a t 
least one skill - bui lding exercise should be completed and r et urned to 
the instructor for evaluation. 
I. Content of the paragraph or composition: 
a. Unity (oneness ) 
b . Coherence (logi cal relation) 
c . Emphasis (making· the important 
things s tand out} 
II. Sentence Structure 
a . s entence sense 
b . agreement 
c . placement of m.odii"iers 
d . grammatical completeness 
e . pr onoun r·eference 
III. Paragraph Devel opment 
a . good topic sentence or idea 
b . discussion of paragraph topic 
cha.l'acterized by oneness 
c . good use of transitional el ements 
in and between paragraphs 
-
~Kn.L-BUILDIID 
EXERCISE 
I 
MARK SKll.L-BUIIJ)OO 
EX.mCISE 
IV. Diction 
a. used appropriate words t.>'r, ·~ ., 
-
b. following words should be 
checked for def~1ition --
v. Punctuation 
a. comma 
-
ser iea 
interrupt ers 
-
appositives 
in quotations 
b. apostrophe 
c . quotation marks 
d. end pWlCtuation 
VI. Mechanic e. 
a . capitalization 
b . spelling 
STUDEN1' 
Check List for "ritten Co~cati~n 
Before you sub:nit this COJ:J.POSition, examine it caro1'\llly f or 
each o£ tho follO'Ifing characteristics. Revise it whore necessary. 
Check each statement which you feel describes your work. 
~ composition:or paragraphs 
Content 
1. has a definite purpose or point 
a . has a t itle which indicates this 
b . appeals to a speci.fj.c t ype of reader 
c . contains only those f acta or detaUs which make my point 
cloar 
2. has tho ideas arranged in the best order 
a . has a clear topic sentence or idea 1n each paragraph 
b. haD attention-gett ing opening sentences 
c . hae a good clincher sentence which makes r:ry purpose or point 
d . contai.rul exact wor ds that hel p the reader to understand 
what he r eads 
Moohanics 
1 . contains no errors in a greement 
2 . contains no run-on sentences 
.3 . contains correct capitalization and end punct uation 
4. contains no co::wa faults 
5. contairus no misspelled words 
6. follows the accepted form agreed upon by the class 
Sample Chec k List for 0-.cal Coopositi ons 
(To be used by s t ude rrt.s a.11d teacher. ) 
Che ck the following characteristi cs ~hich you f eel best descri be 
t he pe:cfo:;:'mtU'lCe of John J ooos --~--~------------ whi le presenting his or al. composi t i on . 
a . The opoaker made h is pur pose kn0i1n ear l;y in his talk. 
b . 'fhe speaker :nade his stor y come alive by answer ing clearly 
the questions WHO?, IH.lT? 1 IHIN?, and WHERE? 
c. The speaker gave a l ogical, or ~citing ending to his talk • 
. < 
d. The speaker choose. words, without hesitating too much, t hat 
said t:hat r.e Tianted to 68iV • 
e~ The speaker used good transit i onal sentences in hi s t alk. 
f . The speaker used acceptable grammar and good usage. 
g o The speaker pronounced his nerds c l early and dist inctly . 
h . The speaker spoke so tha. 'l::. everyone chould hear him. 
1. I f ee l that he r ea]4r had s omething worth sqing. 
l.~· 
Sample Final Content Test 
1. l'ley- did so ll'UU'JiY of the people choose to brave the perils of 
the frontier? 
2 • To what extent did the deserts of the West affect the 
westward movement? 
3. How would you define a tall tale? 
4• lame !'our of the tall- ta1e characters about whom we read? 
5. Name two famous trails used by the pioneers t o t each t he 
Pacific coast? 
6. Lite on the frontier brought out the leadership qualities 
in many individuals. On the basis of your class and outside readings, 
list t he leadership qualitiee possessed b,r one eucb character. 
7. What ie your personal interpretation of the poem "I Hear 
America Singing?" 
8. How is exaggeration used in tall tales to make t he stories 
more amusing? Give two or three examples. 
9. Haw does our town r enect the character, t he custana 1 
and times of our ancestors? 
FIVE SAMPLE J OB SHNI!;TS 
JOB SHEET 
MAKDID WOHD 1-'IC'flJRES 
Figures of speech are all around us . They onarm l ike bees around 
a hive. One of these is the netaphor. llhen a writer or speaker can 
use this figure in a familiar :marmer, he height ens his style of "Writing 
or spea king. This exercise 1s designed to help you. become more familiar 
with t he metaphor. Read the following sentence and see how the metaphor 
works to provide color a.nd imagery in our language • 
.!!!! bleak walls manned 1?z several rifle- carrying scarccrov1s 
reflected~ gl are of 2 ~desert~· Look at the word scarecrow . 
It means the dllll'li:\V intended to scare crows in the cor nfield. But •:hen 
you r ead the Tlord scarecrow in the sentence above, something else has 
happened. You. see t he wor d used to suggest the ragged, f earsome ap-
pearance of the defenders of this fronti er fort. This use of scarecrow 
t urned the wor d into a metaphor. The n:etaphor is useful in helping 
people see images . I~ you compare something to a simple f areiliar object 
or action, you allow the:n tc see so~ething familiar and then see the 
new image . Look at the f'oll~~ming expressions nhich use these simpl e 
words as metaphors: 
1. mouth of the river 
2. the snow-capped rncunt::-ins 
3. a .!!!. cf waving prs irie (;I'&f.S 
11 
4. his iron determination to win 
-
5. the blood-red sun 
See how the meanings of the words help you to form new images 
when the words are ueed as metaphors. 
Use the following words as metaphors in expressions that describe 
a person or an objecta 
tiger 
snow 
knife 
king 
mouse 
gold 
Read the following examples of metaphors, and decide which ones 
make you see pictures, which ones make you hear soWlds, and which ones 
give you the sensation of touching something. 
stone-cold room 
silver-toned bell 
fiery eye 
coal-black stallion 
hair-trigger action 
vel vet-smooth hide 
wall or silence 
throb of the Indian drums 
jaws of danger 
jeering cry or the coyote 
In your r eading, find examples or metaphors used to create 
pictures such as you have found in the exercise above. Make a list of 
them with the appropriate references and give them to the instructor. 
JOB SHEET 
USING QUOTATION MARKS IN WRITTEN 
CONVERSATION 
L. 
When you write a story, it can be made more interesting 1t you 
use written conversation. The student needs to know how to use quotation 
.marks and coiTect punctuation in writing this conversation. One should 
r emember that a direct quotation 11!1 composed of the exact words spoken 
or written by s omeone. They should not be contused with an indirect 
quotation which is a restatement of what someone has said or written. 
A direct quotation can be a declarative sentence. 
Bill said, "Hand the branding iron to me." 
A direct quotation can be an inteiTogative sentence. 
"When does the stagecoach arrive?" asked Henry. 
Some quotations are split. That is the words which represent. 
the speaker are so placed as to divide the direct quotation. 
ttif I were you," replied the marshall, "I would put an extra 
guard on the coach this trip." 
In the following sentences you will find it necessary to use 
quotation marks and correct punctuation. 
1. How many men are out on patrol asked the lieutenant 
2'. The captain r eplied sixt;' .. five 
,., ... 
3. When they r eturn said the other officer we can them to 
aid the wagon train 
4. What exclaimed the lieutenant.. Do you think that they are 
made of iron 
5. The captain rose to his feet and said if we do not get 
help to the settlers ahort:cy-, they will be wiped out 
6. The old prospector looked at his partner and whispered I 
think we have made a l uclcy' strike 
7. The iron horae has replaced the Pon.v Express said the 
trapper but it doesn't compare with the Express in color 
and excitement 
8. How many miles to Santa Fe asked the teamster. 
J ... 
9. The frail young girl looked into his eyes and said 1(y folks 
•1ere ambushed by the Indians over at Bardstown. 
10. T~ Thornton sauntered into the village store, appr oached 
the counter • and said where can I find Bill Dillon 
= 
JOB SHEET 
USING VIGOROUS WORDS 
OveMvorked ~ords and expressions do not help the reader or the 
listener. The individual loses interest because he is not receiving 
colorful pictures or ideas. The student possesses a great asset if 
he has at his command a large variety ot vivid words. 
In the following paragraph note how the italicized words verba 
fail to give a vivid impression. 
The captain l ooked through tl:e hatchway. He saw the pl otters 
talldng in the dim light of the naying lamp. They gathered around 
the table and looked at the map. "I think we should be done with 
the cap tain now,• said the ringleader. He took his long, curved 
- -
cutlass and waved it in the air. The others took up his ory. They 
~ up the ladder and were met by the ominous s nout of a blunderbuss. 
Fr om the folla.ving list of vivid verba , which would you choose 
to impr ove the paragraph? 
peered 
gazed 
drew 
rushed 
charged 
crowded 
whispering 
shouted 
screamed 
cried 
boasted 
climbed 
gossiping 
watched 
brandished 
Use the following vigorous ve rbs to aid you in developing a 
paragraph on a storm at sea. 
howled 
crashed 
whipped 
toppled 
thundered 
crushed 
t ore 
ripped 
washed 
l eaped 
wallowed 
trembled 
r 
' 
JOB SHEE'l' 
GETTING THE MAIN IDEA 
It !s important t hat you tra in yourself to t hink in an or ganized 
way when you are r eading. The first s tep tOTlard or ganized thinking i s 
t o keep in 1:1ind why writer s divide their materials into paragraphs. 
A paragraph is a group of r elated sentences that make up a s ingle unit 
or step in the development of a subject. Notice how every sentence 1n 
t he f ollowing paragr•aph sa:ys something about the topic. 
Another game on horseback that the older boys pl qed uas 
•tournament". Three posts are erected in a line a hundred yards 
apart. Each post has an arm of wood about a yard long. Hanging 
from this arm 1s a metal ring about t'Wo inches in diameter. It 
is held by a spring clasp so that it can be eas~ disengaged. 
The runner takes a sharpened pole-the "tournament pol e"-in his 
right hand and, holding it level, with the point out in f r ont of 
him, runs lickety-split down the line of rings trying to spear 
them. The game r equires sklll. Buck v1as a 'Wonderfully smooth-
running horse. and he and I together hooked plenty of rings. 
In the paragraph you have just read, Sentenco 1 clear~ states 
the topi c of the paragraph. Sentence 1 is called a topic sent ence. 
The remaining sentences in the paragraph are direct~ related to this 
topic sentence. 
What ie the topic of t he f ollowing paragraph? How do the re-
maining se%1tences· develop this topic sentence? 
In a single small wagon drawn by t wo horses, John Stirling 
brought his fam~ and his household goods acros s the mountains 
by 'Wa:y of QuU!berland Gap and through the half-settled districts 
ot Kentuc~. "He crossed near the mouth of the great M1ami 1 and 
r 
then made his w~ northwestwardly into the almost unbroken wilderness. 
l ooking for a suitable place to make his home. The roads far hun-
dreds of miles wer e little better than wood pathsJ over a part of 
the course he was obliged to cut hie O'l'fn way among the fallen trees 
and through the thick underwoode. The journey from beginning to 
end occupied nearzy six weeks, and yet John Stirling and his fami.lJ' 
were thankful that. it had been so short. 
. 
JOB SlUr 
In listening for main i deas, ask yourself t his question: "What 
important thought is the speaker tr,ying to make me underst and?" 
Keep this question m miOO Y:hen one of your fellow studente reads 
the following paragraphs to you. At its conclusion, ln'ite the main idea 
in one sentence. 
Kate shuddered as she observed that "~;he creek had become 
a raging torrent which threatened to undermine the Shelly stable_, 
halfwq down the s l ope, in which the livestock md sought refuge. 
The r; irl slipped into her coat, donned a straw hat, eloshed 
through the water, and opened the s table door for the horses and 
cows. 
Freem.:m H. Hubbard 
Spring came with a rush. The sncm disappeared from the slope, 
and the birds that had gone south las t fall came back. Ducks mated 
on the beaver ponds, and spring flowers pushed upv1ard. Packer loved 
al.l this. He ranged far up along the base of t he cliff and spent 
whole d~s watching the beaver at work in the aspen grove. 
George c. Franklin 
One da;,y, straying beyond s i ght of his mother 1 ho suddenq 
discovered that he was alone. One the edge of the timber encircling 
the mesa a long gray shadow caught his eyes . He didn't know what 
it -was , but tribal instinct told him it was an ene.utr. He quivered 
with fright. The gray shadow squatted and grew shorter. Pericles 's 
shrill cry for help was quick with terror. Over t he low, rounded 
ridge appeared the head of his mother. As Pericles started toward 
her, the grq shadow rose in the air. 
Henry H. Knibba 
But Grant differed from all the coD:~uerors o! history in this a 
the moment that Grant had the trembling Confederacy at his feet, 
I 
he was no l onger the soldier . !re became transfor med into the 
patriot and the statesman. He knew that those men who had 
surrender ed had to be citizens , and that this ~as t o be our common 
country. He knew that no Republic could govern co!'¥luer ed provinces. 
He said, "Go back to your homes, cultivate crops, create manu-
factures, devel op commer ce, help us to make this the greatest nat ion 
on earth ." 
Chauncey DePew 
J.n important duty of the for est ranger is to protect the park 
from .fires. The hard....,orking ranger prevents fires by showing 
visitors how to build and care for campfires . He patrols the 
timberlands from helicopters and small planes . He keeps watch 
from fire towers .for any unexpected curl of smoke. If a f ire 
breaks out, the ranger leads the .fight against it. He attempts to 
put it out before t oo many valuabl e trees are bad~ scor ched or 
burned and any l ives are l ost. 
Jesse n ear 
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UNIT III 
TO .F..tmOPE BY APJ.XHAm 
1. Introduction 
This unit is designed t o acquaint _you l'lit h t he nc~cessit.y 
for mastering the skills, abilities, and unders t andings necessary 
for ef.fect_ive communication in our modern livi..•·1g. We are going 
to undertake a business trip t o Europe for the purpose of putting 
t hese i ;nportant com!nunication skills to work. 'l'hi.s t rip is to be 
an elaborate affair which will commence with a 11Bon vo;yaee11 party 
an end with your appearance e..a a guest speaker at the Natick 
Rotary Club. To ~~sure a smoot h tr:i.p, it will be necessary for us 
to conmrunicate '4-:ith our travel agents~ the steamship 0r air lines, 
several hotels in Europe, and a guide in t he Sniss city of Vevey. 
Our £riends at home will be looking fo~ard to hearing about our 
experiences. If this is the case, lie will need to master t he 
basic skills of letter urit ing. To appreciate the customs and 
history of a country, the travel er should know something about t he 
people. We shall attempt t o do t his through our r eading progrn."ll. 
On our rettL~fl to this tm'fn ;,ve shall need to orga'l'lize and present an 
interesti ng talk on our travels . In the course of our unit, we 
shall gather our ideas and develop our skills. Pack your bags ; 
load your cameras ; we are on our way. 
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II. Pupil Objectives 
A. Understandir~s 
Some or all o.f t he following 'Wlderstandings should be gained 
as a result of this unit: 
1. An understanding of t he characteristics o.f eff ective 
oral and written communication is essential .for 
everyone. 
2. One is called upon to apply t hese principl es of 
effective communication in varying circumstances. 
3. The individual should carry on courteously and effectively 
t hose contacts which are a part of e·.reryday communicat ion. 
4. Literature can tell us about the customs and people 
of various countries. 
5. The visitor to Europe should have a richer experience 
if he is familiar \'lit h the hi s t ory and customs of the 
people of these nations. 
6. Moder n commerce knows no national boundaries . Trade 
develops nhere there is a need to be satisfied. 
1. Europe has been t he source of a rich stream of 
contributions to our own nation, the most important 
of these contributions being her emigrants . 
B. Attit udes and Appreciations 
Some or all of the fol lowing attitudes and appr eciations 
should be gained as a result of this unita 
1. Good communication is the foundation for understanding 
atnong peopl es. 
2. Grow in~ up means an increase in ability to communicate 
accurately through speaking and writing. 
3. Effective communication i s a necessity in social l ife 
and the business world. 
4. Literat,J.re can .foster a bond o.f unity among t he peoples 
of the world. 
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C e Skills and Ablli ties 
In the course of the unit pupils should l earn or review 
the foll0'17ing s 
Reading 
1. To increase ability to comprehend uhat is r ead 
(C. 1, 7, 9, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 2lJ O. 3, 7, 9, 16e) 
2. To differentiate between main and support in€, ideas 
(C. 14, 16, 171 19; O. 31 91 111 16. ) 
3 . ·ro devel op ability to r ead quick:cy and select pertinent 
parts (c. 1, 7, 11, 17, 20; o. 3, 12, 16. ) 
4, 'l'o enjoy vicarious experience {C. 11 91 10, U.., l 9J o. 8, 10, ll$ 13. ) 
S. To dmrelop ~bility to visualize scenes (c. 7, 91 ll; o. 8, 9, 11, 13.} 
6. To develop sldll in handling commercial-type rea.dine (c. l; o. 12 ) 
i'ir iting 
1. To develop the abUity to write i'riend]3 l etters 
reflecting the fol l owing qualities (c. 31 4; o. 1.) 
a. reflects t he personality of the writer 
b . shows the m~iter ' s int erest in the l 'eader 
c. offers content that is of interest to both the 
r eader ~~d to t he writer 
d. written in a friendzy style 
e. contains no errors in grammar or mechanics 
2. To develop t he ability to write business l ettere 
refl ecting the following qualities (C. 11 18, 22; O. 1, 5JJ l2o ) 
a . courtesy 
b. clarity 
c. compl eteness 
d . exactness 
e . convent i onal form 
t . variety in s entence s tructure 
3. To develop the ability to comp1ete forms and questionnaires 
(C. 5; O. 19) 
4. To develop ability to use f igurative l.Mguago to 
express beauty, emotion, and ap~reciation 
(C. 8~ 9, 10; 12; o. 10, 11, 17) 
5. To develop the abili t y to sel ect and arrange materials 
for ~itten reports (C. 16, 18 , 20, 21; o. 3, 71 12, 17) 
Spanking 
1 . To develop common courtesies of speaking 1n social l i.fe 
(C. 1, 2, 5, 6) 
2 . To learn to introduce people correct~ (c. 5) 
3. To devel op ability to t hink while apeald.nc 
cc. 2, 15, 17; o. a, 12, 13, 16) 
4. To develop correct pr onunciat i on of all "ords used in 
prepared speech (c. 2, 15, 17; o. 6, 12, 19) 
Listening 
1 . To remcmbe1· names heard in i nt roducti ons (c . 2, 5, 6 ) 
2 . To develop courtesy in social conver sations (C ~ 2, 5, 6) 
3. To listen on t he telephone f or a ccurat e informati on 
and for directions (C. 1, 5, 6 ) 
4. To l i sten in an intervi ew for data and reactioM (C. 1, 5) 
5. To learn about customs and history of Europe f r oo 
oral reports (C. 16 , 17, 191 20J o. 4, 8, 9, 12, 17) 
Ill. Activities 
A. Introductory Activities 
To orient the students t o the unit, the t cacr.crs will 
want t o explain aims, scope of the wor k, and the s ignificance of 
the unit in tha pattern of the course. The !'ollcming a ctivities 
will help to interest students in t he unit, arouse their curiosity , 
hel p to define terms, and l ead to the f irst aosignments. 
1. Commence with a br ief discussion about a trip to 
Europe emphasizing t he importance of laying the groWldwork f or a 
pleasant t ime there. Shcr;; t he students h~ iuportant letter 
writing would be to the individual who ia to undertake this adventm-e. 
Elicit trom t he students the expected stepe in preparing for such 
a trip. Use one of the Encyclopedia Britannica Films on Europe, 
such a s "France and Its People, " ae an int r oduction to this 
activity. 
2. Organize a bullet in board display depicting a trip 
throuf)l Europe. Appropr iate pictures, mapa, and illustrations could 
be center ed around a group of cut-out figures depicting the national 
costumes of the various countries. Uso t his display as a jump-off 
point to begin t he discussion. One of t he J.lcGraw-HUl fi.l.mstrips on 
Europe, such as "Home Life in Switzerland," might be employed as a 
motivational device. Recor dings of European folk music or the 
national anthems of various countries could be utilized. 
3. The Cor onet films , "Writing Better Social Letters , " 
or "Writing Better Business Letters, " might be shown to t he class 
for t he purpose of havinB the students view the basic principles 
underlying these skills . The former shows that good l ett er s can 
be wr itten easily and natural~, making i t a pl easant task. The 
business l et t er- clarity, brevit y , and coill't esy. Proper form 
and procedure are expl ained. A discussion of the use of t he skills 
might be hel d t o culminate this activit y . 
4. A pre- test mi ght be given to aid the instruct or 1n 
evaltlating t he needs of t he st udents in various l etter ~iting 
skil ls . See page ~ for the sample Pre- test. 
B. Core Activities 
1. One of the first problems to solve is t hat of getting 
t he necessary background infurmation about the count ries--both 
fact and fiction. I t is also important t o know about sailing dat es• 
t ypes of accommodations , and costs on a steamship sa~~g from 
either Boston or New York to Le Havre, Frnnce. Use the classified 
section of the telephone directory to f ind the names of the local 
travel a gencies . Write a business l etter s eeking thi s information. 
A committee of students mi ght vol unt eer to visit the l ocal t ravel 
agents to get t his informatj on first-hand. Other students mi ght 
provide t he class ~ith sampl e t ime tabl es and other literature 
regarding steamship accommodations. 
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2 . Discuss with t he students t he accepted ways to 
introduce peopl e . Develop this discussion so that the students 
discover t he correct ways to introduce people . Oreanize i."ltr oductory 
situa'ti ,nz in which all of the students beco:ne involved. Ha:ve the 
students dr~natize the r i ght and t he wrong way of making ·.rariou.s 
introducti ons . It is important t hat t he students eain as much 
confidence as possible by practicing in class. Encourage t hem to 
make intr oducti ons in real- life situati ons until theJ' can make t hem 
naturally and ~·aceftuly. 
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3. i l a."1 to give a "Bon voyago11 party f or one of your friends ·' 
who is going t o Europe. I t is important that your letters of' 
invitati on be both cordial and sincere. Use the guide questions 
as you write the l etter. Choose a partner to whom you can send 
this le·t.ter of invitati on. Have him check this let ter against the 
requirements that t Le class has studied. He can use the class-
constructed check list for evaluating t he letter. 
4. How will your partner answer your l etter? Discuss with 
him the pr incipl es to be f ollowed in answering a l etter of 
invitation. ~hen he sends you his rep}¥, you can check i t a gains t 
t he criteria the class has accepted. 
5. Choose a partner. Plan to dramatize one of the following 
social calls before the class . \lhen you finish the dramatization, 
ask the students for constructive cri t icisms for improve~t. 
a . Invite a friend to a luncheon. 
b . Congratul ate a fr i end on having been chosen to accompaey 
= 
Sir Edmund Hil.l.ar.Y on an expedi tion to tho Alps . 
c . Call a relative or f r iend l ong dist ance to arrange 
f or an overnight 7 isi t. whil.e a;1a i t ir.g t.l 6 de arture 
of your s tea:msl:dp . 
6 . ?l an t o dramati.ze a businese phone call . Several 
suggestions f ol l ow, but you can add your own to thi s l ist. It 
might be of value for you t o pl an these calls bef ore you dramat i ze 
t hem. 
a . Inquire of a railroad agent , r eservat i ons cl er k, or travel 
bureau about tne schedule for f liehts to London or Paris . 
b . Pl ace an orde~ for party treats at a locnl baker.y. 
c . ~ke an appointoent wi t h your ciontist. 
d . Gi ve a newspaper offi ce your change of address . 
e . Phone a t el.egr&I:l to the telegraph of f ice. 
f . neport your phone out of order. 
g . Call a car rental a{;;ency regarding yo\l.r hiring a motor 
vehicl e f or use b England. 
7. r:e l ect from yo<JI' l iter at ure t exts or poetry ant hol ogies 
six poems about t he sea, t he desert, t he mountains, the f orests , 
or small vil.la~es . lf poss i ble, these poems should be about 
Europe . A few lines from each poem are t o be illustrat ed ~ith 
a pict ur e from ol d magazines or wi~h your own d.rawincs . Tnen 
pl.ace t he:n in a fol der for display on t he b lllletin board. 
8 . r.hooso one of your pic:tures as a source f or a 
descr iptive para rraph. This exer cise will provi de tho oppor tunity 
f or you t o usc t he s imile or metaphor to expr es s beaut y or e~otion 
= 
1n your writing. 
9 . Read John Yasefield's poem "Sea Fever . " What 
are the exact pictures which the author gi ves or the sea? 
Trhat exllr.PlcS of sii:rl.le or metaphor can be found in this poem? 
What kind of feeling does the poem cive you: enjo~er.t? 
reotleeeneee? contentment? or what~ Describe your impress ions 
or this poem in Q short paragraph. 
10 . Pr epare a book r eview on a book \7hose vatting is in 
Europe . It can be either f act or fiction. Try to ooll the book 
1n your review. You might nant to offer a criticis!D of the book 
in your r eview. The student's bibl .iot;raph;y off.,.rs so ..e suggestive 
reodi:t:--. 
11. ~ind poems or parts of poems that appeal to t.l:e five 
senses end r ead them aloud for the class t o listen to the se~ory 
wor~s . Tho clas~ might orEQ.nize the words under euch l':eadincs 
as the following: 
o . norda t hat cake rM shiver. 
b . words that have music i n them. 
c . r.ords that f eel soft. 
d. worde thnt pu.int cheerful picture~ . 
e . noisy wor ds. 
12 . i.rite a stort stccy about ~-our experiences en a 
otcO!ll8hi p crossirlf the 1-:orth Atlantic. You !11-.!lt need to do 
sotla rcs<.arch .ork on the uodern ocean- t;oing linen; L 1 tto 
encyclopedia or in t he traYel section of t hE: .Junde~ ne-;tspapers . 
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Follow the criteria on your writt en-communication check list 
as you p~epare your story. This exer cise will provide you 
with the opportunity to organize written material f r om your 
reading. 
13. Prepare a descriptive paragraph on one of your fellow 
passenger s . This exercise will give you the chance to use the 
appositive to full advantage . You might decide to write about 
an English noblel'!lan1 a French hat designer, a Swiss banker, 
a Swedish movie star, or a Greek sculptor. Organize your 
paraeraph in such a way as to give a word picture of this individual. 
14. Itead 11 A Uan Against the Sky" .from Ti ger of ~ Snows 
by Tenzing Horgay and James Ramsey Ull.rnan. This selection 
appears in Adventures £2!:. Readers, Book Two, PP• 460...473. 
~ere in the story does the setti ng add to the excitement or 
tenseness? How does t he st ory illustrat.e how different paragraphs 
have different structural patterns? 
15. Be r eady to take part in conversation in cla~s on 
some of the following topics or questions , or others the class 
chooses- The teacher will start t he conversation. Don't wait to 
be cal led on, but don't interrupt. Speak distinct~ so that all 
in t he room can hear easily. Be alert t o add an amusing remark, a 
story that f its, or a comment on the subject. 
a. 11e arrived at Henley in time l'or me to see my first 
yacht race. Did ycu ever uee a boat race? 
bo; Last sUJl'l!r.er' s vacation in Greece waR t.no best I've ever had. 
li'hat are you plaJming t o do this vacat:i.on? 
= 
c . I f I had mY choice of a trip to aQY part of Europe, 
I'd vi sit Switzerland. What places would you choose? 
d . Pictures of far-off l ands make me want to travel. Would 
you prefer a trip by t r ain, plane, or auto? Ythy? 
16. Consult the encyclopedias, the National C~o1raphic 
Magazine, or other recent publicati ons for r esearch information 
on such a topic as the Brussel st Worlds Fair, t he Eiffel Towel', 
BuckinBhant Palace, the Matterhorn, the canals of Venice, the 
Eternal City or aqy other t opic about Europe . Prepare a repor t 
on one of these and present it orally to the class . Th.is exercise 
will test your organizing skills and your speaking skills at the 
same time. 'lry to use exciting and vivid language to hol d t he 
interest of your listeners . 
17. Delect one of the stories from t he unit on Heroes li1 
Worl ds of Adventure. Read the story which holds the greatest 
interest for you . A.ft er completinc t he story of your choice, 
participate with the ot her studentv in a J isc.ussion v.f t he f ollowing 
point s & 
a . 'h'r..at different countr ies are represented in the selections? 
b. How do the selections r epr esent the dif ferent countries? 
Point out det ails v.:hich s hOl'i customs, bel iefs and some-
t hi ng of the histor.1 of the country. 
c . What characteristics do these heroes of Europe have in 
common with the folk heroes of Ameri ca? 
18 . Write a l etter t o tJr . Rudi Matt in Vcvey, Srdtzerla.nd. 
Inq~e as to his willingness to act as y~ur ~~ide in a pr~~osed 
ascent of the :'!r~ t.terhor.n. QuGstion hill a ::.. t o the t) t::e of s pecial 
= 
equipcent y ou ::rlght need and be sure t o tell him about your 
experi ence in climbing s everal peaks in t hie country. Bef ore you 
write this letter, r Ead 0 0f !len and Wountains" by iiilliam o. 
Dou.;lao wl:ich appears in Reading- Literature , Book Tfto, PP• 343-349, 
"Pass roison" ~/the sa~ author which appc~a in~ Tices 
Throurh Literature, PP• 336-339, or the aJaptation of Banner ~ 
~ S}Sl by J lUilos Ramsey Ul lman llhi ch appearo in bhio sam text. 
You might also consult the Reader ' s Guide for a maciadne articl e 
whidl doocribcs tho art of mountain climbing. 
19. ?.ead "The 'l':Ulcst Hat," by Huth A. Y.night in 
'iiice, iTido ''orld, PP• 305-314. In thic story you idll J.Jeet 
an i:.or .icnn :routh 1'1!:.0 1Tishes to take part in a s iss re~tival 
pnrado. Thin selection ~ill provide the o~. ortunity !o1 ~o~ 
to boco 10 acquaintea ~itb ono of t he most intcroctine festivals 
in Europa .. 
lJJ 
20. !!.'urope has been t l:c hor:tc of tru::rtr wcrld !'anoua men. 
'l'he contributions of many of thea<' men atill r (lmain with u::; even 
to thio ti.-ne. Choose any one of the follcmint~ sel octions t o read. 
After you have completed the r eading, write a ohort account of the 
outstandinc charact eristics of this individual. 
a . " ichel.aneel o Bucnarroti, 11 Hel en Acker in Wide, ~ :/orld 
b. UTbe Story or Louis Pasteur, " Josephine Pease in Wide, 
Wi de \Yorld . -
c . "Robert f.o;Jis fte\"el'lBOn~" Donald .Po~.ttic i., 'i cc, J"ide ' crld. 
d . "Pow Ei.nstoi:l Czr-..e to Prilc'3tor.," Jo~ l..a.."'l?e, in 
~~ ~ \corld. 
e. ,,Wi zard of Poller," l~rman and Madelyn Carlisle in 
Deeds ~~· 
f . "Leonardo da Vinci, 11 Guy L. Bond in ! £!!! ~ Adventure. 
g. "The Experiment er," Margaret Keating in ! ~ i2, 
Adventure . 
21. Choose aey one of the s el ections in the unit 11 All 
Americans" in 'i,orld 2f Pcq,l e . Use your reading as a means of 
gainine background regarding the immigrants to America. After 
you have read the selection of your choice, answer the following 
questions: How has Anerica accepted the immigrant socially? 
~bat responsibilities do rlative- bor n Amsricans owe to t he now 
Americans? •¥bat are some of the fine qualities t hat you find 
in the persons described in the story that you r ead? 
22. \irito a business letter to .M. Henri Dupre, 1ana&er1 
L1Hotel llartin, 15 Rue de Concierge, Vevey, Switzerlaud, a skir.g 
him to arrange reservati ons for you and your two cor.ipanions 
for t wo weeks at his inn. :lemenber the basic qualit i es of a 
good busines s let ter v~en you ar~ writing. 
c. Optional r~lated Activities 
You mi ght l ike to enga ge in one or more of t he optional 
r elateci activi ties which f oll Oih Speak to your instructor 
regarding your choice of optional activities . You ''ill be 
cal led upon to share your .findings with the remainder of the class 
during the pool ing and sharing ti111e at t he end of the unit . The 
sa~e high standards are expected of you in t his wor k as are expected 
in the core activities. 
JJ4 
1. You might like to make a model of 81V' type of 
social or busir.oss letter. Write t he l etter and have the 
instructor evaluate it for content. and form. Then write your 
letter on a pie co of traci.i1g paper . Put a sheet of l ined paper 
beneath. it while you are writing. After this hae been co.'!lpleted, 
mount the fi.'lishcd product for a bulletin bolUd diapb;y .. 
2. Design a monogram which you migh·t; like to have 011 your 
own atationer;r. A t\onogram is a character or symbol madg by 
combinir.g the initials of your name. Look at eamplos of this :i.n 
your local stationer.y store • 
.3• Organize a report on t he progrese of canmunications 
through the ages. So:::w so~ces of i nf'ol'ma.tion which J'OU :m.ight 
consult area 
a. Batchelor, Julie F. Communications !"rom Cave 1:-riting to 
Tel evision. Iiew Yor ks Harcourt nr&ce; ~. -
b. Uc..C)padden, Joseph i e How .Thgr Carried the ~. 
York1 Sears Company, '19.3-o.-- - -
ca Rotors, Frances. Heel a, Wheel s, and Wire. New York: 
Lippincott, 1953. --- ----
4. If you have a. pen pal in some foreign country 1 you 
mieht be interested in reading some excerpts .f'lo m his letters. 
The class nould ce~inl.y enjoy hearing about the lti'e and 
customs of peopl e i n other countries. 
5. A committee might be formed to collect ao;ne examples 
of business l etters whi ch come to their hones. It would be 
interesting to see what t he letters contain that make them so 
striking to t he eye. Arter collecting the l etters , the committee 
might ~ish to make a diapl~ of these to illustrate the qualities 
= 
of a eood business letter . 
6. Two students might l ike to have the opportunity to 
t ape an intervie-w . The students could arranee a serie s of ctuestions 
and am.me:rs on soci al and business letter writing. One student 
cou l d act as the 11!lilce Wallacerr of the school, and t he other 
student coal d be his guest . Such questions as the following might 
give you some ideas to work with: 
a. What are some of the values of being a good social-letter 
writer ? 
b . How many kinds of social let ters are there? 
c. V~t abilities should a person possess if he i s to become 
a good social-letter ~iter? 
d . i'.'hat are the underlying qualities of every good business 
l etter '? 
7 . H.ead R~ond Yates ' ~ ~' ~ .2f Communications 
(H~er) Tthieh does an excellent job of describing the hi .story of 
communicct i ons . Select an area t hat is of great interest to you 
and prepare a r eport for the c:l.ass on i t . Malr..e an attempt in your 
r eport to shm: bern this area of coJilDlUllicat i ons has br ought the peopl es 
of tho y,orld closer tocether. 
8. A comnittee of seven might like to organize to present 
t he play 11The Lena :~er" by Alice Clark Gilmore. This i;:; the 
f ascinating story of the Dutctunan v1ho invented t he first microscope. 
Hi s contribution to knooledge i s so impcrtant t hat it affects the 
life of almost everyone today.. This play appears in Wide , ~' World, 
pp. 39.5-400. His is a nother of the great contr ibutions made by 
Europeans to the march of pr ogress. 
9. A comr:dttee might l ike to .find some interesting .folk 
tales or myths about the various countries in Europe. After 
careful:cy 1 .. eading them, the committee might organize theso by 
country and present them oral:cy to the cl as s . 'l'his could p:r-o-:idc 
an opportunity for the class to Gvaluate European fclk tales and 
myths with t hose of our own country. Some exarupl es &re: 
a . Baldwin, James .. "The Horse and the Ol ive, u A CaL!. to 
Adventure, P • 4.31. -- -
b. · Brown, Abbie. 
Worl d, P• 447. 
" The Quest of the Hanuner," Wi de$ Wide 
' --
c . An Aesop f abl e . "The Lark and Her Young Ones, " Wide , 
WJ.do Worl d, P• 436. 
-· 
d. H~1thorne1 Nathaniel. 
~,World, p .. 440. 
"'fhe Three Golden Apples," Wide, 
-
e . Hosford, Dorothy. "Beooulf's Encounter with Grendel, n 
Worlds 2,! Adventure , P• 120. 
f . Rosvall, Toivo. ttTyl Ul enspi &gel Shows His \7isdom," 
Worlds .£! Adventure, P• 138. 
10 . Read t he s tory "The Golden Fl eece" adapted by Hel en 
Sowell. You '\'fill note that tledea l eaves her home wit h Jason. 
How did ·&his l ove af fair between J ason and Medea end? If you 
can$ f ind a story t hat tell s what happened to them. Then wri te 
a s i ngl e paragraph telling what you think of Jason or Medea. 
Tr.y to use as many color~il modifiers and varied eentence structures 
as you can. 
ll. Read Arthur Conan Doyle ' e "The Adventure of the 
Speckled Band," 1n Vlor l ds 2.£. People. After you have studied the 
l ogic used by the great detective Sherlock Holmes, imagine yourself 
in a deserted castle on the moors in Engl and. Describe in a few 
I 
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paragra~Le a fr!ght~g experience you had thore . Build up the 
parat;raph to gi·.ro an atcosphero of horror. You might lfre to 
tell ~om stor-J to tho class t o oee hem oi'!octivc it io U!'Oll 
a. .. a adieJ1Ce. 
12 . One of tne best ways to s ee the norlci and yet stay 
rieht here ln this country is to via it a b~ seaport . For e..xotic 
sights wld sounds~ and odors, there is no othor place to match it. 
You can bain an insight into the lmportance of the Por t of Boston 
and its connection with European countries by following the shipping 
liots which appear in the Boston Globe. ~e a collection of 
tho arrival.: for a ti:ree week period of til:le. Orgunize yot:.r 
oolloctior. bl ountry. Then using the encyclopedia, you t:rl.!,:l:t 
f ind the pr .L,ci?a). exports of that nation and list them beside 
tho n~~s of the vessels . This activity might also lend itself 
to bueinoea l etter writine. You mi ght want to write to the 
Fort of 2oston Authority for information r egarding the role 
the port le pl ny.ing as a port of entry for foreign commerce. This 
information could certainly hel p t he r est of t ho class to see 
hem the ties of commerce bind nations together . 
JJ . J..n inter esting and bumerous story of one of our 
im:nigrant u greenhornsu is told by Oeor&e and Helen hlpasbvily 
in tlle t;olect.ion 11Yes, Your Honesty." Thi..8 story has an important 
principle to e:npbasize. See 1f you can fine it. This is an 
excellent Gelection to dramatize. One stuoent can read the 
explanatory passates, and t he other students in the col!li!Iittee can 
take tho parts of the characters . There are four main parto: 
I · 
the picnic, the conversation with t he Fi xer, the talk with Mr. 
Cohen~ and the trial. Ibis selection appears in 'iorlds 2! Peop~e, 
Ad7entures for F..eadors :~ Book I I, and Journezs ~ A.nM:rrica. 
J.l~ . J.4 cO":r.l"littee of boys or girls might contact ·~he 
music teacher Xld arrange to have him work 1.•1ith them on the 
l'n".lSical vereion of :Emma Lazarus' "The l~eTJ Colos sus . n This 
famous poem appear s on a t ablet belm' the outstretched hands 
of the Goddes s of Freedom on Bedloe' s I s l and. Contempl ate 
hm1 appropriate t hese norda must seem to those wtho have fled 
to the now li.fa in America. 
15~ A cm.llllittee !:light collect interesting illustrat i ons 
of European l ife froi:J. magazines. Prepare original captior..s for 
each ~'ld mount them on t he bulletin board. Some of t hese captions 
might be in proo~, others could be in verse for~. 
16. Prepare to discuss orally a recent magazine story 
about one of t i.1e European nations. The story could h'.lve a 
political or economic bent or it might be a humorous a ccount 
of the da~v life . Include what you learned about this country 
from the story. 
1 7. A comm.J.t tee might like to arrange an j.tiner ary f or 
a journey through one of t he European nati ons. List the places 
the class would go to and the thines they would see. This 
i nformation could bd pr esented t o the class in t he form of 
a travelogue" 
13. 
18. Pave you or your parents been t o Europe? PoRsib~v 
t hey hnv0 some slides that would be of interest to the cla~s. .Ar r ange 
to have t he audio-visual assistant in your cl ass set up t he project or and 
show the sli des t o the class on a date that has been pre-arranged wi th 
your t cf'cher . 
19.. .A com.rnittoe might organize to prepare for a field 
t rip to the local post office. They mi ght intervien a clerk 
at the post office to learn U1e r Aasons for the accepted form 
for addr essing envelopes, the handling of air mail and overseas 
mail, the cost of sending lett ers t o Europe. The committee could 
prepare in the planning stages t he appropriate questions for the 
intervim7. 
D. Culminating Activit i es 
CUlminatL,g activities for this unit can be as s impl e 
or a.s coif!Plete es t,he instr uctor wishes to make t hem. Activities 
devel oped through t he unit may lend t hemsel ves to var ious types 
of presentation. 
1. Readings of descr iptive paragraphs on Europe done in 
Core Activity 8. 
2 . neading of poems t hat appeal t o the s enses done i n 
Core Act ivity 11. 
3. Presentation of experiences on a steamship crossing 
t he Atlantic done i n Core Activi~ 12. 
h. Panel discussion of topics discussed in group work 
in Core Activi ty 17. 
I 
;;. Reports on reading. See Core Activi ty 17 and 20. 
6. Tape rrecording made in Optional Activity 6. 
7 ~ Dramatization of an incident in t he l il'e of a 
famous European. See Optional ~ctivity 8. 
B. l'?.eports on reading. See Opti onal Acti·vity 9. 
9. Dramatization of a otory about European immigrants. 
See Optional Acth·ity l3. 
10 . E\1ropean travelogue. See Optional Activity 17. 
ll. Sllde show on Europe. See Optional Activity 18. 
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B. Pup U s t Bibliograpey 
1. Easy reading 
Angelo, Valenti, Big Little Island, Viking, 19551 (7-8) 
The heart-warming story of a young Italian war orphan 
is tol d in this book. Life with the Leonia in Greenwich Village 
is such a mixture of Italian warmth and gaiety and American comfort 
and security that the young orphan boy real~ begins to feel he 
belongs here. Lorenzo discovers in New York Ci t,y the secret of 
happiness which hel ps to dissolve the last of his homesiclmess for 
his bel oved Ita~. This book could aid in developing the student's 
appreciation for the plight of the immigrants who have come to our 
shores. 
1 1 The Marble Fountain, Viking 1951, ( 7-8) --~Visit beaut'Ilhl. TUScany. Relive the joys and hard.ships of 
rebuilding a war-ravaged town with young Piccolo and Andrea. This 
story of Ita~ is one of r egeneration. In the youth of the country 
ther e l ay the hope f or a r ebirth. Young people should feel great 
sympathy and develop an understanding for the young adults of war-
r ava ged Europe. 
Benary-Isbert, Margot, The Ark, Harcourt ~e, 1953, {6-9) 
This is a story Of""' post-war Germany and the Lechow f81'llil\Y. 
These refugees from oppression are finally resettled in the Western 
Zone of Germany where they rebuild their lives with courage and 
without bitterness. The youthful reader can gain insights into 
the problems of the t housands of displaced persons who had to 
build nen lives following World War II. 
Colum, Padraic, Children ,2! Odin, Macmillan, 1920. (6-9) 
These are t he s tories of the Norse sagas from the twilight 
of t he gods to the destruction of Asgard. They are told in a 
connected narrative that nows in a simple rhythmic pr ose t hat is 
sometimes poetic. The reader will have the opportunit,y to gain 
a useful knor1ledge of Norse ~helogy as a background for mor e 
mature literary norks. 
Cureya-Prodanovic, Nada, Yugoslav Folk-Tales, Oxford, 1951, (7-8) 
This i s a book of livelY fo~aies which sprang from the 
imaginations of the ancient Serbian peoples. A sense of magic 
wonder is ever present in t hese s tories. They are told with humor 
and dramatic force. For the student who has a l iking for folk-
tales, t his book should be most well suited. 
= 
Davenport, Marcia, Garibaldis Father 2! Modern Ital,y, Random• 
1957, (7-9) 
Guieeppi Garibaldi seemed t o love fighting for its own 
sake. But he fought o~ in struggles for .freedom, for causes 
in which he fervently believed. Ria et o17 1a one of desperate 
years of struggle, of guerilla warfare, of the relent~ess 
determination ot a man dedicated to the cause of national .freedom. 
Douglas , lf1111am o., fb;loring the Hi~a, Rale1 1.9581 (7-9) 
This story of e author-ra-pers experiences among the 
hardy peoples of t he Rimalqa region ie intriguing. Imagine 
taking your sheep up to 18,000 feet elevation f or grazing. Did 
you know that barley and hq can grow at an elevation of l3 1 000? 
Here is an opportunity for you to become acquainted with an area 
which has r emained shrouded in ~stery f or centuri es . 
Gunther, John, Keet North Africa, Harper & Brot hers, 19571 (7-9) 
Thia intrOduction to tour countries now in transition will 
enrich the understanding of the young readers whose own heritage 
OTtes so much to a struggle for .freedom. The author takes the 
reader on a tour across the top of Africa to bring us a closer 
understanding of the probl ems which these people face in the 
twentieth centur,y. 
, Ueet South Africa, Harper !t. Brothers, 1958, ( 7-9) 
In:-rte_rw_ ov- en in the historical picture of South Africa 1s 
a fascinating pattern of the li.te and culture of these peoples. 
There are descriptions of gold and diamond miningJ !laura and 
f aunaJ tribal lifeJ the pol icy of apartheid. Timeq and well 
written is this account of South Africa at a turbulent time 
in its history. 
Jones, Gwyn, Scandinavian Legends and Folk Tales, Oxford, 19561 ( 7-8) 
There are twenty-four storiei!ina!i, told wit h much vigor, 
good humor and impressive narrative skill. They are idealq suited 
for reading aloud. You might like to try some of them on your 
"listening associates ." 
Loder, Dorothy, The Land and People of Spain, Lippincott, 1955, 
(8-12) --- -
Just how much our past 1a interwoven with that of Spain is 
brought to the atten1aon of the reader in this book f illed with 
~triking contr asts. The ancient st ory of Spain's II1&I\Y invadere 
~ vivi.dlJ written. The fine arts of the various provinces are 
~iscuseed to give the reader a deeper insight into the Spanish 
~d. 
lh5 
= 
Savery, Constance, Emeralds f or the furt Longmana, 1945, (6-9) 
The s t ory is laid In liigl&nd ur g the r ei en of Charl es II. 
Young Tosty Farrington, l3 years old, finds himself invol ved in 
the war between the Cavaliers and the Roundheade as he at tempts to 
find a buried treasure. Here is an opportunity t o learn about t he 
Enr,l.i8h Ci vil War and i ts effects upon tho nation. It will pro-
vida excellent background material for a study of English history. 
Scherman, Katherine, Catherine t he Great, Random, 1957, ( 7-9) 
This biography describes the rl8e of a dowry-less daughter 
of poor Ger man nobility to the t hrone of Russia where she ruled 
with absol ute power for fifty years . Rising above her own 
personal t r agedy, Catherine set about t o br ing gl ory to t he 
imperial eaeles of her nation. How she accomplished t his feat 
i s part of the s t ory of her life. A some-what sentimentalized 
biography of a great , if harsh, r ul er. 
2. More difficult reading 
Benaey;-Iebert~ llargot, Rowan Fam1 Harcourt Brace, 19.54, (7-9) At the owan Farm near Franld'urt, Gern::lllJ', t he Lechows have 
a happy year. Dr. Lechow s l owly r esumes practicing medicine. His 
16 year-old daughter Uargaret enjoys r aieing young f arm animal s . 
Younger aieter bl ossaDB out int.o a budding actress 1 and Ull and 
Joey have many adventures. This story of srit and determination 
exempl.1£iea the will-to-win, a characteristic youth migbt well 
emula.te. 
Bla3o1ngame, Wyatt, The French Forei~ Legion, Hale, 1955, (7-9) 
From the firstthe Legi on h&s een a r el atively small 
t i fl}ltly- knit body of ground troops , It was cr eated more than 
a century ago t o fight against t he Arabs in North Afri ca. It 
has , however, achi eved a well-des erved fame f ar beyond i t s 
numer i cal strength, Vivid~ tol d in thi s book are the s tories 
of the Legi on ' s glory and sacrifice. An excitins account of how 
t hie val iant group has guarded the Lillie& of France . 
Cool idge , Olivia E. , Legends o£ t he North, Hought on Miffl in, 1951, 
(7-9) - - -
This book contains f amous ll\}'"thB and l ogends of t he norther n 
countries . I t is divided into f our secti ons • Tales of the nor th-
ern gods J The last of t he Volsungs J Tales of northern her oes; and 
Tales from the sagas. There are excellent short hiatorica1 ex-
planatiorus pr eceding each section. The illustr ations contained herein 
ere extremely str ildng. '1'h.i.s book 1a suited for the average reader 
in eighth grade. Exciting a nd infornative. 
Deutsch, Babette, Heroes of the Kalevala, Messner, 1940, (7-9) 
Here are the expl oits-of the brave men, the wonder of strange 
j ourney s 1 the thrill of tremendous sea-fights , the fun of wooings 
and weddings and festivities of all sorts. These are the tall 
tales of Finland r etold in prose with a gusto which holds the readers 
attention. These stories are to Finland as the f amous lliad i s to 
Greece. The book is r ecommended for those who enjoy the ancient 
l e gends of these peopl es. 
Eull er, J ohn, Arctic World, Abelard-schuman, 1958, (8-10) 
This is the stor,r of modern polar exploration, deecribing the 
hi ghlights of important expeditions during the last sixty years. 
You will travel a cross the white-coated wastes with Nansen, Pear.y1 
Maclli.l.lan, and Byrd on their dangerous j ourneys . This book is a 
~· timely treatment of an area which all but connects our continent 
and E.'urope. It provides thrilling r eading. 
Gutridge , Rex, Thunder over Atrica, Warne and Compaey, 1958, (7-10) 
J ohn Roes strikes-out across Zulu country for another 
settle~ent. Here is a land wher e only the fittest survive. The 
story of how Ross suffer s many severe hardships, and narrowly 
escapes with his l i fe is- one to hold the reader's attention. 
This is a fictionalized account of life in South Africa more 
t han one hundred years a go. The book will aid the young r eader 
in seeing the connection between Europe and South Africa. 
H~craft, Molly c., Queen Victoria, Messner, 195e, (8-10) 
SiXty- four years of rUlillg the greatest Empire which 
had ever been formed was the life of Victoria Re gina. In this 
short biography the author recounts some of the inter es ting 
moments in the l ife of this exciting monarch. The book is 
i deally sui ted for the r eader who has no pr evious knowledge of 
Queen Victoria and her era. 
Kielty, Ber nardine, Marie Antoinette, Hale, 1955, (7-9) 
All that Marie Anto!Iie·Ete was taught-and she was taught 
t hat strictly-was (1) the divinity of royalty, and (2) unbounded 
devotion to Austria, to the Hapsburgs, and to Maria Theresa. 
Her personal trageqy was the fact that in the small things she 
per formed well, but in the ruling of a nation both she and her 
husband were failures. You will be suspended in t he chaos and 
brutality of the French Revol ution. A good first biograpey of 
Marie Antoinette for the young reader who has no background know-
ledge of this tragi c queen. 
-----~==~====================================================~====== 
:.. · 
UcLean, Allan c. Storm over ~ Bar court Brace 1 19511 ( 7-9) 
Sheep stealing IS <rrS'covered ob the island. Nei ghbor is pitted 
a c:-ainot neighbor. I t takes the sleuthing of young t;iall and 
Ruaridle to solve the mystery. Boys and girls who like a 
mystary will enjoy this book. The l ocale of the story provides a 
pl easant chanee. 
Ullman, James R., Banner ~ the ~~ Lippincott, 1954, (8-10) 
Three men and a boy batti!n8 against t ho treacherias of an 
unconquared peak is the main theme of this book. How this young 
Swiss boy, Rudi Matt achieves his flaming ambition a gainst a 
backdrop of Rl ittering i ce .falls and jar,ged peaks sweeps the 
rea.dor through the pages of t his exciting adventure story. The 
book i a wel l suited to illustrate couraee , physical and moral. It 
also provides a fine view of the peopl e of t ho Alpa. 
C. Difficult reading 
Beard, Annie E. s. , Our Foreign-Born Ci t izens, 1955, {8- 12) 
These are t he stories of grear-Amer!cans, each of whom 
ca:ne to this country from a foreign land to make a new l ife. 
They have contributed to every fiel d of endeavor : art, I!IU5ic1 
science, pol iti cs, and industry. The lives of such men as 
Loony~ llurray, Berlin, !tltropoulos, and Audubon are o~ a .few 
of the many bri ght stars which shine in this book. The student 
who r eads this book should gain an understandine of the ingredients 
necoosary for social and economic success . 
Galt, Tom1 .!!2!! ~ United Nations Works , Crowell, 19551 {8- 12) 
This is a r ewarding book that pr ovides t he reader with a 
handy gui de t o the operations of the Uni t ed Nations . Many of 
the inner workings of the Assembly meetings are described here 
for the .first time . Ideally suited f or the boy or girl who 
seeks an answer to the problem of the UN, this book covers a 
dif ficult subject in en i nteresting manner. 
Gianakou.kisf Theodore, .'!!:! ~ and People .2f Greece, Lippincott, 
1952, ( 8-12) 
Spread before t he r eader of this book is a great pageant of 
history from the days of Olympus through the Persian wars , the 
Colden Ace, t he ~orld of Alexander, of Rome, of the B,yzantines, 
and the Turks, to the new nation born in 1821. We see a picture 
of Greece t~ and gain an understanding of the heritage ne have 
received .from her. The reader can l earn much about our Hellenic 
heritaee .from this fascinating volume. 
~· 
---... ·--··-
Nano, Frederic c., The Land and People of Sweden, Lippincott, 19491 (8-12) - - . - -
From Slame in the south to Lapland beyond t he Arctic Circle 
the author presents you with many delightful experiences while you 
become a~lUAlllted with t he people of Sweden. The character and 
special qualities of the Swedish people; t heir customs, social 
activities, crafts a nd industries are interesting~ presented. 
O'Brien~ Elinor, The Land and People of Ireland, Lippincott, 19531 {.8-12) --- -
The story of Ireland is one that begins with legend and ends 
in t he modern \lorld. Here is e. condensed but clear picture of the 
history of this IItYStical country. Accompanying this is a survey 
of Irish culture- her art, her music, her l iterature. 
Paton, Alan, The Land ~ People ~ South Africa, Lippincott, 
1955, W-~ 
This is a timely book about a seething area of our small 
worl d . The s t or y of the coming o! the 'tlfhite man to t his part of 
the world is described. Vie see the tv;o-sided coin of his con-
t ributions. This book can give the average student an insight into 
our own r acial pr obl ems as he learns mor e about the discrimination 
in South Africa. 
Street, Alicia, The La.nd of the Snglish Peopl e, Lippi.."l.cott, 1953, (8-12) ---- - -
This book spans the histor,y of England from 2500B.c. up to 
the pr esent time. We go back to the first Roman invasion and 
travel on through history gaining a rich background regarding 
tlfe nation which i s ao close~ bound to ours. All the pageantry 
and color of t~~s nati on i s vivid~ presented for the reader. 
Wimmr, Fr ances, The Land of the Italian People, Lippincott, 1951, 
(8-12) ---- . 
The author has compressed t he highlights of the Italian 
his tory in a ma~terpiece of clari t y . We have a fine up-to-date 
picture of Italy' s expansion in industry and agriculture as one of 
the important nations of Europe. The reader gets a fine over-
all view of this anci ent and beautiful land presented in a 
fashion to hold his attention. 
Wohlrabe, Raymond and Krusch, Werner, !h! ~ .!!!.9. People .2!, Austria, 
Lippincott, 19.56, ( 8- 12) 
The story of this once powerful empire i s f ascinating. Her 
history is r e flected in the ext r eme beauty of her countryside. 
The characteristi cs of the nation are used as t he steppine s tones 
for a better understanding of Austria and its r ole in the modern 
world. An interesting account of the nati on of the Hapsburgs, 
the Vienese Waltz 1 and the Danube is to be found in this book. 
.J: 
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v. Evaluations 
Ev:alus.'tio.1 an-d Sf-praisal of tho students ' work should 1m 
planned and carried on throu~out t.lt unit s.s well as at li:.n 
conclusion . 'J.'hdre arc activities t~ithin the 'allit 'b · :rhich bOth 
the instructor and the students eM evaluate procroos. Tbe follcming 
activi.ties in the etudy bruide can be ueed .fol' this pW'}JOSa: 
Coro ~ctivities 4, 5, 11 B, 9~ 10, 121 13, 16, 17, 20, 21~ 2~! 
Optional iullated Activities 31 7, 81! 9, ll, 12, lJt 16 , 17. 
Thess activities ean lend themselves to measureu:ent by infomal. 
teachor-:nade teeta, pupil-teacher appraisal., evaluation oi' 
oral or written work• and eubjoctive measUJ.•Cf!r-.&nt of student 
pu~rticipationg This continued evaluation provicios the inatcuctor 
'f71tl:. evidences of pupil {;TOi'lth in underetandinss and skills, anrl 
al.l.ovls him to reentorce skills areu where there ie a we~kneas~ 
Sampl9 teete, checklists, end criteria a.l"e on paeoo 152-161. 
A. ~'eacher Evaluation 
1.. tho instructor will observe pupils for indications of 
spontaneous and sust.nin ... d participation 1n the variouo J.ctiv.i.\.ies 
of t his unite 
2o The instructor t1ill observe the student's abllity to 
participate cooperatively 1n eroup and cor.mittee -worke 
.3o The student's l'fritten com.posi't.ior..s, book r eports, und 
recJoarch papers Tlill be evaluatedo Soe paces 154-156 £or sample 
chock Usto 
= 
4. Oral compositions, book reports, panel e~scussions, 
and taped programs will be evaluated by students ar..d t eacher $ 
using the sampl e criteria and check list on page 157~ 
· 5$ An anecdotal r eeord can be kept by the instructor to 
aid in measuring t he s tudent' s growth in speaking skills. The 
·teacher mi eht writ.e a brief note to each pupil as he finishe6 a 
speaking activi~, co~~nting on t he strength~ and weaknesses of 
the psrformance . 
6. Any projects completed by t he studon·~s during t he course 
of the unit will be used by ·t;he teaCher in the final evaluation. 
7. A final objective test will be administered by the 
instruc·;:,or. See pages 158-161 for sampl e f inal test. 
B. Pupil-Teacher Evaluati on 
1. Bot h the students and the t eacher will set up standards 
J$1 
for each group activity of the unit. The~e s·iandal'ds will r esult from 
t he teacher-~dided pupil discussion on quality of presentation 
and content. 
2~ ~rhere should be individual$ grou1), and cl ass evaJ.uatio.a 
of the participation of class members in discussions and activitiese 
3. The class and the teacher will set up s tandards for group 
evaluation of oral and written composition. These stand~ds can 
be discussed by the whole class or in committees. See page 157 
for sampla student check list for oral composition. 
I 
= 
SAMPLE PRE-TEST 
Part I 
Use your cmn address as the return address and the folloni ng 
as the address of t he addresseea Ur. John J . Smith, 432 Westview 
Drive, ellesley 76, Yassachusetts. Use the information to fill 
in the file card which you have been given as if it were an 
envel ope. 
Part II 
Section A 
The i tems in column two are to be matched against the list 
in column one. Place the letter or the appr opr i ate word in 
column two in t he bl.ank beside coluan one. 
COLUJ.IN 1 COLU)(N 2 
1( ) btreet, town, stat e, date a. signature 
2( ) Sincere~ yours , b . postmark 
3( ) Name ot the wr iter c . s alutati on 
4( ) A note th&nldng someone for d. acceptance 
biB hospi tality e. pofitcard $( ) What a letter is put into t. envelope 
6( ) A letter containing interesting g . heading 
information h. compl imentary cl ose 
7( ) A letter about places visited i . friendly letter 
8( ) Dear John, j. travel let ter 
9( ) A means of writing but onl\Y k. bread-and- butter 
sending a small amount of letter 
information 
Section B 
H the statement 18 true, place a "T" berore it. If' it 
1a f alse, place an "F" be.fore it . 
1( ) 
2( ) 
l~ ~ 
$( ) 
A. comma 18 the only punctuation which appears 1n t he closing. 
No mark of punctuation .follaws the persona s18nature . 
A colon is used after the salutation in a business letter. 
The greeting appears in the upper-right corner of the 
letter . 
The date on which the letter wu written 18 found in the 
postmark. 
15~ 
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6( ) The salutation t ells who wrote the lett er. 
7( ) The body of the l et t er should cont a in the infor mat ion you 
w~"r1t to e.ive . 
S( ) The return address appears in the upper- l eft corner of the 
envelope. 
9( ) The zone number fol l ows the name of t he city. 
?art I I I 
Do either one of thf:'l .folloYJing items on the paper provided 
for it. 
a . ~rite a friendl y letter to your friend Peter Paul 
describi ng yollr .first dczy ' s experi ence on t he s.s. America. 
Use your own home addr ess. 
l ;'j 
b . -;lrite a business l etter to t he Trouble-free Travel Bureau, 
665 Tremont Street ~ Boston 12, Massa chusetts asking them for 
infcr:nation re!1arding passage on the Arrican Queen which Jo aves 
Boston for Naples on J ttne 6. Use your own home addreos . 
= 
Teacher's Check List for Written Communication 
To the etudenta 
The pages r eferred to in the second column are listed to help 
you overcome certain weaknesses in your writing. One check indicates 
that you should review this material. Two checks indicates that at 
least one skill-building exercise should be completed and returned to 
t he instructor for evaluation. 
I. Content of the paragraph or composition• 
a. Unity (oneness) 
b. Coherence (logical relation) 
c. Emphasis (making the important 
things stand out) 
II. Sentence Structure 
a. sentence sense 
b . agreement 
c. placement of modifier a 
d. grammatical completeness 
e. pronoun reference 
III. Paragraph Development 
a. good topic sentence or idea 
b. discussion of paragraph topic 
characterized by oneness 
c. good use of transitional elements 
in and between paragraphs 
MARK 
-
SK~BUD.J)!NG 
EXERCISE 
IV. 
v. 
VI . 
- - ~ ·_ 
Diction 
a . used appropriate words 
b . following words should be 
oh~cked for definition --
Punctuation 
a. COJlma 
seriee 
interrupters 
appositives 
in quot~tions 
b. apostrophe 
c. quotation marks 
d. end punctuation 
Mechanics 
a. capitalization 
b. spelling 
SKD.L-BUILDING 
EnliCISE 
15. 
STUDE~'!' 
Check List f or Written Communication 
Bef ore you submit t his composition, examine it car~ for 
each of the following characteristics. Revise it where neces sary. 
Check each s tatement which you f eel describes your wor k. 
·My compositionsor paragraph; 
Content 
1. has a definite purpose or point 
a. has a t itle which indicates this 
b. appeals to a specific t ype of reader 
c. contains only those facts or details which make rrq point 
clear 
2. has t he ideas arranged in the beet order 
a. has a clear topic sentence or idea in each paragraph 
b. has attention-getting opening sentences 
e. has a good clincher sentence which makes rq purpose or point 
d. contains exact words that help the reader to understand 
what he reads 
Mechanics 
1. contains no errors in a greement 
2. contains no run-on sentences 
3. contains correct capitalization and end punctuation 
4. contains no comma faults 
5. contaj.ne no misspelled words 
6. f ollcnrs t he accept ed f orm agreed upon by t he class 
-----
= 
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Sample Chock List for Oral Communicat ion 
(To be used by students and teacher. ) 
Check the following characteristics which you feel best tlescribe 
the performance of John J ones ?lhile presenting his oral 
composition. 
a .. The speaker made his purposo knovm ~arJ.l in his talk. 
b . The speaker Dlade his story come alive by- anBT.ering clearly 
the questions W'rO?, WHAT?, WHEN?, and l'IHERE? 
c . The speaker gave a logical, or exciting ending t o his talk. 
d . The speaker choose words , wit hout hesitating too much, tha t 
said what he wanted to say. 
e . The speaker used good transitional sentences in his talk. 
f . Tho speaker used accept abl e grammar and good usage. 
g. The speaker pronounced his v;or ds elea.rly and distinctly. 
h . The speaker spoke so that eV€ryone coulci hear him. 
1 . I feel tl~t he really had something worth s~ing. 
SAJ.IPLE FINAL TEST 
Part I 
ffrite one important fact about each of the follawing items. 
1 . t he salutation 
2. t he closing 
3. a letter of invltation 
4. a bread-and-butter letter 
5. the r eturn address 
6. zone numbers 
7. tho price of an air mail stamp 
8. t h•t inside address 
9. using the colon 
10. a business phone call 
11. let ter forms 
12. sending a telegram 
l). the characteristics of a 
good business letter 
Part II 
Correct any misspellings in the foll owing state names. 
Write t he correct spelling beneath the name. 
Alabama Calafornia Yoming 
.Minesota Louisiana Origon 
Arkansaw Colorado Tennesse 
Pennsilvania 
- --~·-
Part III 
Fill each blank with a prepositi onal phr~se . If t he 
phrase modif ies a noun or a pr onoun, write~· over i t . If 
the phrase nodifie~ a verb, an adjective, or an adverb, write 
adv. over it. 
-
1 . 1'he heap of gold.._ ___ ahines. _____ • 
2 . A man:_ ___ ran quickly ____ • 
3. TJ-e ronst. ___ er ashed ______ • 
4. TOCJ saw the man • 
-----
5. All the pirates ---~ran eagerly ----· 
Part IV 
'Rrite five sentences about peopl e whom you met on your 
t r ip to Europe. Each sentence is to contain an appositive. Watch 
your punctuation. 
Part V 
What are t he criteria for a good oral composition? 
What are the three r equirements for a good business letter? 
Part VI 
Write three compound sentences . Use a different coordinate 
conjunction 1n each. 
Part VII 
On this paper write a friend~ letter to your Uncle Geor ge 
in which you descr i be some experience which you had in Europe. 
Use your own home address. 
----====~==============================================~===== 
1 --r--- --~--- --- - - -~- -
SAMPLE FINAL COH'l'h'NT TEST: 
1. How does t he setting ,Of Tiger o£ the Snows add to the 
excitement or tenseness of the stor.y 
2. \that characteristics do the f olk her oes of Europe have in 
common with the folk heroes of America? 
,3. What driving force seems to be characteristic of mountain 
climbers? Illustrate this b,y a direct reference to one of the stor i es 
which you have read in this unit. 
4. Describe the f estival of hats in the story "The Tallest Hat ." 
5. '\That are some of t he f ine qual ities that you found in t he 
persons descr:Llhed in the s tories in the unit, 11All Americans?" 
6. Writ e a brief paragraph describing t he contributions of one 
of the following men: Michelangelo, Pasteur, Stevenson, Einst ein, 
Steinmetz, da Vinci, or Galileo. 
. 7. Write a short paragraph describing the setti.r€ of your 
extensive reading select ion. 
8. Write a shor t paragraph describing t he r esearch topic ~hich 
you chose to uo. 
I 
I-= 
THREE SAMPLE JOB SHEh'TS 
I , - . - - -
JOB SHEET 
Ability to Visualize a Scene 
As you read, cio you have trouble visualizing the s cene ·which 
is being described? To develop this ability, the reader must ~ke 
use of the exciting moC.i f i ers e..nd vivid lauauace o:i' the author. One 
can come away f rom a reading experience with much more if he is able 
to visualize what he has read. 
This exercise is designea to shar·pen your perception. As you 
read this story L~gine that you are t here. Then ansVIer the questions 
which follow t he sel ection. 
A white scout cautious~ poked his head out of a hole at 
the base of the battered wall. His sharp gyes l ooked this way and 
that for signs of danger. Su.."lli ght fell through t he waving branches 
of the oak at the end of the wall. 
Not far away a crafty Iriquois crouched behind a rock, never 
stirring. Il1 his hand he clenched a ta:oahawk. His beady eyes narrowed 
as he saw t he white man's head. "I'm v1aiting for yo•xr scalp, pale-
face, " he mu·r.tered. 11~ lodge pole is waiting. 11 
The scout pulled hL~self over the edge of the hole and 1~ 
still in the shadow of the wall . His r ough suit of deer skin blended 
into the gx-ound cover . His long rifle was thrust before him. 
All at once the scout seemed to make up his mind . He 
dashed toward the sun-splashed rock at the edee of the forest . 
When he was about five feet from it, he stopped suddenly and raised 
his rifle to his shoulder. A roar shattered the stillness of the 
forest . 
• 
At the same instant t he Indian bravo raised hia right arm, 
flung his lethal weapon, and cruq>letl to the fil"Ound . 'l'be scout 
dodged t he gl istening miss ile and ran for tho cover of tho rock. 
Hi:J onecy lay on hi3 side, his l.if'cblood ebbing into the carpet of 
l oaves . Without n second elance the scout flung himself into the 
protection of the for est undergrowth and was gone on his j ourney 
for help . 
Joseph Keefe 
1 . I.e the sun shining? 
2. liould t he a ir be s t irring, or would the air be still? 
) . Uere the trees bare or were there leaves on the branches? 
4. ·•as t he scout dressed in bri ght4' col ored clothes ? 
5. \ ns the rock under the trees or in an open spot? 
6 . l1ould the Indian be speaking in a loud voice? 
1. W.:1a tho forest noisy or still ? 
8. Did the Indian thr0'\1 the tom.ahav1k before ho was killed? 
9. Di d the scout scalp the Indian? 
164 
JOB SPDT 
usnr APPosr!Vl'...s 
l.p1o:-itivcs t:€1J: us C'::prefls i deas briefly and plcasi:l(cy. 
~c·r L~rc~rt~ce in our writin£ ~1vcs a more mature character t o 
\?hnt "rl() J~avc to s c.y . This shoulcl be one of our a il".ts ir. l earni ng 
to ~rits . This exercise is desi~ted to hel p you accou~lish this task. 
Cr,zrb1.no tJ::c sentences in each ercup into one sentence 
contninin: sn appositive. Be sure to sot off Lhc a~positive wit h 
CO":tmaS . 
ExEH~-:plo: 
i"he ~ ... e&tc Constitution T.on fnoe in tho .ar of l tll2 . This 
vcssol ras a forty-~~ ship . 
'"'he f'rir-c:to Constituti on , a fort;r- gun ship, non f a::.a in the 
Tfar of 1812 . 
1 . 1he modern ocean li.'lor can crosz tho At.Lantic in f i ve days . 
It io ~ f loating city. 
2 . Rn:lar makes a safer vaya;e po:s s ible . R3dar is an 
electronic ac~rch~g devicee 
) . Tho Ti tanic struck e.n iceberg of f ·''o" foundland a nd sank. 
She 'ffL'\S a C'J.nard Li ne stea:r.er. 
h. 11.:'oboats a rc hmtg from davits . The davito are el ectrically-
operated wi nches . 
5. :(odern stea:JShips are provided with to.ter-tir;ht core:part ments . 
These nrc moch&.''lical safety devices . 
6. John Jones i s a ;::aster -::ariner. He iG captain of the Lark. 
1. ~ln ckbeard dro't"'a terror int o tho hearta of nerchant r.en . 
This i.ndivic\4!\1 was a n . )tol'iO:.lZ p:.Z.atc. 
f' . "'lrapplin~ ~1ovks uere used by naval vessels durinG battles. 
Theso wore nharp, pointed irons . 
9. The Philadelphia was burned in the harbor of Tripoli. 
Tripoli 1s a port on the northern coast ot Afri ca. 
10 . Orapo shot was often used a gainst boarding parties . 
Grape shot is hundreds of tiny motal balls. 
- ~ ---- ___._ -=-
• 
--.- ---- ---
l 
So~ propositic.r..c .n e ~ lit•lo coz:.!w;ing to .1 ~ . L!a.v 
J Eo.>fl ar not q1l:it.o s..u-e j ust her: to use th~em• If ;rou can m st er 
t~e c-:-rr:ct U3c o! these prerosJ.t..Lc,n£ 1 :, o 1 can then u:se reponit:!.ona1 
p!':r<'res to :'lllke .:err writi."l;; ::tore i:ltol"~otir.~. Check your J!.hr.lish 
torl for t~e ruloa rcgar dine t ho use of prepositions . Then do this 
c.:::ercioe to builci skill. 
1 . i•e "lt opped ___ tile shepherd ' o hut f or 1Hlroth. (at, by) 
2 . Our trJidc led UE _ _ t he tL-v atolter. {in, L.to) 
3. Captain 1itehall t ook llis lmapsacl~ ___ his back. 
( off of, o !') 
4. Sven "Walked 
---
the edr,e o! the crcvaaee . {over, to) 
5. I left t~e ice a."'tG the Ca!:!f. . {at, in ) 
---
6. l"'fl! divided t 1c per=ic-an the three o! \W e 
----(t.~tnecn, o=ton,: ) 
Ho one in our party 
a l oad. (bes i de, be_s_i-dc-s~)~ 
Sven coulC: carry co b-z·eat 
8. Wh. tever our cuide said v:aa all r i {;ht --- r.e. (by , wit h ) 
9. lfo l.Ganod back the ice-covered cliff. ( agai.."'l1 against) 
---
1" . Sntty slid ---- the t apin£' jm'fa of the bottomles s p it. 
(in, into) 
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